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"But", L said, "Euler showed that .hexagons alone 
cannot enclose a volume". To which the innominate 
biol.ogist retorted, "That proves the superiority of 
God over mathematics" .... 
D'Arcy Thompson as quoted by w. McCulloch in: 
Mysterium Inequitatis of Sinful Man Aspiring to the 
Place of God. 
There have been many attempts to describe the process of biological 
development by mathematical models. Here we shall deal only with aspects of 
the mathematical models of development first advocated by LINDENMAYER 
[l.968a,b]. These models are called L systems, after their originator. An 
L system is a string rewriting system, where each letter of a string syrn--
bolizes the presence in that position of a cell of a certain type or state, 
and the whole string symbolizes a filament of cells. Time is assumed to be 
discrete, and, in between two consecutive moments of time, say between t 
and t+l, each letter of a string is rewritten as a string which may be 
empty. 'l'his rewriting may depend on the m left and n right neighbors of 
the letter concerned. The resultant. string at time t+l consists of the con-
catenation of the strings resulting from the rewriting of the individual 
letters. By repeating this process, we obtain a sequence of strings sym-
bolizing the developmental history of the modeled filamentous organism. 
Various embellishments, with or without biological interpretation, of this 
basic model can be contrived, as we shall see in the sequel. 
The subject has caused much recent activity from the side of mathe-
maticians and formal language theorists (see the bibli.ography), but has 
not yet been applied substantially by workers in the field of development.al 
biology. The fact that formal machinery developed in theoretical computer 
science, or in mathematics in general for that matter, i.s not applied to 
any great extent is, though regrettable, not unusual. For the case under 
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consideration, the mathematical questions considered in the formal study 
of L systems often have no interest, or even interpretation, for the practic-
ing biologist. A fundamental difficulty might be that the basic assump-
tions of the model do not allow adequate modeling of certain biological. 
phenomena at all. This might be remedied by adding features or changes 
ad hoc, a procedure whi.ch has been foll.owed in nearly all existing L 
system models for concrete biologi.cal phenomena. As a consequence, the 
sophisticated mathematical theory, which has been erected on the finn funda-
ments of the basic model, then comes apa.rt and does not hold for the featured 
model. However, the descriptive convenience of L systems has already been 
used in several biological modeling efforts. 
The most successful seems that by H. LUCK [1975], H. LOCK and J. LUCK 
[1976], and J. LUCK [1977], who have used PDOL systems to describe the devel-
opment of (filamentous) blue-green algae. Their model enables them to deter-
mi.ne key parameters of algae from observations at only one or two stages of 
development, whereas the direct experimental method requires the rather 
lengthy and laborous tracing of individual cell histories. The model, which 
mak<,s extensive use of the theory of DOL growth functions (see Ch. 4 l, and 
locally catenative systems (see Section 3.1.2.2), seems to be the first 
example of an operational technique based on L systems. Moreover, its theo-
retical potential has not yet been exhausted, and the organisms studied con-
form relatively well to the basic assumptions of L systems. A substantial 
number of descriptive models using L systems has been investigated by means 
of the powerful simulation program CELIA designed by BAKER and HERMAN [1970] 
(see also HERMAN and LIU [1973]). CELIA has proved to be a practical simu--
lation tool, as is borne out by various studies: BAKER and HERMAN [1972a,b] 
on heterocyst formation in blue-green algae; FRIJTERS and LINDENMAYER [1974, 
1976] and FRIJTERS [1976] on inflorescences of ASTER; S'rAFLEU [1973] on the 
branching pattern of barley root; HERMAN, LIU, ROWLAND and WALKER [1974 l on 
patterns on shells of molluscs (see also HERMAN and ROZENBERG r 1975. Chs. 16, 
18]); VEEN and LINDENMAYER [197"3] and HELLENDOORN and LINDENMAYER [1974] on 
phyllotaxis; HERMAN and SCHIFF L1975] on regeneration of HYDRA; and HOGEWEG 
and HESPER [1974] and HOGEWEG [1976] on biological pattern analysis. 
As a model for biology, L systems have very appealing features, which 
obviously have their counterparts in reality. It has been claimed, however, 
that, e.g., the influences of concentrations of chemicals or enzymes can be 
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modeled by increasing the number of states (of the basic unit), and decreas-
ing the length of the time step (of the basic transition) . This may be right 
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in principle, but obscures what is going on. We need, e.g., 1000 states to 
account for the influences of 10 different substances with concentrations 
graded 1·· 1000. Such things are easy to describe as difference equations in 
a simulation program like CELIA, but the theoretical model can be manipu-
lated, and yields significant results, only if the (relatively small) number 
of cell types with stereotype behavior (corresponding more or less to the 
basic genetical differentiation) is treated apart from influences of sub-
stances like chemicals or enzymes which act like, e.g., synchronous inhibitors. 
For instance, if the cells of an organism are essentially interactionless, 
but we model the influences of extracellular agents like enzymes by making 
the model a very complicated context sensitive one, we violate the principles 
on which the organi.sm operates, and lose adequacy of the model and a host of 
mathematical results which are appl·icable. For a more extensive discussion 
along these lines see Chapter 5 . 
. As will be readily noticed, the approach taken to model development is 
to discretize space and time. This is natural in the context of biological 
development: we discretize space in discrete cells and time in discrete 
time observations. 'l'he discreteness of time is usually justified by three 
reasons. Pragmatically: the mathematics of the subject becomes more acces-
sible; empirically: in practice we can only make discrete time observations; 
and because we assume a finite set of states for each cell. The justification 
for assuming a finite set of states for each cell is that there are usually 
threshold values for parameters that determine the behavior of a cell. Thus, 
with respect to each of these parameters it suffices to specify two condi-
t.ions of a cell: "below threshold" and "above threshold", althou9h the para-· 
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meters themselves may have infinitely many values. Even where such a simple minded 
scheme is insufficient, it is argued, it usually is possible to approximate 
the infinite set of values by a suffic.iently large finite set of values, 
without any serious detriment. to the accuracy of the developmental model. 
Although seemingly plausible, it will be clear that this reduction of con-
ti.nuous parameters to a finite st.ate set will lead to serious problems in 
many cases, like the ones related to the modeling of the i.nfluences of 
chemical concentrations sketched above. Notice also, that the models we treat 
here apply only to organisms which consist of autonomous segments or compart-
ments (livin9 cells are naturally such compartments). By "autonomy" is meant 
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primarily independence in the hereditary sense, in the sense that cells are 
known to carry their own genetic instructions and pass them on to their 
daughters, but also metabolic and functional independence. The existence 
of compartments enables us to describe such organisms as arrays of automata, 
from which the formalism of L systems is easily derivable. But a consequence 
of this requirement is that these models cannot be directly applied to sub-· 
cellular growth processes. 
Another restriction of the models lies in their one-dimensional nature. 
This implies that at the present time they are only applicable to filament-
ous organisms. F'urthermore, the models are based on the a.ssmnption that the 
relative position of cells (or compartments) cannot change during growth, 
and neither can the neighborhoods of the daughter cells be different from 
those of the mother cells. These assumptions are in agreement with develop-
ment in plants but not necessarily with that in animals, where cells may 
slide past each other in the course of growth. 
From the mathematical viewpoint L systems are more appealing than the 
usual sequential rewriting systems such as formal grammars of the Chomsky 
type. In the context free case the rewriting rule is a homomorphism or a 
finite substitution; in the context sensitive case it .i.s a generalized 
sequential machine mapping. This makes the problems we usually consider in 
formal language theory more amenable to ordinary mathematical treatment, 
since the action is not localized but global over the entire string. As a 
result, new structures have been developed and new problems have arisen, 
of which the analysis enriches formal language theory, in particular AFL 
theory (see, e.g., SALOMAA [1974], van LEEUWEN [1974]). Research in new 
machine models (van LEEUWEN [1974], ENGELFRIE'l', SCHMIDT and van LEEUWEN 
[1980]) and complexity theory (JONES and SKYUM [1976; 1977a,b,c,d; 1979:J, van 
LEEUWEN [ 1975a,b,c; 1976], and SUDBOROUGH [1977]), have benefitted from 
L system theory and vice versa, Although formerly the study of L systems 
has been almost exclusively biologically motivated, the underlying structure 
is recognized today in a growing variety of problems in computer science, 
ranging from pure formal language theory to more applied subjects, while 
at the same time the analysis has led to interesting mathematical problems, 
The organization of thi.s monograph is as follows. In Chapter 2 we give 
some formal defini t.i.ons and preliminaries. Section 2 .1 reviews some pert.in·-· 
ent concepts of formal language theory in the range of HOPCROFT and ULLMAN 
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[1969], mainly in order to review some concepts and to standardize notation. 
Section .2 supplies basic definitions of L system theory. Chapter treats 
L systems, -.sequences and -languages. Starting in ,;ection 3.1 with a struc-
tural treatment of deterministic context free L systems (DOL systems) we 
study, for instan:ce, how restrict.ions on the rewriting rules affect the 
associated sequences and languages (local versus c,lobal characteristics). 
We subsequently treat the connection between DOL sequences and locally 
catenative sequences, .i.e., sequences in which a string is obtained from 
earlier strings in the sequence by a fibonacci-like formula. In Section 3.2 
and 3.3 we obtain a rather complete picture of the power of the various 
types of context sensitive L systems using nonterminals, homomorphic mappings 
etc., and we mold the (in) famous LBA problem from automata. theory in the 
form of determining whether or not a trade-off is possible between context 
and tables of rewriting rules in L systems. Section 3.4 is concerned with 
stable string languages of L systems, i.e., langua9es consisting of those 
strin9s produced by a given system which are invariant under the rewriting 
rules. In section 3.5 we study aspects of certain variations of L systems 
with relation to problems of regeneration. In particular a form of the 
French Flag problem (see e.g. WOLPERT 119687) is treated. Chapter 4 is con-
cerned with growth functions of L systems. The growth function of a (deter-
ministic) L system relates the length of the i-th derived word in these-
quence with :L It is for this subject in L system theory that the most ex··· 
tensive claims for biological relevance have been made. This is not surpris-
ing, since a large part of the literature on developmental biology is con-
cerned with the changes in size and weight of a developing orc,anism as a 
function of the elapsed time. We treat a part of the analytic theory of DOL 
growth functions in Section 4.1; relations between restrictions on the re-
writing rules and the overall form of the derived growth function for the 
DOL case, in Sect.ion 4.2; and the theory of context sensitive growth func-
tions I.n Section 4.3. In Chapter 5 we discuss the adequacy of the theory of 
Chapter 4 to model biological phenomena, and, as a result, modify some basic 
assumptions to obtain a more realistic modeL It then appears that, without 
undue difficulties, we are able to derive the sigmoida.l growth curves, oc-
curring regularly in developmental biology studies, which could not be ob-
tained with the theory of Chapter. 4. 
Chapters 3 and 4 are more or less .independent, and contain the necessary 
definitions so far as they are not supplied Chapter 2" Chapter 5 pre·"· 
supposes Chapter 4" Section 3.1 . .2.1 ti.es with Section 4.7.. Chapter 6 con-
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sists of an epilogue,in which we evaluate the work presented in this mono-
graph. We chose to do so in an epilogue,rather than in the introduction, be-
cause in that way some familiarity with the subject could be assumed and we 
were not hampered by the need to explain too many concepts or by the need 
to mince words. The reader who wants to have a more or less informal pre-
view and assessment of the research covered by the coming chapters c~n 
proceed there first. 
This work wants to present a unified treatment of research, done by 
its author, most of which has been published previously in reports, jour-
nals and conference proceedings. Where it was necessary to my purpose I have 
drawn from the work of other investigators. A bibliographical comment ac-
companies each chapter, disclosing its sources. Whereas it has not been my 
contention to give a complete account of the mathematical theory of L sys-
tems, part of the field seems reasonably covered. The treatment of the sub-
ject is self-contained and, hopefully, easy to follow, but it is obvious 
that a rudimentary knowledge of formal language theory is more or less re-
quired from the reader. For instance, a glancing acquaintance with HOPCROFT 
and ULLMAN [1969], or SALOMAA [1973a], will be helpful. Thus, Section 2.1 on 
formal grammars is intended as a review of some elementary concepts, and to 
ensure uniform notation, but not as a substitute for the required background. 
Some results and topics presented are, for a variety of reasons, more inter-
esting than others. The two main themes are language classification (Ch. 3) 
and growth functions (Ch. 4 and 5). The techniques used are mainly combina-
torial. 
It should be noted here, before starting with the meat of the work, 
that the discussion about the usefulness or relevance of L system theory 
for practising biologists, or biology in general, tends to invoke heated 
debates. A protagonist is LINDENMAYER [1975], and some careful criticism is 
contained in DOUCET [1975, 1976]. We will touch on the subject somewhat in 
Chapter 5. It ought to be stressed that the fact, that only more superficial 
aspects of an extensive mathematical theory have been applied directly (as 
is the case with L system theory), is not an exception, but that rather the 
converse is true. Theoretical computer science itself is usually applicable 
only in a superficial way, like when computer languages are designed which 
have co~text free (or anyway easily parsable) grammars, but the extensive 
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mathematical theory which has been erected is not used widely even where 
it is superior, operative and applicable. DEMILLO, LIPTON and PERLIS [1977] 
discuss this phenomenon as related to theoretical investigations concerning 
the proving of correctness of programs. Large areas in the analysis-of-al-
gorithms theory suffer the same lack of being applicable or used in practice. 
Such pessimistic considerations, however, do not influence the essential 
mathematical beauty of the results, or insights gained in the nature of ma-
thematical structures, nor do they preclude later, possibly quite unrelated, 
applications of the developed theories. 

CHAPTER 2. 
DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARIES 
We shortly review the more needed formal language theoretical machin-
ery and the most generally used concepts of L system theory. For formal 
language theory and automata theory we use notation and terminology from 
HOPCROF'l' and ULLMAN [ 1969], and for L system theory we sometimes depart 
slightly from the (nonuniform) notation in the literature, so as to obtain 
some uniformity in ou:t treatment. 
2.1. FORMAL GRAMMARS 
Formal grammars originate from CHOMSKY [1956],who introduced them for 
largely linguistical reasons. In essence, a formal grammar is a string re----
wri ting system which transforms strings into strings. The purpose is to de-
fine in a finite way (by means of the grammar) an infinite number of strings 
(the language), such that the particular defin.i.tion of each string (the deri.---
vation) yields some structural information about it. For proofs of lemmas 
and theorems in this section the reader should consult textbooks like 
HOPCROFT and ULLMAN [ 1969]. 
We generally denote, with or without indices, symbols (equivalently, 
.letters) by a,b,c, ... ; strings (or words) of letters by u,v,w,x,y,z or 
a,S,y, ... ,W; sets of letters (alphabets) by A,B,U,V,W; sets of strings (lan-
guages) by L,X,Y,Z; numbers by i,j,k,-l,m,n,p,q,r,s,t. We will not always 
strictly adhere to these conventions, but then the context will allay 
confusion. The set of natural numbers {0,1,2, ... } is denoted by Th!; the 
set of reals by IR; and the set of positive reals by 
# X denotes the cardinaJ.ity of X; if x i.s a st:ri.ng then 
notes the J.ength (number of occurrences of letters) of x. 
If X i.s a set then 
(x) or 1 x 1 de-
'I'he set: of all strings over some finite alphabet of letters W is de----
noted by * , e.g., W ,, {;\,a,b,aa,ab,ba,bb,aaa, ... } for W = {a,b}, where:\ 
denotes the empty string (the string consisting of no letters at al.l). 
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* W is usually called the free monoid finitely generated by w. If X 
and Y are sets then 
X UY {xix€ X or x € Y}, 
XnY {xix E X and X E Y}, 
X -Y {xix E X and X i Y}, 
XY {wjw xy for some x EX and y E Y} 
xi ("} if i 0 
xxi-1 if i > o, 
* 00 xi X i~O , 
+ J,1 xi X , 
and 0 denotes the empty set. The class of regular sets over an alphabet W 
is formed as follows: 
(i) 0 and the singleton sets of elements in Ware regular sets. 
(ii) If R1 and R2 are regular sets then so are R1 u R2 and R1R2 . 
* (iii) If Risa regular set then so is R 
(iv) Only sets formed by application of (i) - (iii) are regular sets. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A generative or formal grammar is an ordered quadruple 
G <VN,VT,S,P> where VN and VT are finite nonempty alphabets, VN nvT 0, 
S € VN, and Pis a finite set of ordered pairs (a,S) such that Sis a word 
over the alphabet V = VN u VT and a is a word over V containing at least 
one letter of VN. The elements of VN are called nonterminals and those of 
VT terminals; Sis called the start symbol. Elements (a,S) of Pare called 
rewriting rules or productions and are written a+ S. 
* P induces a relation "=i>" on V as follows. v' is directly produced 
* from v: v =1> v' if there are y 1,y 2 ,a,S EV such that v' = y 1Sy 2, v 
* y 1ay 2 , and a+S € P. The transitive reflexive closure of =1> is=> and the 
+ * + transitive irreflexive closure of=> is =i>. If v =1> v' or v =1> v' we say v 
(n) 
produces or derives v'. If v 0$\/'1=i> ••• $\/'n' we write v =1> v', and say 
v 0 produces vn inn steps. The language produced by G is defined by 
L(G) {v Ev; Is! v}. 
A family of languages is a nonempty set of languages closed under isomor-
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phism (wi.th respect to the operation of concatenation i.n this case), i.e., 
renaming of letters. 
THEOREM 2.2. The family of .languages {L [ L = L(G) for some generative gram-
mar G} equals the class of recursively enumerable languages. 
According to Church's thesis, the class of recursively enumerable lan·-
guages is the largest class of sets obtainable by effective means. By suc-
cessive restrictions on the form of the production rules, we obtain success-
ively restri.cted classes of grammars. 
DEFINITION 2.3. A grammar G ~ <VN,VT,S,P> is of type i if P satisfies the 
restrictions of case (i) given below. 
(0) No restrictions. 
( 1) Each production in P i.s of the form a 1 xa2 ➔ E , X E 
and vis a nonempty word over V, with the possible exception of the 
production S-+ ;\ whose occurrence in P implies, however, that S does not 
occur on the righthand side of any other production in P. 
(2) Each production in p is of the form X _, i3 where X E VN and i3 cc 
( 3) Each production in p is of the form X ➔ Ya or X -+ a where 
* X,Y E and a E 
We call the grammars of types 0, ,2, and 3,recursively enumerable, 
context sensitive, context free and regular, respectively. We denote the 
corresponding families of languages by RE, CS, CF and REG. 
'l'HEOREM 2.4. REG equals the fami.Iy of regu.Zar sets. 
THEOREM 2.5. REG c CF c CS c RE where "c" denotes strict inclusion. 
'I'his nesting of language families constitutes the so-called Chomsky 
hierarchy. We call languages in the difference X··Y, Y and X in sequence 
as in Theorem 2.5, strictly X where Y is understood. 
EXAMPLE 2 . 6. 
L0 = [af(n) In ?: O} E RE -cs, [if f: JN ->- JN enumerates some nonrecursive, 
but recursively enumerable, set.] 
I n ? 1 } E cs - CF . 
[ n ?: 1 } E CF - REG • 
{a11 [n?: 1] E REG. 
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L4 {anln is a prime number} E CS -CF, to give a feeling for the power of 
context sensitivity as opposed to context freeness. 
It was shown above how the four main language families of the Chomsky 
hierarchy are derived by classes of generating devices, viz., by suitable 
restrictions on the form of the production rules in grammars. They can also 
be characterized by accepting devices, i.e., classes of machines which ac-
cept exactly the languages generated by a class of grammars. We say that L 
is the language accepted by a machine M when M can enter an accepting con-
figuration after reading a word v iff v c L. So RE languages are accepted by 
Turing machines, CS languages are accepted by Linear Bounded Automata, CF 
languages are accepted by Pushdown Automata and REG languages are accepted 
by Finite Automata. When, where and if, necessary we shall introduce tllese 
devices. 
2.2. LINDENMAYER SYSTEMS 
As we have seen .in the previous section, a generative grairnnar :Ls a 
sequential rewriting system, i.e., in each production step only part of the 
st.ring is rewritten. L systems are rewriting systems in which we rewrite all 
letters in a string simultaneously in each production step. Moreover, there 
are no terminal symbols in the sense of formal grammars as defined above. 
EXAMPLE 2.7. The production rule a ➔ aa yields, if we start with the string 
4 8 16 , 
a, the string sequence a,aa,a ,a ,a , ... and the produced language is 
{anln = 2\ i E JN}. This system is context free (each letter is rewritten 
independent of the context in which it occurs) and deterministic (letters 
can be rewritten in but one way). In a context sensitive L system the 
letters in a string are rewritten,by the production rules,according to the 
context in which they occur. In an (m,n) L system this context consists of 
them left- ai1d n right letters of the letter to be rewritten, and we re-
write letters according to the production rules which are applicable to the 
letter with its m letter left- and n letter right context in the string be-· 
fore the rewriting. Formally, 
DEFINITION 2.8. An (m,n) L system is a triple G = <W,P,w> 1vhere Wis a fin·-










is a finite set of product.ion rules. We write an element of Palso as 
m i n i * 
(u,a,v) ➔ a where u E i~O W, a E W, v E i~O W and a E W. 
We derive strings by the system as follows.+ induces a relation""' on 
* W defined by 
a 1 ,a2 , ... ,ak E Wand 
a a a E w*, 1' 2' ... ' k 
if 
for all i, 1 Sisk, where we take a.=;\ whenever j < 1 or j > k. If 
J * c£J 
v0 .,,,v1 =>v2 ""'-·· "'>v£ for some v 0 ,v1 , ... ,v.l E W we write v 0 ""' v£ and say 
v0 derives or produces v£ in£ steps. As usual,! and i are the transitive 
reflex.ive closure and the transitiv-e irreflexive closure of""', respectively. 
. (i) + (.) 
(Le.,;;_= i~O ""' and""'= iQl ;;. .) 
A sequence produced by G is a sequence v O, v 1 , ... , v t, . . . where vi ,.vi+ 1 
for all i :2: 0. In case G is deterministic the produced sequence is unique 
relative to v0, and if, moreover,v0 =w then the produced sequence ls called 
the str.ing sequence S (G) associated with G. The language produced by G is: 
We subscript. the relations +, =>, !, ;;, (J.l with the appropriate identi-
fiers when neccessary. S.i.mllar to the generative grammars in the previous 
section we obtain classes of L systems by imposing restrictions on the form 
of the production rules. 
DEFINITION 2.9. Let G = <W,P,w> be an (m,n) L system. 
(i) Without any restriction G is called context sensi Live, or interacting, 
and the corresponding L systems are called IL systems. With fixed m 
and n we <;;'®11 the corresponding class the class of (m,n)L systems. 
(ii) If (u,a,v) + a E P implies that u,v =;\then G is context free,or 
interactionless, and the corresponding systems are called OL systems. 
For ease of notation we write rules in Pas a ➔ a. 
(iii) If :for each (u,a,v) ➔ a E P either always v :\ or always u 1' then 
G ls .z,.,ft- or right context sensit.ive, and the correspond:Lng 
systems a.re called ILL- or IRL systems. For earse of notat:Lon we 
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write rules in Pas (u,a)-+ a or (a,v) + a, rc,spectively. 
(iv) If (u,a,v) -+a€ p and (u,a,v) ➔ a' c: P imply that a= (J.' then G is called 
deterministic, and we indicate this property by prefixing a "D" in the 
denotation of the class of systems. We also denote the set of pro-
duction rules P by a function o, and write o (u,a,v) = a. for (u,a,v) ·>·a 
E P" We extend O to w* by defining O (v) :'.::v 1 if v ~v', v;v~ E .. o1 is 
0 i 
defined as the i-fold comoosition of o: o (v) = v and cl (v) = 6 ( (v)) , i 2 L 
(v) If (u,a,v) +a E P implies apA the system is nonerasing or propagating 
and we denote this property by prefixing a "P" in tLe denotation of 
the class. 
Hence we have, e.g., PDIL systems, DOL systems, D(m,n)L systems, 
systems etc. The following notation is standard throughout the literature: 
(O,O)L systems= OL systems, 
(l,O)L systems or (O,l)L systems 
(1,l)L systems= 2L systems. 
1L systems, 
The notion of L systems has been extended to the important table L 
systems. 
DEFINITION 2.10. A table L system with q tables, or system, is a triple 
G <W,P,w> where P = {P 1 ,P 2 , ... ,Pq}' Wand ware as before,and Pi, 
<; i <; q, is as Pin Def. 2.8. Therefore, a table (m,n)L system is a tri-
ple G <W,P,w> with P = {P 1 ,P2 , ..• ,Pq} such that for each i, 1 <;is q, 
<W, ,w>is an (m,n)L system. 
strings are derived in a table L system G <W,P,w> as follows. 
a 1 ,a2 , ... ,ak E Wand 
, a 2 , ••• , ak E 
if there is a table P. in the set o.f tables P such that 
l 
* + 
a1a2···ak G~ a1a2···ak. 
l 
"" G and "" G are the usual closures of G~ The language generated 
by L(G) ·- {v lw ~ v}, 
G 
etc. G i.s a XYT ZL system 
q if' 
for p -
by G is 
{Pl 
defined 
each Gi, 1 <; i Sq, is an XYZL system. E.g., PDT2 1L ,3ystems, TOL systems etc. 
(No subscript on T means that q 2 1 , no T at all means that q ~ 1. E.g. , 
q 
PDT systems are PD0L systems.) The family of languages generated by 
XYT ZL systems is denoted as XYT ZL. 
q q 
DEFINITION 2.11. A semi XYT ZL system (or 
q 
system without the initial string. 
scheme) is a 
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We can squeeze languages out of L systems .Ln various ways. One way is 
(as above) to consider all strings generated from the initial string: the 
pure L language of the system. By dividing the alphabet into a set ofter-
minals and a set of nonterminals,we can consider the language consisting 
of all strings over the terminals occurring in the pure L language. Such 
a language is called an extension langua9e, since the terminal-·nonterminal 
mechanism extends the generating power of a class of L systems. Another 
*) 
device is to take a homomorphism of a pure L language or extension lan-
guage. A third method we shall meet is to consider the stabJe string lan-
guage of an L system. It .is the set of all strings, occurring in the pure 
L language,which are invariant under the rewriting rules. Accepting devices 
for families of L languages, similar to machine type characterizations of 
:families of languages produced by classes of generative grammars like in 
,C:ection 2. 1, are not treated in this work. They have, however, been studied 
in van LEEUWEN [1974], ROZENBERG [ 1974] and SAVI'I'CH ! 1975 J. 
2.3. BIBLIOGRAPHICAL COMMENTS 
Generative grammars were introduced by CHOMSKY [ 1956 -I. The concepts 
and results in Section 2.1 are treated in any textbook on the subject,like 
HOPCROFT and ULLMAN [1969] or SALOMAA [1973a]. Lindenmayer systems were 
*) 
By homomorphisms we shall mean monoid homomorphisms which are mappings be--
tween monoids in which the operation is concatenation. More precisely, the 
free monoid S finitely generated by a finite alphabet W is , i.e., if 
x,y ES then so does xy. The operation of concatenation is associative; 
(xy)z x(yz) and the identity element of Sis the empty word.\, the word 
with no letters. If a.nd 
phisrn then h(.\) = .\, h(xy) 
are two monoids and h: 
h(x)h(y) for all x,y E 
➔ is a homomor-
We extend the con-
cept of homomorphisms to sets by defining h (L) = {h (w) lw EL} for each 
oSUbset L 
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proposed by LINDENMAYER [1968a,b] and a first formal language ty_pe of treat-
ment was given by HERMAN [1969] and van DALEN [1971]. Table L systems were 
introduced by ROZENBERG [ 1973a] and the concept of stable string languages 
of L systems is due to WALKER [1974a,b]. Extension languages of L systems 
were first introduced by van LEEUWEN (unpublished) who, with an alternative 
interpretation of the concept, called them restriction languages. A text-
book covering most of the research (done in collaboration with its authors) 
in L system theory up to 1972 ···· 1973 is HERMAN and ROZENBERG [1975]. Collec-
tions of research papers and tutorials presented at L system conferences 
are contained in the PROCEEDINGS of an Open House in Unusual Automata 
Theory [ 1972], the PROCEEDINGS of the IEEE Conference on Biologically 
Motivated Automata Theory [1974], ROZENBERG and SALOMAA [1974] and 
LINDENMAYER and ROZENBERG [1976]. The latest exposition of the mathematical 
theory of L systems, covering recent research and containing an up-to-date 
bibliography, is ROZENBERG and SALOMAA [ 1980] 
CHAPTER 3 
L SYSTEMS, SEQUENCES AND LANGUAGES 
According to the definitions in Section 2.2,L systems are but a type 
of string rewriting systems. In the theory developed on the basis of string 
rewriting systems, such as formal grammars for generating languages, the 
following problems are usually studied: 
Classification. What are the inclusion relations between the new classes 
of languages and the various known ones (e.g. those in the Chomsky hi.er-· 
archy)? 
Closure properties. Is the class closed under union, intersection, con-
catenation, homomorphisms of various types, and 0U-1er operations? 
Decision problems. Is it decidable whether a given word is generated by 
a given grammar (i.e., the membership problem.)? Is it decidable whether 
the languages generated by two grammars are equal? And so on. 
Characterization. Given a class of grammars, are there properties by 
which a language can be identified as (not) belonging to the correspond-
ing class of languages? 
In this chapter we investigate some of these formal language oriented 
aspects of L systems, but we will also encounter concepts which do not occur 
.i.n conventional formal language theory. In Section 3. 1, we look at structural 
aspects of deterministic context free L systems (DOL's). More in particular, 
we will study the relation between local properties (e.g., the form of the 
production rules) and global properties (e.g.,of the produced sequences and 
languages). In Sections 3.2 and 3.3,we obtain a rather complete picture of 
the generating power (language generating capacity) of various subclasses 
of context sensitive L systems wi U-, and without tables. Section 3. 4 is con-
cerned with the set of those strings produced by an L system which are in-
variant under the rewriting rules, i..e., the strings whi.ch are necessarily 
rewritten as themselves. A variation on the basic model, the context 
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variable L system, is the sul;lject of Section 3.5. There we shall look at 
some simple regenerating structures and solve a form of the French Flag 
problem. 
3.1. DOL SYSTEMS 
About the si.mplest type of L system you can meet is the DOL system. 
Its rewriting mechanism is a homomorphism on a finitely generated free mon-
oid. For that very reason, its mathematical theory is quite extensj_ve and 
leads to interesting mathematical byways (see also Section 4.1). Formally 
then, a DOL system G <W,o,w> consists of a finite nonempty alphabet W, 
* * a total mapping o: W ➔ W and an initial string w E W. We denote both cS 
and its extension to a homomorphism on w* by o. Clearly, S(G) = w,o(w), 
(w), ... and L(G) = i~O { (w)}, where o0 (w) =wand oj_(w) = o((\i-l(w)) 
for i 2 1. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let G = <{a,b},{o(a)=b,o(b)=ab},a>. Then S(G) = a,b,ab,bab, 
. . 2 . 1 
abbab, ... ,and in general 6i(a) = oi- (a)oi-.(a), i 2 2. Thus, S(G) is 
the Fibonacci string sequence of KNUTH [1969a, Exercise 1.2.8-367,and 
£.g(oi(a)) is the j_-th fibonacci number. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. Let G = <{a},{o(a)=aa},a>. 'fhen L(G) 
The most intriguing question,asked about L systems, used to be: is it 
decidable whether L(G) = L(G') for given DOL systems G, G'. This matter was 
settled affirmatively by ~ULIK and FRIS [1977a,bl. A seemingly related ques-
tion,about whether it is decidable that a given DOL system has the locally 
catenative property (a generalization of the property we met in the DOL 
system of Example 3. 1), is still open. In Section 3. 1. 2 we shall consider 
it in more detail. 
3.1.1. DOL LANGUAGES 
In the first pa.rt of this section we establish, by a simple combina·-
toria.l argument, necessary and sufficient conditions (with respect to the 
product.ion rules) under which the language, generated by a deterministic con-
text free Lindenmayer system,is finite. These conditions yield sharp bounds 
on the size of such a language, which depends on the size of the alphabet 
and the interrelations of the production rules. Furthermore, a feasible 
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decision procedure for the membership question is provided, and we solve 
the problems of what is the minimum sized alphabet over which there is a 
deterministic context free Lindenmayer language of size n and, conversely, 
what is the maximum sized finite deterministic context free Lindenmayer 
language over an alphabet of m letters. The solutions to these last two pro-
blems provide us with some number theoretic functions, interesting in their 
own right, which form the object of study in the second part of this sec-
tion. We derive several properties, interrelations,and asymptotic approxi-
mations to these functions. 
We classify the letters in W with respect. to the homomorphism o as 
follows. 
DEFINITION 3 & 3 & A letter a E w is mortal (a E M) if (a) :\ for some 
vit:al (a E V) if a i M; recursive (a E R) if 6i(a) e:· for some i 
monorecursive (a c MR) if ,/(a) E for some i > 0; expanding (a E 




u (v)) if 6i (v) E w* { for some i > 0. We subscript. to j~dentify the D0L 
c,ystern concerned when necessary. 
0; 
The global properties of (sequences of) st.rings produced by a D0L syst-
em,such as the "patterns" (characteristic substrings) occurring,are essen-
tially due to the recursive letters and the derivational relations between 
them. For instance, a language like {a2nb2nc3n In?: 0} can only be produced 
by the D0L system. 
From the produced pat.terns it can readily be deduced,that. the system 
has to contain 3 expanding recursive letters with no d;i.r:Lvational relations 
between each other at all. We shall see i.n the sequel (Section 3. 1. 2) that 
types of growth functions, the locally catenati ve property, regular.i ty, and 
context freeness, depend to a very large extent on the recursive letters 
and the accessibility between them: properties of recursive letters govern 
the relation between local properties of DCL systems and global properties 
of the derived string sequences. 
We define an equivalence relation on R by a~ b if a E U(b) and 
b c U ( a) . Hence ~· induces a partition of R .in equivalence classes [ a 7 = 
{b c R Jb ~ a} and 
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R/~ {[aJla ER} 
LEMMA 3.4. There is an algorithm to determine U(a) for all a E W. 
PROOF. Define for each a E W a sequence of nested sets as follows. 
I * * Ul (a)= {b o(a) E W {b}W} 
u.(a) u {bJo(cl E w*{b}w* and c E u.(a)}. 
1 1 
By observing that 
(i) Ui (a) :: ui+l (a) !:: w for all i ~ 1,and 
(ii) if Uk+l (a)= Uk(a) for some k then Uk+j(a) = Uk(a) for all j ~ 0 
we obtain: there is a ks #W such that Uk(a) = U(a). D 
EXAMPLE 3.5. Let S = <{a,b,c,d}, {o(a) 
o(d) = A}> be a semi DOL. 
u 1 (a) {c,d} u 2 (a) u 1 (a) 
u 1 (b) {a,b,c} u 2 (b) w 
u 1 (cl {c} u 2 (c) u 1 (cl 












{a E wla E U(a)}. 
{a E wJu(a) n R i 0} 
w -v. 
I * * * (iv) MR= {a ER 'vb E U(a) [o(b) EM RM UM]} 
(v) E = {a E Rj 3b E u (a) [ o (b) E w*[a]w*[a]w*J} 
c, 
Hence all of these sets can be obtained in O(#W) steps. (Corollary 
3.6(v) will be justified by Lemma 4.20). 
LEMMA 3.7. Let G = <W,o,w> be a DOL system. If there is an i and ab ER-MR 
such that b occurs in oi(w) then L(G) is infinite. 
PROOF. If b ER-MR then there is a j s #Rand a c EV such that oj(b) 
v 1bv2cv3 or oj(b) = v 1cv2bv3 . Hence, if lgv(v) denotes the number of occur-
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rences of vital letters in a word v, we have 
(1) > n, 
and L(G) is infinite. D 
LEMMA 3.8. Let G = <W,o,'w> be a D0L system. If i z #(V-R) and b c V-R 
s11ch that b occ11rs in /ii(a) for some a c W then t:here is a j"" i and 
a c E R-MR s11ch t:hat c occ11rs in 6j (a) • 
PROOF. 'I'here is a sequence of letters a 0 , a 1 , ..• , ai 
and aj+l occurs in o(aj) for Os j < i. If b E V-R 















recursive a.nd therefore there is a j 1 < i such that aj 1 c R. It is easy to 
b, 
see that for a recursive letter d always holds that at(d) contains a recur-
i-j1 - i-j1 sive letter for each t. Therefore, ci (a. ) - v 1dv2bv3 or 6 (a. ) 
J 1 · J 1 
v 1 bv 2dv 3 , where d E R and b E V-R. Hence aj 1 c R-·MR. By taking c equal to 
a. the lemma is proved. D 
J1 
LEMMA 3.9. Del: G = <W,o,w> be a D0L syst:em. If ot(w) E (M UMR) 1' fort 
#(V-PJ t:hen L(G) is finite. 
PROOF. Suppose 
(2) 
* where a 1 ,a2 , ... ,an E MR and v 1 ,v2 , .. .,vn+l EM Now it is easy to see that 
for each a. EMR there is a k. (1 Sk. S#MR) and a sequence a. 0 ,a. 1 , ••• ,a.k l l l l l l i 
such that al. 0 = a1. k. = a 1., a. . fa. . for O S j 1 < j 2 < k. , and a. . 1 E MR is the 
J. 1]1 lJ2 l :tJ+ 
only vital letter in cS (a .. ) , 0 :c j < k. . Le. , {a .. / 0 S j < k. } = [a. J. Also, 
lJ l lJ 1 l 
(3) for all b E. M. 
Hence, for all ai E MR and all t, t' z #M holds 
(4a) 
(4b) 
for t - t' mod ki, 
for t ;t t ' mod k . , 
]_ 
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By (2), (3) and (4) we have that for all t 2 #(W-R) holds: 
(5) 
2 
where a-. = 
l_Ji 




s i S n. By (2), 
(4) and (5): 
(6a) 




for all t,t' such that 
#(W-R) St< t' < #(W-R) + 
for all t,t' such that t,t'? #(W-R) and 
t =: t' mod (1.c.m (k 1 ' •.. ,k ) ) . n 
We are now .ready to state the main theorem of this section. 
THEOREM 3.10. Let G = <W,o,w> be a D0L system. L(G) is finite i.ff ot(w·) c 
~-
(M u MR) for t = # (V-R) . 
PROOF. "If". By Lemma 3. 9. 
"Only if". 
Case 1. ot(wl E ·* (R-MR)W By Lemma 3.7 L(G) is infinite. 
* * Case 2. (w) E W (V-R)W fort= #(V-R). By Lemma 3.8 there is at' < t 
lJ 
t f * * such that 8 (w) E W (R-MR)W, and therefore case 1 holds and L(G) 
is infinite. 
* * Hence, if (w) E W (V-MR) W for t= If (V-R) then L (G) is infinite, i.e. , if 
* L(G) is finite then (w) E (M u MR) for t = # (V-R). □ 
From the previous lemmas and the theorem we can derive some interesting 
corollaries. 
* COROLLARY 3.J.1. L(G) is finite iff (w) E (M U MR) for all t ? # (V-··R) • 
COROLLARY 3.12. A DOL language is finite ift· all recursive letters which 
are accessible from t:he initial string (i.e., which occur in words in the 
language) are monorecurs.ive. 
COROLLARY 3. 13. There is an algorithm to determine .. rhether the language 
generated by a DOL system is finite or not. (Hint: determine M,V,R and MR 
and app.7.y Theorem 3. 10 or Corollary 3 .12). 
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Next we consider the membership problem: given a DOL system G = <W,o,w> 
* and a word v E W, decide whether or not vis in L(G). (Equivalently, is 
i 
there an i such that 6 (w) = v). Now assume that L(G) is fin.ite and 
l(V-R) (w) 
* where a 1 ,a2 ,.'",an E MR and v 1 ,v2 , .... ,vn+l EM. Assume further that v = 
j. 
a 1 ji°12 j 2 ••• anjn where aij. = o·i·(ai) for some :ii such that #Ms ji < #M+ki, 
ji ]_ j' ' 
1 Si Sn. By (4b) 8 (ai) fv 1o i (ai)v2 for all ji,j/ such that #M Sji <j/ < 
#M+ki and all v 1 ,v2 EW*, 1 Si Sn. Furthennore, if [al trbl for some a,b EMR 
t t' t * * t' * . * then cS (a) fcS (b) for all t,t', since cS (a) EM [a}M , cS (b) EM [b]M and 
[a] n[b] =0. Therefore, the parse of v (if it exists) is uni.que,and can be 
executed easily from left to right given cS t (ai) for all t and i, #M St < 
t t' 
#M+ki, 1 Si Sn. Since by (4a) cS (ai) =cS (ai) for all t,t' ?:/IM such that 
t = t' mod ki, the problem can now be restated as follows: is there a positive 
integer u such that u = (ji-#M) mod k 1 , 1 Si Sn. The solution is well known, 
and is given by the Chinese remainder theorem [see e.g. KNUTH 1969b, 
256]: 
LEMMA 3.14. Let k 1 ,k2 , ... ,kn,be positive integers and let t 1 ,t2 , ••• ,tn,be 
any integers. There is exactly one integer u which sat.isfies the cond.itions 
and u - t . mod k . ( 1 S i ,; n) 
]_ ]_ 
iff 
t =t mod (g.c.d. (k.,k.)) 
i j ]_ J 
(1'.'.'.i<jSn). 
There .is no .integer u - ti mod ki, 
(k.,k.J), (1 '.'.Ci <j Sn). 
(1 Si Sn), if not t. - t. mod (g.c.d. 
]_ J 
l J 
Therefore, if u exists then v = o#(W-R)+u(w) and v t ot(w) for all 
t.?: #(W-R) otherwise. If a parse of v as mentioned is not possible then by 
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(5) vi- 6t(w) for all t :C:: #(W-R). Hence we have 
THEOREM 3.15. There is an algorithm which solves the membership problem for 
DOL languages. 
PROOF. 'I'he proof consists of giving an outline of the algorithm. Let G 
<W,6,w> be the DOL system concerned and let v be the target word. 
ALGORITHM 3 . 16 . 
(i) Determine whether or not L(G) is finite, using Corollary 3.13. If L(G) 
is infinite then generate successively w,o(w), (w) ... and compare each 
(w) with v. If 1/(w) i- v for all i < t 0 and 6to(wl contains more 
occurrences of vital letters than does v then v I. L(G). By (1) <; 
#V(fgv(v) -lgv(wl+ll. 
(i. i· l L (G) i· s .fi' r1i· te. Generate · 11 (W-R) successively w,o(w), ... ,6 (w) and com·-
pare each such 6i(w) with v. I'f the matching is not found then 
try to parse v as discussed above. Is the parse successful then apply 
the Chinese remainder theorem. Depending on whether or not an integer 
u, as stated in that theorem, exists v does or does not belong to L(G). 
If the parse is not successful then v I. L(G). D 
We can speed up stage (i) of the algorithm somewhat as follows. Leth 
be a homomorphism which erases all mortal letters and leaves the vital let-
ters unchanged. Let L(G) be infinite. If v = oi(w) then h(v) = h( (w)) and 
v i- 6j (w) for all j -I i. Hence it suffices to ascertain whet.her h (v) E L (G'), 
where G' = <V,6',h(wl> and o' (a) = h(o(a)) for all a EV. If h(v) E L(G'l, 
i.e.,h~)= o'i(h(w)) for some i then v E L(G) iff v (w). We can deter··· 
mine i by solving fG' (i) = lg(h(v)) where fG' is the growth £'unction (see 
Ch. 4) of G'. Since G' is propagating,fG' is monotone increasing and con-
stant for at most /Iv consecutive integer argument values. Hence by 
binary search we can find a soluti.on i for the above equation in about 
log i trials. Let .i 
mi.n 









integer solution of fG' (i) = 
/IV. It suffices to generate 
(h(v)) 
for j = 0, , ... , i -i . and to comp2.re these words with v to check whether 
max min (i . -#Ml 2 
v E L(G). To generate o' min (h(w)) we can generate o'(a),o' (a), 
4 2n 
6' (a) , ... , cl' (a), for all a E V and n <; log2 (.imin -#M), and so compose 
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0 • (imin-#M) in the obvious fashion. 
The decision procedure for the membership problem for DOL languages we 
gave above runs in time polynomial in the length of the candidate word v 
(as is easily verified), and is unusual under mathematical decision proce-
dures of this sort in that it is feasib.le, Le., gives answer to reasonable 
questions within a reasonable time, as testified by an ALGOL 60 implementa-
tion, VITANYI [1972b]. Of course, j_f L(G) is finite, we could also test for 
membership by generat.i.ng the whole of L(G) in stage (ii) of the algorithm. 
But, as will appear from the next corollary and the asymptotic approxima---
tions in Section 3.1.1.2, even for a modest alphabet of, say, a hundred 
letters, this may turn out to be quite unfeasible. 
Clearly, the given algorithm works for EDOL systems as well. (An EXL-
system G i.s an XL system together with a terminal alphabet V,I'' and the lang·· 
* uage produced is E (G, V,r) = L (G) ri ) • Although we will not treat the com-
putati.onal complexity of problems connected with L systems in this work, we 
make a few remarks on the topic which bear on the above algorithm. The gen-
era.I membership problem for some XL system G and a word vis: "given G and 
v, decide whether G derives v and express the time/space used by the (Tur-
in9 machine implementation of the) decision algorithm as a function of n, 
the number of symbols in the description of G and v". It follows from the 
above, that the general membership for EPDOL systems and the in.fi.niteness 
of DOL systems can be decided deterministically in polynomial time. The 
algorithm, however, does not yield polynomial time for nonpropagating sys-
terns, since they involve di.rectJy simulatin9 G's derivation for # (v) -
(w) 1) steps. This derivation can produce intermediate strings,whose 
length is exponential in W, if G has many mortal letters in W. 
This causes the algorithni to consume exponential time (exponential in 
the length n of the string representing the problem statement) when the 
size of Wis of order n. JONES and SKYUM [1976, 1977a,c] modified the above 
algorithm to the general membership problem for EDOL systems, involving a 
more efficient way to simulate short derivations and the construction of an 
auxiliary propagating system, to show that also the general membershi.p for 
EDOL systems can be decided deterministically in polynomial time. Further 
results on computational complex.ity issues related to problems about L 
systems can be found in the above references, or the references on the sub-
ject in the Introduction. 
Our next corollary defines some number theoretic functions. 
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COROLLARY 3. 1 7. 
(i) Let P: JN ➔ JN be defined as follows. P (m) is the greatest natural num-
ber n which is the least common multiple of k 1 , , ... ,k, for all poss-q 
ible partitions of rn into q = 1,2, ... ,rn positive integral summands, 
plus the number of summands equal to 1. By ( 7) P (m) is the max.imum car-
dinality of a finite DOL language over an alphabet of m letters. 
(ii) Let S: JN + 1N be defined as follows. S(n) is the least natural 
number m such that there exists a part.ition of m into positive integral 
summands k 1 , ... ,kq, q :,; m, and Lc.m. (k 1 , .. .,kq) #{i J =1} = n. 
By (7) S (n) is the m.inimum cardinality of an alphabet over which there 
is a DOL language of cardinal.ity n. 
The following Sections 3.1.1.1 - 3.1.1 . .2 will be concerned with the 
investigation of the number theoretic functions S, P and some variants. Thus 
we derive lower bounds on the size of the alphabet as a function S of the 
size of a finite DOL language over such an alphabet, and upper bounds on the 
size of a finite DOL language as a function P of the size of the alphabet. 
3.1.1.1. FUNCTIONS WHICH RELATE SIZE OF LANGUAGE WITH SIZE OF ALPHABET. 
The number theoretic functions S and P of Corollary 3. 1 7 have a much 
broader setting than just their connection with DOL systems. Imagine a pro-
cess which starts by counting up to some number d and then initializes some 
nurriber q of periodic counters. Then S(n) and P(m) have a natural interpreta-
tion as the smallest number of states needed to generate a prescribed num·· 
ber n of distinguishable configurations,and the largest number of distin-
guishable configurations which can be generated by using a prescribed number 
m of different states, respectively. (We assume that all counters used are 
identical finite state machines.) If we have the additional restriction 
d = 0 then we ask in effect for the maximum order of a permutation of the 
m··th degree. (The order of a permutation of the m-th degree is the exponent 
of the smallest power of a permutation on m elements which is equal to the 
identity permutation). Already LANDAU [1903] investigated the maximum order 
f (m) of a permutation of a given degree m. I.e. f: 1N ➔ JN where f (m) is 
defined as the maximum of the least common multiple of for all 
possible partitions of m into q = 1,2, ... ,m positive integral summands. We 
shall return to this connection with Landau's work in Section 3.1.1.2. 
According to Corollary 3.17, 
(8) S (n) 
(9) P(n) 
For small values of 
n 2 3 
S(n) 2 3 
P(n) 2 3 
For instance, 
S ( 14) 




k. + al1.c.m. 
l 
max{l.c.m. 
n we find: 
4 5 6 7 8 9 
4 5 5 6 7 8 
4 6 7 12 15 20 
2+7 = 4+3+2 = 9 






















Hence, the corresponding representations of S(n) and P(n) in k 1 ,k 2 , .. .,kq,d 
are not unique. Clearly, in (8) and (9) the f 1 ,k2 , ... ,kq for wh1ch the 
extrema are reached for a given n will be relatj_vely prime .. Suppose we can 






(k . . -·1) (k. -1) - l ? 0. 
.l.l 12 
- - -
Therefore, it suffices to look for k 1 ,k2 , ... ,kq which are powers of distinct 
primes. 
Hence we replace (8) and (9) by 
( 10) S(n) min { fo a + d I ITp a + d n}, 
(11) P(n) n}, 
where p denotes some prime. To obt_ain a canonical representation for S (n) 
and P(n) we take the representation with the smallest d for which the ex-
trema are reached. By the unique :factorization property of the natural 
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numbers this representation will be unique. Additionally we define 
(12) S' (n) 
(13) P' (n) 
(Then 8' (n) is the number of letters in the smallest alphabet over which 
there is a finite DOL language of at least cardinality n,and P' (n) is the 
cardinali.ty of the largest finite DOL language over an alphabet of at most 
n letters.) It is convenient to introduce also 
(14) s(n,d) such that ITpa n-d, 
since by the unique factori.zation property s(n,d) is found immediately; and 
we see that 
( 15) 8(n) min{s(n,d) [ 0 S d Sn}. 
The first 2000 values of S(n) were detennined by computer,and showed a quite 
erratic behavior. E.g. 8(1971) = 61, 8(1972) = 50, S(1973) = 51 and S(2000) 
39. ()ZJSTERBY [ 1973] contains a detailed computer analysis of S (n) for 1 S 
. 11 ) n S 5.10 . F'urthennore, 8'{n and P(n) are computed for a large number 
of values. He considers e.g. the question in how many different ways S(n) 
can be obtained from n. ) 
Now let us take a closer look at the general behavior and interrela-
tions of our functions, It is at once apparent that, since P(n+l) ? P(n)+l 
for all n, P is strictly increasing and therefore P' = P. S (n+l) S S (n) +1 
and s (8) = S (10) = 7 while S (9) = 8. Therefore, S is not monotonic. By its 
definition S' i.s monotonic increasing and 8'(n) S S(n) for all n. A crude 
approxi.mati.on gives us ( for n > 1) : 
( 16a) P(n) 
n 
< n 
(16b) S(n)S(n) > n; 
(16c) S' (n)s• (n) > n. 
From (16b) and (16c) it follows that S (n) + 00 and S' (n) ➔ co for n ➔ 00 In 
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Section 3.1.1.2 we shall derive asymptotic approximations for P, S' and inf 
S. It will appear that these functions are intimately related to the distribu-
tion of the prime numbers. We use the notation f(x) ~g(x) for f(x) is asymp-
totic to g (x) , i.e. 1~ f (x) /g (x) = 1. It is well known, that the number of 
primes ·rr (x) not exceeding x is asymptotic to x/log x: TT (x) ~ x/log x. Further-
more, the i-th prime pi is asymptotic to i log i: pi ~i logi. It then fol-
lows from (16a) that elog P(n) Sen logn and therefore log P(n) :<:: n logn ~pn. 
. S' (n) 
Since S' (n) ;,- n, similarly log n 5 S' (n) log S' (n). By noting that 
x/log x is asymptotic to the functional inverse of x log x, see e.g. HARDY 
and WRIGHT [1945, 9-10_1, we have that S' (n) ~ g(n) for some function g(n) ~ 
logn 
log logn 
JT(log n). Therefore, S(n) ;,- g(n) also. 
Since P is strictly increasing and P (6) 7, P ( 7) = 12: P: 1N -+ 1N is 
an injection but no surjection; since S(n+l) s S(n)+l and S' (n+l) s S' (n)+l 
for all n, S(n) +"' and S' (n) -+ for n -+ 00 , s ( 5) = S' ( 5) = s ( 6) = S' ( 6) = 5: 
S,S': IN + IN are surjections but no injections. From the definitions we 
would expect Sand S' to be some kind of an inverse of P. Since P gives the 
maximum size finite language over an alphabet of n letters, and since pis 
strictly increasing, an alphabet of size n is the minimum size alphabet over 
which there is a finite language of (at least) size P(n). Therefore., we obtain 
S(P(n)) 
S' to A 
(17) 
S' (P (n)) .~ n for all n E lN • Hence the restrictions of S and 
{P(i) [ i 2: O} are the inverse of P: 
From the definitions we also see that,between two consecutive values of P, 
S' is constant (S' is monotonic, S' (P(n)) = n for all n, S' (P(n)+1) ~ n+l 
for all n) and therefore: 
S' (m) (n) for all m, 
·· 1 
P(P (n)-1)<mSn, 
where n E A. Since S' (n) S S (n) for all n we have therefore by ( 17) 
( 19) S (n) S' (n) 
-1 
P (n) and 
for all n EA and all m > P(P- 1 (n)~1). 
Therefore, S' ls a stepfunction where every step of 1 takes place at 
a value of P. Furthermore, S' ls the greatest monotonic increasing function 
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which is a lower bound on S. 
In looking at the function Sand trying to distinguish its features,we 
readily notice that if n is a prime or the power of a prime then S(n) = 
S(n-1)+1. The way S is defined, however, does not give us a better method 
to find the value of S for a certain argument than trial and error. The 
following theorem is one of the main results of this section and provides 
an inductive definition of S. 
THEOREM 3.18. 
S(n) r for n 0,1,2,3,4,5. 
lmin{S(n-1)+1, s(n,0)} for n > 5. 
PR(_)OF. By induction on n. The theorem holds for n 
the theorem is true for all n Sm. Since 
s (m+l) min{s(m+l,d) IO s d s m+l}, 
and 
s (m'+l,d') s(m' ,d'-··1)+1, 
0,1,2,3,4,5. Suppose 
for all m' and all d' such that 0 < d' S m'+1, we have 
s (m+1) min{S(m)+1, s(m+1,0)}. D 
The following corollary to Theorem 3.18 is also stated by ¢STERBY 
[1973, 1976] and gives a definition which bounds the amount of computing we 
have to perform to obtain S(n). By Theorem 3.18 we have for all n 
S(n) min{s(n,0), s(n-1,0)+1, ... ,s(l,0)+n-1, nL 
Since for all k such that n 2'" k > S(n) holds S(n) < s(n-k,0)+k, we 
have: 
COROLLARY 3.19. 
S (n) min{s (n,0), s (n-J ,0)+1, ... ,s (n-S (n) ,0)+S (n)}. 
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Hence we only have to compute s(n,d), i.e. the sum of the highest pow-
ers of primes in the factorization of n-d, ford= 0,1, ... 
the minimum of the previously computed values of s(n,d) +cL 
The analogue of Theorem 3.18 for Pis: 
P(n) r for n 
is 
0,1,2,3,4 
Lmax{P(n··l)+l,max {m[s(m,O) =n}} for n > 4. 
This does not help us very much, essentially because although the 
factorization of a natural number is unique, its partition is not. If we 
could assume the following conjecture by LANDAU [1903], viz. 
k k 
P( 1r1 pi) = illl pi for all k, then,since Pis strictly increasi.ng,we can 
slightly limit the number of m's which have to be investigated. However, it 
was noted by 0STERBY [1976] that Landau's conjecture is false, since 




where 2 + 3 + 5 + 7 + 11 + 1 3 + 17 + 19 + 2 3 100 . 
3.1.1.2. ASYMPTOTIC APPROXIMATIONS OF SAND P 
We now investigate the asymptotic behavior of our functions. LANDAU 
f:1903] proves that for f(n) = max{Tipa I l::pa s n} 
(20) log f (n) ~ In log~-. 
"i'HEOREM 3. 20. 
log P(n) ~· lnlogn'. 
PROOF. By (20) log f(n) ~ In log;:;', Le., 
lim log f(nl = l. 
n-+w In log n' 
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Also, 
Um log(f(n)+n) 1 + lim log(l+n/f(n))= 1 _ 
n-+«> In logn' n-+«> In log n' 
Since by (11) and the definition of f(n) we have: 
fin) S P(n) < f(n)+n, i.e., log f(n) slog P(n) < log (f(n)+n), 
and we proved above that 
log f(n) ~ log (f(n)+n) ~ l;-i~, 
we have 
log P (n) ~ ✓n~ D 
COROLLARY 3. 21. log P (n) ~ ~ where p is the n-th pr·ime. 
n n 
'l'HEOREM 3. 22. 
2 
S, (n) ~- __ l_o=g_.,,,n_ 
2 
log log n 
PROOF. If logy 
2 Ix log x, then log y x log x and 
2 




x ~ __ l_o~g-=y-
log log2 y 
By this argument and since log P (m) ~ Im log m' it follows: 
log2 P(m) 
lil ~ ---"---2--'---
log log P (ml 
or 
-1 




log log n 
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for n E {P(i) Ii > o}. 
Denote log2 n/loglog2 n by h(n). By (18) S'(n) ~ h(n) for n in the range of 
P. This cannot tell us anything about the sup S' (n), since the restriction 
cf S' to speeial values of n do not need to yield a lower- or an upper bound. 
According to (18), however, we have for all pairs of consecutive values of 
P, say n 1 , n 2 : 
Since his strictly increasing, 
lim S'(m)/h(m) ? lim S' (m) /h (n2 ) 
m➔-co m➔-co 
? lim (S'(n2 )-1)/h 
m➔-co 
lim (S' (n 2 )/h(n2 ) -1/h ) ) 
n ➔-co 
2 
= 1 - lim 1/h (n2 ) 1. 
n2 ➔-co 
Analogous we prove that J~ S • (m) /h (m) s 1, and therefore S • (m) ~ h (m) for 
all m E IN. 0 
COROLLARY 3. 2 3. 
2 
S' (n) ~ TT(log n). 
'I'he greatest monotonic increasing function which is a lower bound on 
sis S' (n) ~ h(n). Therefore 
COROLLARY 3. 24. 
2 
log n 
inf S(n) ~ --~-2-
log log n 
Because of Theorem 3.18 inf S(n) ~ inf s(n,0) and we have: 
COROLLARY 3.25. The greatest monotonic increasing function which is a lrn,rer 
bound on the sum of the greatest powers of primes in the factor.i zat.ion of 
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n, i.e. s(n,O), is asymptotic to h(n). Hence: 




log log n 
As is to be expected, this lower bound is reached for the special sequence 









log log n 
pi and k E lN. 
PROOF. The number of factors in a factorization of a natural number n is 
. k 
denoted by w(n). According to HARDY and WRIGHT [ 1945], for n = rri=l Pi, 
W(n) ~ log n 
log log n 
Therefore, "w (n) . "L . d. h. d. . b h Pi ~ L,i=l l . og L Boun 1ng t is iscrete summation on ot 




log i di s z i 
i=1 
1 .. 2;2l,<n) s ogi-i Ji . 
w 
log i <; i log i 
2 
(.0(n) r 
J... i log i <; ½ l' 
i=i 
i log i 
di, 
log i -
1 2 1 
<; 2-( (W(n)+1) (log(W(n)+l) - 2) -· 4 log 2 + 2). 





1 2 2 
2(w (n) log w (n) -w (n) /2) 
1 ( ) 2 l ( ) 2 ul n . og w n 
log2 (n) (log log n - log log log n) 
2 
2(1og log n) 
2 
log n 
2 log log n 
log2 n 
2 
log log n 
D 
A numerical verification shows: 
(2+3+ ... +17) / (log2 (2*3* ..• *17) /log lol (2*3* ... *17)) 
Summarizing the results of this section we have: 
2 
log n 
S' (n) ~ inf S(n) ~ inf s(n,0) ~ ----2-






log log n 
for n--,.oo through the particular series of values n 







As is readily proved, there are regular, strictly context free (CF'-REG), 
and strictly context sensitive (CS···CF) languages which are DOL languages, 
and there are such languages which are not DOL languages. This fact shows 
that the DOL languages are incomparable with REG and CF'. They are, however, 
included in CS. 
With regard to closure under several operations, it. can be shown that. 
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the DOL languages are not closed under intersection, union, complement, con-
catenation, homomorphisms, nonerasing homomorphisms, intersection with regu-
lar sets, inverse homomorphi.sms, etc. In short, they are not closed under 
any of the usual AFL operations and have therefore been called anti.-AFLs, 
cf. SALOMAA [1973a]. The other families of pure L languages share this char-
acteristic with the DOL languages. This resistance against closure opera-
tions is by and large a consequence of the lack of a terminal-nonterminal 
mechanism, although in the case of DOL or PD1L systems the addition of this 
mechanism does not improve the closure properti.es. Further details are found 
in, e.g., HERMAN and ROZENBERG [1975] and SALOMAA [1973a]. See also Section 
3.2. 
3. 1. 2. STRUCTURE OF DOL SYSTEMS WITH APPLICATIONS '1'0 GROWTH FUNC'l'IONS, 
LOCAL CATENATIVENESS, A,.'JD CHARACTERIZATIONS. 
Although objections may be raised against the adequacy of L systems 
to model phenomena occurring in actual .biological development, and against 
the usefulness of sophisticated mathemati.cal theorems in developmental bi.o-
logy (see the introductory chapter), it seems nevertheless that development-
al biologists might find conceptual help from the more superficial asi;,ects 
of the theoretical framework embodied by Lindenmayer's model. Some of the 
mathematical theorems might be useful to confirm or refute biological hy-
potheses - but only after careful scruteny as to whether the assumptions 
under which the theorems hold are reflected entirely by the biological real--
i.ty in the case under consi.derat.i.on. 
As a reference frame to think about cell-·-lineage, cell·--different:i.ation, 
cell-potential and the like, the associated digraphs introduced in this 
section may be of value to development.al biologists. In this respect also 
theorems about growth functions, locally catenative systems etc. may prove 
worthwhile. With this idea in mind, we digress in Section 3. l.2.4 from 
ma.thematics into possible biological interpretations of the material cover-
ed in this section. 
In the following we will construct four digraphs associated wi.th a 
(sem.i.) DOL system, which form a representation of the structure of deriva-
tions between letters in the system in increasing levels of abstraction. 
These are the associated digraph, the condensed associated digraph, the 
recursi ,re structure, and the unlabeled recursive structure, respectively. 
We investigate the relations between types of growth functions (cf. also 
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Ch. 4) and types of recursive structures. We will derive necessary condi--
tions on the recursive structure of a DOL system,in order that it can have 
. In logn 
the locally catenati ve property, and an e worst--case lower bound on 
the minimal depth of a locally catenative formula for a locally catenative 
DOL syst:em with an n letter alphabet. It is shown that the sequence and 
language equivalence problems for locally catenative DOL systems are decid-
able. Furthermore, it is shown that deciding whether a DOL system has the 
locally catenative property is equivalent to deciding whether the monoid 
generated by the language of a DOL system is finitely generated. At the end 
of this section we a.pply associated digraphs to some results by SALOMAA 
[1975b],which yields necessary (and sometimes sufficient) conditions on the 
recursive structure of a DOL system for the produced languages to be regu-
lar or context free. For graph-theoretical concepts see HARARY [1971]. 
Anticipating Chapter 4 on growth functions,we introduce part of the 
material here. Let G ~ <W,o,w> be a DOL system. The growth functi.on of G 
is the function : JN ·+ IN defined by f (t) = lg( 
G 
(w)). As we will see 
in Chapter 4,fG is a generalized exponential polynomial 
(t) 
where the 's are distinct (and possibly complex) constants, the 
polynomials int (with possibly complex coefficients) such that 
+ 1) s 1/W. 
fs are 
1 (degree 
A DOL system G = <W,o,w> has the 1.ocally catenative property, cf. 
ROZENBERG and LINDENMAYER [1973], if there exist fixed positive integers 
for all n ::> 
such that 
(w) 
. n 0 .is called the cut and max{i 1 ,i , ... , } the depth of . 2 
the locally catenat.i ve formu.Za 
We now construct four digraphs from a semi DOL system S = <W,cl>,which 
form in increasing levels of abstraction a representation of the derivation-
al relations between letters. 
I. The associated digraph of S (Ao'(S)), called the dependence graph in 
ROZENBERG and LINDENMAYER [1973], is the labeled di.graph AD(S) = (W,A) 
where Wis the set of points and A the set of directed arcs defined by 
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A { (a,b) [ Ii (a) l J • 
Note that we identify points with their 1abels,since for all digraphs 
we discuss there is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of pol_nts 
and the set of labels. We admit digraphs with loops, i.e., a point can be 
connected to itself by an arc. 
A digraph is strong if every two points are mutually reachable, i.e., 
if p,q are two points of the digraph then there is a sequence of arcs (p 
p and q. (We consider the 
graph on a single point without arcs to be a strong digraph.) A strong 
component of a digraph is a maximal strong subgraph. Let D1 ,D2 , ... ,Dn be 
strong components of a digraph D. The condensation of D has the strong 
components of D as .its points, with an arc from D. to D. (i;,!j) whenever 
l J 
there is at least one arc in D from a point in Di to •a point in Dj. If fol-
lows from the maximality of the strong components that the condensation of 
a digraph has no cycles. 
II) The condensed associated digraph of S (CAD(S)) is the condensation of 
AD (S). A point in CAD (S) is labeled by the set of letters la.be ling the 
points of the corresponding strong component in AD(S). 
III) 'Ihe recursive structure of S (RS (S)) i.s obtained from CAD (S) by delet-
ing all points labeled by {a} where a is not a recursive letter. Two points 
p,q in RS(S) are connected by an arc (p,q) if there is a sequence of arcs 
(pl,p2), ,p3), ••• ,(pn-l'pn) in CAD(S) such that 
{{a} [ a i R} for all i, 1 < i < n. 
IV) The unl.abeled recursive structure of S (URS(S)) i.s obtained from RS(S) 
by removing the labels. 




RS (S): URS (S): 
• { a ,b} 
• {d} 
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We now tie in the digraph approach with the preceding classification 
of letters. It is easy to see that RS(S) = ) is the labeled acyclic 
digraph such that P 3 R/~ and A3 ~ R/~ x R/~ is as defined in (iii). Simi-
larly, each subset of W-R labeling a point in CAD(S) is a singleton sub-
set of W - R, and conversely. A letter a E W labeling a point in AD (S) wi 1:h 
no outgoing arcs is an element of M, etc. 
For each unlabeled acyclic digraph D we can find a semi DOL system S 
such that URS(S)::: D (":::" means "is isomorphic with"). Hence the set of all 
* * homomorphisms o: W + W , where W is a finite nonempty subset of some infin--
i te alphabet I, can be divided into disjoint classes of homomorphisms having 
isomorphic unlabeled recursive structures. It is natural to define for a 
given homomorphism its URS(S) as its complexity (structural complexity 
not to be confused with computational complexity). We define a 
partial ordering on the disjoint complexity classes thus constructed as a 
partial ordering according to graph inclusion. It is of interest to see how 
mc;ny different URS' s are possible for an alphabet of n letters. If H (n) 
is the number of unlabeled acyclic digraphs on n points then this is giv-
n 
en by F(n) = Ii~O H(n). ROBINSON [1970] gives a method to compute H(n) for 
all n; in particular this yields: F(O) = 1, F(l) = 2, F(2) = 4, F(J) = 10, 
F(4) = 41, F(S) = 343 and F(6) = 6327. The partial ordering S induced by 
"being a subgraph of" on the set of unlabeled acyclic digraphs (on j points, 
0 Si Sn) has a O element: the empty graph, and a 1 element: the complete 
unlabeled acyclic digraph (on n points), i.e., the unlabeled acyclic digraph 
1 
with the maximal number of arcs (:r1(n-1)) which is unique up to isomorphism. 
In a similar way we can define complexity classes of (semi_) DOL systems and 
a partial ordering between them with respect to the levels of abstraction 
I--III. 
A DOL system G = <W,o,w> is reduced if all letters of W occur in L(G), 
or equivalently, if the axiom w contains letters from each point which is 
a maximal element (point without incoming arcs) of CAD(<W,o>). Considerable 
attention has been given to the problem which properties are possible for 
DOL systems with different initial strings but the same underlying semi 
DOL system s '-" <W, 6>. 'rhis problem can often be reduced to looking at sub-
graphs of CAD(S); with as maximal elements points labeled by the sets of 
letters.in the chosen initial string. 
We have seen that the set of all (semi) DOL systems is partitioned in 
disjoint classes having isomorphic characteristic digraphs. We would like 
to know whether this is also the case for the corresponding cl.asses of 
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languages. However, there are DOL systems G1 , G2 such that L(G 1 ) L 
while URS(G 1) ;t: URS(G2 ) as is shown by the examples 
<{a,b,c},{o(a) 0~a,6(b) =ba,o(c) =ac},bac>, 
2 
<{a,b,c},{cS(a) =a,o(b) =b,o(c) =a c},bac>, 
URS 
URS (G ) = l 
2 • 
Yet it is to be expected that DOL systems with different associated 
digraphs often generate different languages. For instance, the previously 
n n n 
mentioned language {a2 b 2 c 3 In 2: O} can only be produced by a DOL system 
having a totally disconnected URS on three points. For the class of DOL 
languages, such that each language in the class can be produced by exactly 
one DOL system, obviously the URS complexity classes are disjoint. 
3. 1. 2. 1. GROWTH FUNCTIONS 
First we will consider how the CAD(S) and RS(S) of a semi DOL scan 
look with respect to the distribution of different types of letters over the 
labels in the digraphs. Let S = <W,o> be a semi DOL system. A letter a E W 
i.s of growth type 3 (exponential) i.f lg(ot(a)) > 0 for some x > 1/l 
of growth type 2 (polynomia.I) i.f thert-+;xist polynomials p,q such that 
p(t) 5 lg(ot(a)) 5 q(t) for a.11 t; of growth type 1 (limited) if there is a 
constarit c such that 1 5 lg(ot(a)) 5 c for all t; of growth type O (terminat-
ing) if lg(ot(a)) = O for all t 2: # w. Similarly we classify DCL systems 
G = <W,o,w> where we substitute w for a in the definition. (Note that 
t t t 
lg(o '".a))= lg(o (a1))+ ... +lg(o (a))). A complete investigation into n n 
growth types of letters, DCL systems and semi DOL systems will be given in 
Chapter 4. We define GT(i) {ala E W and a is of a growth type i}, 
i = 0,1,2,3. Recall that a point pis reachable from a point q in a digraph 
D if there is a sequence (p 1 ,p2),(p2 ,p3) ••• (pn-l'pn) of arcs in D such that 
q p 1 and p = Pn• 
We can distinguish two distinct regions in CAD(S): an exponential region 
and a polynomial region (and of course a region consisting of points labeled 
by mortal letters). Clearly no point in the e:i.-ponential region (labeled by 
subsets of GT(3)) is reachable from a point in the polynomial region (labeled 
*)since under the morphism o only mortal letters can derive\ and do so 
within #M steps, we have for each letter a that for some constant x > 1 
holds: :Lim (lg(ot(a))/xt) > 0 iff lim (lg(ot(a))/xt) > o. 
by subsets of G'I'(2) u GT(1)). Both regions have minimal elements. For the 
exponential region this is the set.: 
{[a] E R/~ I [a] is the label of a minimal exponential 
element}, 
and it appears that 
ME c { [ a] E R/~ I [ a J s; E}, the proof of which we leave to the 
reader (hint: similar to the proof 
of Theorem 4.22). 
For the polynomial region: 
MP {[al c R/~ j[a] S: M_R}, which is proved by Theorem 4.22. 
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For RS(S) the same holds except that only labels in R/~ occur. Letters 
which are vital but not recursive and which label points in CAD(S) serve 
as transl tional stages in the genealogica.l development of a cell from one 
recursive state to another, a development which is irreversible and corres-
ponds to further differentiation. Cells which are in state b E [a] have 
the potential to produce cells in states U(a) and there is always a cell 
in their offspring which has the same potential. •rake as an example the 
CAD(S) we met previously. 
{e} 
Here c is a transitionary state in the offspring of a cell in state 
a orb, with the corresponding potential, specializing or differentiating 
to a cell in state d with lower potential. 
The following pictures hold, where a solid arrow implies that for each 
point in ·the upper set there is at least one polnt in the lower E,et which 
is reachable from it; a rectangle means that distinct points in there can--
not be reached from each other. Points in lower sets may always be reach--
able from points in upper sets. 
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{a} s;; (V-R) n GT(3) 
J or 
L[a] ER/~ - ME and [a] s GT(3). 
(a} s (:~R) n GT(2) 
[a] E R/~· - Mp and [a] s;; G'f(2). 
CAD(Sl 
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[a] E R/~ - and [a] s: GT(3) 
X 
[a] ER/~ - Mp and [a] S GT(2) 
RS (S) 
The structure of the CAD and the RS are justified more or less as 
follows. ·ro obtain an insight in the properties of a DOL system we often 
have to take the number of occurrences of each letter in the values of 6 
into account. We can do so by weighting the arcs in the associated digraphs 
or, alternatively, using multi digraphs, That is, digraphs with more than 
one arc between two vertices, In the latter case, we define the associ-
ated multi di.graph (AMD) by drawing i arcs from vertex a to vertex b i.f 
6(a) contains i occurrences of the letter b, Often it is more rewarding 
to consider the AMD of a semi DOL system than the AD, The recursive 
letters, or rather the equivalence classes of R induced by~, correspond 
to the (nontrivial) strong components of the associated multi digraph, It 
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is easy to see that for polynomially growing recursive letters a (a ER n 
(GT(l) u GT(2))), the strong component in the AMD associated with [a] is a 
simple cycle (a cycle without multiple arcs): 
or k 2 1. 
For exponentially growing recursive letters a (a ER n GI'(3)) the 
strong component in the AMD a.ssociated with [a] can be any strong multi digraph 
(with multi loops). All such expone'ntially growing letters are expanding 
(EE) except those which occur in a strong component which is a simple cycle. 
We can now see how the AMD (or AD with some additional information) ties 
in with the properties of the letters. If a letter ( ER) is exponential but not 
expanding, its associated strong component is a simple cycle, but from this 
strong component we can always reach another strong component which is not 
a simple cycle and which therefore is associated with an expanding letter. 
Hence ME~ E/~. If from a given strong component which is a simple cycle 
we cannot reach a strong component which is not, then the letters of the 
simple cycle induce polynomial or limited growth. Strong components which 
are simple cycles and from which we cannot reach nontrivial strong compon-
ents induce limited growth (and they only). Hence = MR/~. 
As we will prove in Chapter 4 all letters belong to GT(O), GT( ) , GT(2) 
or GT(3). When we talk about a digraph associated with a DOL system G we 
shall assume that G is reduced and we restrict the homomorphism involved 
accordingly and write CAD(G), RS(G), etc. 
The following observations are readily deduced from the previous 
exposition. 
Since according to Corollary 3.12 L(G) is finite iff MR=Rpand clearly 
points in MR/~ cannot be reachable from each other,we have: L(G) is fin-
ite Lff RS (G) is totally disconnected and u R/~ = MR (Le., if RS (G) 
consists of the bottom rectangle only). 
If RS(G) is nonempty, totally disconnected and u R/~ j MR then L(G) is 
infinite and fG is exponential (i.e., if RS (G) contains at least the 
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upper rectangle and at most both rectangles without reachability among them. 
EHRENFEUCHT and ROZENBERG [1974c] define the rank of a DOL system G = 
<W,15,w> as follows. (N.B. Not all DOI.. systems have a rank). 
(i) If lg (ot (a)) s c for some constant c and all t then (a) = 1. 
(ii) Let w0 =Wand 60 
wj = w - {a I PG (a) < 
6. For j ~ 1, a. denotes the restriction of 6 to 
J 
j}. I.e., all rules with an argument in W are 
deleted and in the values of the remaining 
t 
rules letters in W - are 
replaced by A . For j ~ 1 if 
all t then pG(a) = j + 1. 
lg co . (al l s 
J 
for some constant c. and 
J 
p G ( a) is called the rank of a letter a in <W, o>. If each letter a E W 
has a rank then G has a rank. The rank of G is tbe largest one of the ranks of 
all letters accessible from the initial string or, equivalently, of all let-
ters in the initial string. According to EHRENF'EUCHT and ROZENBERG [1974c] 
G is a DOL system with rank iff the,re are polynomials p,q of degree (rank 
(G)-1) such that p(t) s (t) s q(t) for all t. 
THEOREM 3. 27. The rank of G is equal to the .length of the longest path in 
RS (G) or, equiva.Iently, fG is bounded above and below by polynomia.ls of 
degree one 1.ess than the length of the longest path in RS(G) iff E ~ 0. 
PROOF. """'". If is bounded by a polynomial then E = 0 since an expanding 
letter would induce exponential growth. 
""""· Suppose E = jo. Then there are also no other letters inducing ex-
ponential growth, since they would derive a letter in E. Hence we have a 
CAD where every point is labeled by either an equivalence class [al or a 
singleton set {a}, and since there are no exponential letters (i.nducing ex--
ponential growth) each letter of an equivalence class [a] is rewritten as 
a string containing one letter from [a] and with the remaining letters cho-
sen from the sets labeling the descendants of the point in the CAD labeled 
by [ a 1. Hence we can estimate the order of growth in G from its CAD as fol··· 
lows. The bottom elements of the CAD are sets {a} s: Mor [a] S: MR. If a EM 
then is vanishing and (t) E 0(0). (0(g(n)) denotes the set of all f (n) 
such that there exist positive constants c,c' and with cg(n) s f(n) S 
c'g(n) for all n 2 
g(n)). Jf a E MR then 
f(n) E (·)(g(n)): f(n) is of order of magnitude of 
is limited and (t) c A(l). Assume that all grow ... 
th functions associated with descendants of {a} or [al in the CAD are not 
faster than polynomial, where {a} or [a] labels a nonbottom element. We 
have two possibili.tles: 






is the subgraph in the CAD consisting of {a} plus its direct descendants 
(corresponding to 6(a) = d 1d 2 ... d,e_ with ls max{,/'.g(o(a)) [a E w}). Since 
f (t) 
a 
E 0(fb(t)) for a and bin the same equivalence class and since 
f (t) 
a 
E B(f (t-i)), 1 Si S #W, for DOL growth functions (which follows, 
a 
e.g., from the difference equation !epresentation of DOL growth functions 
in Section 4. 1) we have 
p q 




Hence fa(t) is of the same order of magnitude as the fastest increasing 
function among the fbi s and the s. 
(ii) a ER-MR. Then 
is the subgraph in the 
It is easy to see that 




J1 [b _] u {c. 1. 1. 




[a] plus its direct descendants. 
s i s q} equals the set of letters 
[a]. From the fact that the ele-· 
ments of [a] form a simple cycle in the AD of length, say k, 1 S k S #W, 
and the mentioned properties of 0 for DOL growth functions it therefore 
follows that: 
Lt/kJ p q 
f (t) E 0( I I fb. (k*i) + I f (k*i))) a 










and therefore fa(t) E @(t*fmax(t)) where fmax is the fastest. increasing 
among the fb, sand fc. s. 
l l 
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From (i) and (ii) we can conclude that, if E = 0, the growth of a let-
ter a is of the order of a polynomial of degree one less than the maximal 
number of equivalence classes of recursive letters we can encounter in a 
path from a point [ a} or [al in the CAD to a bot.tom point. From this the 
theon,m clearly follows. D 
3. 1 • 2 • 2. 'I'HE LOCALLY CATENATIVE PRQPERTY 
We now turn our attention to locally catenative DOL systems producing 
infinite languages (finite DOL systems are trivially locally catenative), 
Le. , k > 1 in the locally catenati ve formula. 
THEOREM 3.28. If a DOL system G = <W,o,w> is loca.Ily catenative then RS(G) 
is a directed la.be.Zed rooted tree with branches of at most length 1 such 
that [c] = E la.be.Zs the root and the el.ements of R/~ - [[c]} label. the 
leaves, u (R/- - {[c]}) = MR. 
PROOF. If G = <W,o,w> is locally catenative then there are fixed integers 
n ,i ,i , ... ,i rsuch that n 0-iJ. ? #v for 1 S: j S: k and 
0 1 2 k 
n-i n·-i 11· i 
o 1 (w)o 2 (w) ••• o k(w) 
for all n 2 n 0. Therefore, L(G) s {6i(w) Ii< n 0 }* and if ot(w) 
a - b and v 2 c (W - [a])* then 
( 1) 
Assume that a,b ER and a¢ U(b). Since G is reduced at least one let-
n 
ter from both [a] and [bl occurs in 6 O(w). By the locally catenative pro-
perty there must be an i. such that 
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i+t + 
Then for all t holds: cS (w) = v 1cv2dv3 for some c,d E [a], v2 E (W-[a]) 
and lg(v2 ) ~ lg(cSt(e)) for some e E [b]. By (1) it follows that [b] £ MR. 
Since for all [a],[b] ER/~, [a] f [b], either a i U(b) orb¢ U(a) we have: 
either all [b] ER/~ are contained in MR and L(G) is finite or there is 
exactly one [c] ER/~ which is not contained in MR. Since the assumption 
that there exists a [b] c/ [c] such that bi U(c) leads to the contradiction 
that [c] s (R -MR) n MR we have that 
(2) b E U(c) for all b ER - [c] MR. 
If [c] i MR then L(G) is infinite by Theorem 3.1Of and under the 
assumption that G is locally caten~tive, k > 1 in the locally catenative 
formula. Then, as we easily see, fG is exponential and by Theorem 3.27 
Et 0. Hence [c] = E and by (2) the theorem follows. D 
Note that Theorem 3.28 gives a necessary but not sufficient condition 
for a DOL system to possess the locally catenative property. For instance 
G <{a,b},{cS(a) b,o(b) ab} ,ba> 
with 
S(G) ba,abb,babab,abbabbab, ... 
is easily proven not to be locally catenative but 
G <{a,b},{o(a) b,o(b) ab} ,a> 
with 
S(G) a,b,ab, ... 
is locally catenative. 
LEMMA 3.29. G = <W,o,w> is a DOL system such that there exist integers 
nO,i 1 ,i2 , ... ,ik for which onO (w) = (tO-j1(w) (tO-i2 (w) ... to-~ (w) iff G is 
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locally catenative with formula (n0 ,i 1 , ) . 
Obviously, any locally catenative DOL sequence can be characterized 
by infinitely many locally catenative formulas. From the above lemma we see 
that we can assign a unique locally catenative formula to such a sequence. 
E.g. given a locally catenative DOL sequence, assign to it the first formula 
in the lexicographical ordering of the set of formulas satisfying these-
quence. We call this locally catena.ti ve formula the canon.ical .locally catena-
tive formula of the DOL system. The following two decision problems suggest 
themselves immediately. 
(i) Decide whether or not a given DOL system is locally catenative. 
(ii.) Decide whether two locally catenati.ve DOL systems produce the same 
sequences (languages), i.e., two locally catenative DOL systems 
S(G') (L(G) ~ L(G')). G, G' decide whether or not S(G) 
In view of the preceding remark on locally catenat.ive formulas the 
second question is settled easily. In fact, much more easily than the 
method of tULIK and FRIS [1977a,b] for DOL systems in generaL 
'l"HEOREM 3. 30. The sequence (language) equivalence is decidable for Jocal.ly 
catenative DOL systems. 
Let ~ <W, o . , w> , i 
l 
1,2, be two locally catenative DOL systems. 
have the same canonical locally catenative S(G 1 ) = S(G 2 ) iff both G1 , 
formula, say ,i. 1 ,i 2 ,. .. ,.ik), and o1(w) = o~(w) for all i < n 0 . By NIELSEN 
[1974] a decision procedure for the sequence equivalence can be extended 
to a decision procedure for the language equivalence. D 
'I'o decide whether a DOL system is locally catenati ve is much more 
difficult and still open at the ti.me of writing; but we shall prove some 
results which may be helpful in this direct.ion. 
Define the functions c, d: 1N -+ JN as follows: 
c(n) = I G is a loc. cat. DOL system with an n letter alpha.bet 
and inf{m Im is the cut: of a loc. cat. formula for c;} l; 
d(n) - sup{d IG is a loc. ca.t. DOL system wi.t:h an n letter alphabet 
and d -· i.nf{m Im is the depth of a loc. cat. :formula for c;}}. 
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To decide whether or not a given DOL system is locally catenative it 
suffices to exhibit a computable total function k: Ill ➔ JN such that 
k(n) 2 c(n) for all n. We shall prove that if such a k exists then log k(n) 
is asymptotically greater or equal to In log n'. For technical reasons 
k, c and dare taken to assume the value 00 if they are undefined in some 
argument. Clearly, k(n) 2 c(n) 2 d(n) for all n. First we prove a stronger 
result. 
THEOREM 3. 31. 
lim inf log d(n) 2 1. 
n-"" In log n 
PROOF. Let G1 = <W 1 ,o 1 ,w 1 > be a DOL system with #Wl = n -1 and L(G 1 ) is fin-
ite. We construct a DOL system G2 = <W2 ,o 2 ,w2 > where w2 = w1 u {a}, a i w1 , 
aw 1 a}, w2 aw 1 .· 
PROOF OF CLAIM. By induction on L 
0 
i 1. o2 (aw 1 ) = aw1ao 2 (w 1 ) = o 2 (w2 )ao 2 (w1). 
i > l. Suppose the claim is true for all j s; i. 
which proves the claim. End of proof of' Claim. 
Since L (G1 ) is finite there are smallest integers t 0 , u c JN such that 
(3) 
t 
61 (w 1) 
t' 





o 1 (w 1) o 1 (w 1 J for t < to and t' :> to or 




G2 is locally catenative since for all t 2 t 0 : 
t+u-1 t+u-2 t t-1 0 t o2 (w2 )o 2 (w2 ) ••• o2 (w2 )o2 (w2 ) ... o2 (w2 )a6 2 (w 1 ) 
(by (3)) 
t+u-1 t+u-2 t t o2 (w2 )o 2 (w2 ) •.• o2 (w2 )o 2 (w2 ) (bytheclaim). 
i i 
Since for each i holds o2 (w2 ) = ... ao 2 (w1 ) we see from the locally 
catenative formula above and from (4) that if (n0 ,i 1 ,i 2 , ... ,ik) is a local-
ly catenative formula for G2 then ik 2 u and 
(5) depth (loc. cat. formula for G2 ) 2 11. 
In Section 3.1.1 the maximum cardinality of a finite DOL language over 
n letters was studied. Let u(n) be the maximum period of a finite DOL lang-
uage over n letters, i.e. , 
u(n) sup{u [c ~ <W,6,w> with #W n is a. DOL system generat-
ing a fini.te language wi.th u defined by (3) and (4)}. 
Then, according to Section 3.1.1, 
and 
Hence also 
u(n) sup{l.cm.(k1 ,k2 , .. .,k) lk1 ,k , ... ,k is a partition of q 2 q 
n in q Sn positive i.ntegral summands} 
lim log u(nl = l. 
n--+oo In log n' 
lim log u(n--1) 
n--+oo In log n 
1' 
and by (5) d(n) 2 u(n-1) for all n. Therefore, 
lim inf log d(n) ? 1. 
n-+«> □ 
In log n' 
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COROLLARY 3. 32. 
lim inf log k(n) ~ lim inf log c(n) ~ lim inf log d(n) ~ 1. 
n-->= In log n' n-->= In log n n-->= In log n 
where we can substitute Ip~ for In log n' in the formulas by the we11-known 
n 
asymptotic approximation of then-th prime number pn. 
Recently, LINNA [19771 showed that it is decidable whether a DOL 
string sequence has the prefix property, that is, whether there are integers 
n 0 , d and a word v such that on(w) = on-d(w) (v) for all n ~ n0 . Al-
though clearly a step forward, this result does not appear to generalize 
to the general problem of deciding whether a DOL system has the locally 
catenative property. EHRENFEUCHT and ROZENBERG [1978] have shown that if 
we choose a depth d then we can decide whether a given DOL system is locally 
catenative with a formula of depth at most d. This result does not seem 
to generalize either. Some other partial results appear in RUOHONEN [1978]. 
Finally, we provide an equivalent form of the locally catenati ve pro-
perty, which links this property of the derived dequence with a property of 
the derived language. 
'l.'HEOREM 3. 33. Let G be a DOL system. The i'ol1owing ti.·o statements are equi-
valent: 
(i) G is locally catenative 
* (ii) The monoid L(G) is finitely generated. 
PROOF'. 
(i) ➔ (ii). Let G = <W,IS,w> be a locally catenati.ve DOL system with formula 
(n0 ,i 1 , , ... , ) . Then L(Gl s (w) / i < n 0 }* s L(G) * and 
thereforeL(G) {oi(w)/i< }*_ 
* (ii) -+ (i). Suppose L(G) . Without loss of generality 
we can assume that vi ¢ {v1 ,v2 , ... ,vi···l }* for all i, 
1 Si S l. Hence v e L(G) for all i, 1 Si S l, and there is a 
i 
j, i S j S l, such that v, ot(w) for some t and for no j', 
t' J 
1 S j' S l v ~- o (w) with t' > t.. Hence there exist j , j 2 , ... 1 j i t+l 
... , jk such that o (w) = vj_1vj;r . . vj and therefore there 
, , , h h 0t+I ( ) _ 0t~1-i1 ( I ,t+l ( ) are 1 1 ,1 2 , ... ,ik sue tat w - . w u w ... 
. . . ot+l-ik (w) where c5t+l-i11 (w) = for all h, 1 s h s k. By 
Lemma 3.29 G is locally catenat.ive. D 
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3.1.2.3. REGULARITY AND CONTEXT FREENESS 
In SALOMAA [1975b] it is proven that the regularity and context free-·· 
ness of D0L languages are decidable. Roughly, this is achieved as follows. 
Given a D0L system G, with at most a linear growth function, we can cons-
truct (a decomposition of Gin) D0L systems G1 ,G 2 , •.• such that L(G) = 
h(L(G) uL(G2 ) u ... UL(Gk)) where his a nonerasing homomorphism. 
Gk satisfy restrict.ions like: there are no mortal letters in and every 
letter from the alphabet of Gi occurs in each word in L ). Salomaa then 
gives a definition of the degree of a D0L system G satisfying said restric-
t.J.ons and proves: 
LEMMA 3. 34. (SALOMAA). If G has degree :<'. 1 then L (G) is regu.lar. If G is 
of degree > 4 then L (G) is non-context free. If G .is o.f degree 2, L (G) is 
context free and possibly regular. J;f G is of degree 3 or 4, L(G) is non-
regu.Zar (but possibl.y context free). It is decidable [vhich of the al terna-
ti ves hold in the last two sentences. 
Since a D0L system can only generate a context free language if its 
associated growth function is bounded by a linear polynomial we have the 
following. If L(G) is context free then RS(G) contains paths of at most 
length 1 and E = 0. We can improve on Salomaa's results by showing that 
under a slightly modified definition of degree, decomposition of G is not 
necessary. 
For the vital letters of a D0L system G <W,o,w> we define the degree 








if U(a) n (R-MR) 
if U(a) r1 (R-MR) 
0; 0 = {a I degree(a) 
[a] and oi(a) = v1 
for some i <:; #W and v 1 E: (0 U M) (0 
if U(a) n (R-MR) [a] and (a) 
some i :s; #Wand E: (0 u M) 
* U M) , 
or 
(0 u M) x-, 
'.l'he degree of G is found by adding the degrees of all vital letters 
(W-R) , . , 
(w) where each letter is counted a.s many times as it occurs. Note 
(W-R) . 
is linear i:ff all letters occurring in (w) have a degree or 
are mortal. 
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THEOREM 3.35. Under the given definition of the degree of a DOL system, 
Lemma 3.34 ho.Ids for arbitrary DOL systems. 
INDICATION OF PROOF. The degree of a letter is invariant if we substitute 
o by ok in the definitions, i.e., under decomposition. Furthermore, the 
degree of a letter is invariant under restriction of o to the vital letters, 
or equivalently, if G has degree i then the PDOL G', constructed such that 
there is a nonerasing homomorphism h such that hS (G') = S (G) , has degree 
i. Therefore each Gi, 1 Si S k, in the above decomposition of Gin 
... , Gk has the degree of G. 0 
Since each letter in [a] E R/~ must have the same degree in G (if f 
G 
is bounded by a linear polynomial) we say degree [a] - degree (a). If de-
gree [a] 1,2 then [a] £;; R - (MR UE) and [b] < [a] ""'b ,; MR. (N.B. [b] < 
[a] if b E U(a) and a¢ O(b) .) By now we have obtained some good criteria 
to prove that a language does not belong to a given language family: 
COROLLARY 3. 36 . 
L(G) is finite iff Z degree [a] 0. 
[a]c:R/~ 
If L(G) is regular then Z degree [al S 2. 
[a]ER/~ 
If L(G) is context-free then Z degree [a] S 4. 
[a]ER/~ 
If L(G) is infinite and .locally catenat.ive then E 1b] for some .letter 
band L degree [a]= 0. 
[alER/~ -{[b]} 
3.1.2.4. BIOLOGICAL INTERPRETATION 
In biology we encounter the phenomenon of cell differentiation as op-
posed to cell potential. In higher species cells become so specialized 
(highly differentiated) that they lose their ability to produce cells of 
other types (low potential). In the embryonic stage, and to a large extent 
in the vegetative kingdom this seems not to be the case (low differentia-
tion and high potential). The associated digraphs, as in I-IV, form in 
increasing levels of abstraction a formal representation of cell lineage 
and celi differentiation of an organism modeled by a DOL system. In I the 
AD depicts the cell lineage. The CAD in II shows us the stages of cell 
differentiation where the labels consisting of sets of recursive letters 
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correspond to, as it were, meta-stable sta.ges of cell differentiation, .i.e., 
the descendancy of such a eel l always contains a cell with the same cell 
potential as the original one, and each cell type of a meta-stable stage 
of differentiation occurs in the descendancy of each other cell type of this 
stage. The points labeled by singleton sets of vital nonrecursive letters 
correspond to transitory stages of cells between one meta-stable stage of 
cell differentiation and a next one. The RS shows us the lineage between 
the meta-stable stages which is of prime importance and the URS the same 
structure without labels. 
EXAMPLES. 
(i) If the CAD consists of the graph on one point the modeled organism is 
total regenerative: each cell type has the possibility of deriving 
any other cell type. 
(ii) If the CAD consists of a directed tree we observe a type of cell dif-
ferentiation similar to that in higher organisms. Cells in the leaves 
of the tree are completely specialized and have no regenerative capa-
city to produce cells of other types in their progeny, as opposed to 
the cells at the root which can produce all other cell types. 
(iii) 'robe able to reproduce from a single cell, the CAD of the associated 
DOL system must be such, that every two points o::' the CAD have a com-
mon ancestral point while the unique maximal element is labeled by an 
equivalence class of recursive letters. The rules must be such that 
a.t any ti.me the description of the organism (i.e., the produced string) 
contains a cell in the maximal point of the CAD. Living plants and 
animals always seem to contain some cells which are capable of di vision, and 
through that to give rise tocells fromwhich anew similarorganism canbe 
derived. 
·ro interpret some of the results in this Section 3. 1. 2: 
If an organism grows under optimal conditions (and if it can be ade-
quately modeled by a DOL system) then it eY.hibits linear growth iff it has 
exactly two meta···stable levels of cell differentiation. More generally, if lt 
exhibits polynomial growth of degree nit has exactly n + 1 meta-stable 
levels of cell differentiation (by this we mean that if we trace the cell 
lineage from a least differentiated cell to a most differentiated cell 
there is at least one cell lineage such that we meet n + 1 different meta-
stable stages of differentiation). 
If an organism has the locally catenati.ve property, i.e., if at time 
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t the organism is composed from the previous stages in its developmental 
history, as in ROZENBERG and LINDENMAYER [19731, it contains at most two 
meta-stable levels of differentiation and it can be grown from cells occur-
ring in a single uppermost meta-stable stage of differentiation. The RS is 
a tree of at most two levels, with a meta-stable stage of cell differentia-
tion at the top from which all other completely differentiated cell types 
are derived without intermediate meta-stable stages of differentiation. An-
other result shows that if a relatively simple organism, Le. one having 
not many different cell types, is locally catenative we might have to wait 
a very long time to see that it is such. 
In general we can think of the URS, or the genealogical relations be-
tween meta-stable stages of cell differentiation, as a measure of the com-
plexity of the organism, see e.g. Corollary 3.36. 
3. 2. DE'l'ERMINISTIC CONTEXT SENSITIVE LINDENMAYER SYSTEMS WITHOUT TABLES. 
From the point of view of developmental biology, the .language consisting 
of the set of all strings generated by the system is of primary interest. 
Such an L language is taken to correspond to the set of all developmental 
stages which might be attained by the organism during its development. 
Homomorphic mappings of these sets (especially those in which a letter is 
mapped to a letter) are of considerable importance also, cf. NIELSEN, 
ROZENBERG, SALOMAA and SKYUM [19 7 4a, b] . 
More formal language oriented investigators, however, divide the set 
of letters used by an L system into a set of terminals and a set of non-
terminals. The language obtained from the L system by using this mechanism 
consists of all strings over the terminals in the pure L language (the set 
of all strings generated by the system). Such languages are called exten-
sions of L languages. Families of extensions of L languages usually have 
nicer mathematical properties, such as closure under certain operations. 
One of the facts which has made tl1e use of nonterm.inals interesting 
within the theory of developmental languages i,s that it was established in 
EHRENFEUCHT and ROZENBERG [l974a,b] that for basic families of 0L systems 
the use of nonterminals and the use of .letter·-to-.letter homomorph.isms are 
equivalent as far as the generating capacity is concerned. Thus, the trade-
off between the two language-defining mechanisms (i.e., nonterminals versus 
homomorphisms) has become a very interesting and well-motivated problem for 
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L systems. Continuing this train of thought, trade-offs between combinations 
of one- or two-sided context, restrictions where no letter is rewritten as 
the empty word, and the use of nonterminals and various kinds of homomor--
phisms become of interest. The present section is concerned with this topic 
especially with respect to language classification, but we restrict our 
attention to the deterministic L systems. 
These systems are particularly relevant in the biological setting, as 
would also appear to be indicated by the fact that most attempts to provide 
L systems for modeling the development of actual biological organisms use 
deterministic systems. Furthermore, it can be noted that the study of the 
change in pattern, size and weight of a growing organism as a function of 
time constitutes a considerable portion of the literature on development 
biology. Usually, genetically identical specimens of a specific organism 
are investigated in a cont.rolled environment and their changes with respect 
to time are described. The scientific presupposition is that identical 
genetical material and identical environment will result in an identical 
developmental history, i.e. , that the ex-periment is repeatable. This 
assumes a detenninistic (causal) underlying structure, and makes a good 
case for the biological importance of the study of deterministic systems. 
This section can be divided in three parts. In 3 2. we relate 
L systems to Turing machines as in van DALEN [1971] or HERMAN [1969]. 
3.2.2 and .3.2.3 are concerned with (the classification of) pure determinis-
tic L languages, i.e., the lan'}Uages consisting of all strings generated 
by the systems. In 3.2A and 3.2.5 we deal with extensions of deterministic 
L languages, i.e., languages consisting of all the strings over some 
terminal alphabet which are generated by the system. 
In .3.2.2 we are interested in Lindermayer languages which are not 
recursive and we develop a simulation technique which will prove to be 
useful in the sequel. In 3.2.3 families of deterministic L languages 
are compared with the Chomsky hierarchy. Families of extensions of deter .. 
ministic L languages are classified in the Chomsky hierarchy in 3.2.4, and 
in 3.2.5 we consider extensions and homomorphic closures of families of 
languages generated by detenninistic L systems with the propagating property. 
As is well known, such a restriction (on erasing) usually limits the gener-
ating power of a rewriting system drastically. To give some examplesof typi-· 
cal results which we shall encounter: in 3. 2. 4 it is shown that the amour1t 
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of context needed for rewriting makes no difference for families of exten-
sions; the only differences lie in no context, one··sided context and two··· 
sided context. The family of extensions of D2L languages equals the family 
of recursively enumerable languages, as does the closure under letter-to-
letter homomorphisms of the family of extensions of DlL languages. On the 
other hand, the family of extensions of DlL languages does not even contain 
all regular languages. In 3.2.5 it appears that the family of extensions 
of PD2L languages is equal to the family of languages accepted by determin-
istic linear bounded automata (to be defined in that section). The closure 
under nonerasing homomorphisms of the family of extensions of PDlL languages 
is strictly included in the family of extensions of PD2L languages. Indeed, 
* this closure does not even contain languages like {a1 ,a2 , .. .,an} ·· {;\}, 
n 2: 2. (Contrast th.is w.ith the result for the nonpropagat.ing case .in 3.2.4.) 
On the other hand, the closure of the family of PD11 languages under homo-
morphisms which map a letter either to i.tself or to the empty word .is again 
equal to the family of recurs.ively enumerable languages. At the end of Sec-
t.ion 3.2.4 we consider the question whether all finite languages are generat-
ed bya g.ivenclass ofL systems. As is easy toprove, for each class of D(m,n) 
L systems there are finite languages which cannot be generated, but all 
finite languages are obtainable as a letter-to·-letter homomorphism of the 
PDOL languages. With regard to the extension operation the situation is not 
so clear: each finite language can be obtained as an extension of a PD2L 
language but with one-s.ided or no context it will appear in 1'heorem 3. 54 
that the class of finite languages is not contained in EDOL or EPDlL, but 
is contained in ED1L. In Section 3.2.6 we combine the results in Section 
3.2 to obtain a coherent picture of the power of parallel rewriting with 
respect to the set of the various additional operations or mechanisms. 
The strict inclusion results obtained follow from necessary properties 
of the language families concerned rather than by an exhaustive analysis 
of a particular example. By stating the results in their strongest form, 
we obtain a systematic classification of the effect of the mechanisms 
discussed on the generating power of deterministic L systems using contexL 
For a treatment of the effect of nonterminals, homomorphisms and lett.er-
to-letter homomorphisms in different variations of context free L systems 
the reader is referred to NIELSEN, ROZENBERG, SALOMAA and SKYUM [1974a 
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3.2.1. LINDENMAYER SYSTEMS AND TURING MACHINES 
For our purposes, a Turing machine is an abstract device consisting of 
a finite control. attached to a read-write head scanning a both ways infinite 
(or infinitely expandable) tape which is divided into squares. Each square 
can contain one out of a fixed finite nonempty set of symbo]s S.There is one 






Apart from the squares which contai.n the i.nput at time zero, all 
squares not yet scanned by the read-wri.te head are assumed to contain t.he 
symbol b. The finite control can be in any one of a finite nonempty set 
of states'¥. According to the state q of the finite control and the 
symbols in the tape square onder scan of the read-write head, the machine 
replaces s by a symbols', moves the head one square left, right or not at 
all and enters a state q'. Hence, the action of the machi.ne is completely 
determined by a, possibly partial, function from S x '¥ into s x {left,right, 
no move} x '¥ which can be described as a finite set of quintuples. 
The machine halts when it enters a halting state q E F where F s 11 is the 
set of llal.t.ing states. Starting in a distinguished start state q0 with the 
head scanning the leftmost nonblank symbol, a Turing mach.i.ne computes a 
(possibly partial) function from the input (Le., the nonblank tape contents 
at time 0) to the output (Le., the nonblank tape contents at the time the 
machine halts). Every (partial) recursive function can be computed in this 
way by a Turing machine. An instantaneous description (ID) is a snapshot 
of the machine configuration at a particular instant of time; it consists 
of the state of the finite control, the tape contents and the position of 
the read-write head on the tape. An ID is often denoted ass 
where s 1 is the leftmost nonblank symbol or its blank left 
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neighbor on the tape and sn is the rightmost nonblank symbol, or its blank 
right neighbor, while the finite control in state q is scanning the tape-
square containing si under the head. 'I'he Turing machine as we have 
described it :i.s deterministic s:i.nce the transition function (set of quin-
tuples) uniquely determines the ID at time t + 1 from the ID at time t. A 
nondeterministJ.c 'l'uring machine is defined analogously but with the feature 
that the partial function from S x '!' into S x {left,right,no move} x '!' is 
replaced by a relation between the two sets concerned, i.e., there can be 
a "choice" of a next move from among a finite set of alternatives. A more 
extensive treatment of Turing machines, variants thereof, terminology and 
results can be found in MINSKY [1967] or in HOPCROFT and ULLMAN [1969]. 
The device was originally introduced by TURING [ 1936]. 
Here we need the followi.ng. A language L is c,aid to be accepted by a 
Turing machine T if for all words in L as input 'l' halts in an accepting 
state qf E F E '¥, where F is a fixed set of accepting states. (If T is 
of the nondeterministic variety we only require that there is a sequence of 
moves for each input word taken from L which drives Tinto an accepting 
state). Le. for an input consisting of a word not in L the Turing machine 
either halts in a nonaccepting state or does not halt at all (under all 
possible choice sequences in the case of the nondeterministic variety). A 
language is recursively enumerab.Ie if it is accepted by a deterministic 
(equivalently, nondeterministic) Turing machine. A language is recurs.ive 
if it is accepted by a deterministic Turing machine and its complement is 
accepted by a deterministic Turing machine also. In the sequel of Section 
3.2 we consider only deterministic Turing machines. 
It was shown by van DALEN [1971] that for a suitable standard defini-
tion of Turing machines (e.g. the quintuple version above), for every Turing 
machine witJ1 symbol set S and state set '!1 we can effectively construct a 
D2L system G <W,o,w>, with W = '!' us, which simulates it in real=time, 
t viz. , the t·-th instantaneous description of 'I' is equal to o (w). If we do 
away with the excess blank symbols at both ends of the Turing machine tape 
by letting the letters corresponding to such blank symbols derive the empty 
word A in the L system simulation of T, then the following statement clear-
ly holds. Let G <W, o,w> be a D2L system, let S and '!' be disjoint subsets 
of Wand let h be a homomorphism from 
,, 
into s defined by h(q) =\for 
all q E 'I' and h(a) = a for all a ES. The set of languages of the form 
h(L(G) n ) .is the family of recursively enumerable languages. Since 
the family of recursive languages is closed under intersection with a 
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. *) 
regular set and k-limited erasing and since there exist recursively enu-
merable languages that are not recursive, there exist D2L languages which 
* * * * are not recursive (S 'I'S is regular and h is 1-·limited on S 'I'S J. That all L 
languages are recursively enumerable follows by the usual Turing machine 
simulation argument. 
3.2.2. NONRECURSIVE L LANGUAGES 
At the end of the last section we indicated the usual proof that there 
are nonrecursive D2L languages. By an application of a result due to RABIN 
and WANG [1963]we can be somewhat more specific and at the same time develop 
a simulation technique which will be of use in the sequel. Let the word at 
any moment tin the history of a Turing machine be the string consisting of 
the contents of the minimum block on the tape at t that includes all the 
marked squares and the square scanned at the initial moment (the origin). 
'rHEOREM 3.37. (RABIN and WANG). For any fixed (finite) word at the initial 
moment we can find a 'l'uring machine T such that the set o.f words P in its 
subsequent history is not recursive. 
'l'HEOREM 3. 38. Let be a D2L which stepwise simu.l.ates (in the sense ex-
plained in Section 3.2.1) a Turing machine '1' sat.is.tying the statement of 
Theorem 3.37. Then L(GT) is nonrecursive. 
_PROOF. Let h be a homomorphism on L (G ) defined by h (a) = a and h (q) 00 ;\ 
T 
for all a c Sand all q c:: 'l', where Sand'¥ a.re the symbol set and the state 
* * set of T, respectively. Since L(G ) ,;; S '¥S , 
T 
h(L(G )) =P and since Pis nonrecu.rsive L(GT) 
T 
h is 1-limited on L (G ) . 
T 
is nonrecurs1ve. D 
family of languages is said to be closed under k-1.imited erasing if, 
for any language L of the class and any homomorphism h w.i.th the property 
that h never maps more thank consecutive symbols of any sentence x i.n L 
to:\, h(L) is in the class. We shall also be concerned with nonerasing 
homomorphisms, i.e. homomorphisms which map no letter to the empty word 
'A; .lette.r-to-1etter homomorphisms (also called codings) , Le. homomorphisms 
which map letters to letters; and homomorphisms which map a letter either 
to itself or to the empty word A '(these homomorphisms are a subclass of 
the weak codings where a letter is mapped either to a letter or to;\). For further 
details concerning homomorphisms and other operations on languages and closure 
under these operati.ons see HOPCROFT and ULLMAN [ 1969] or SALOMAA [ 1973a]. 
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*) 
We use G to construct a nonrecursive D(O,l)L language. 
T 
LEMMA 3.39. Let G = <W,o,w> be any D2L. There is an algorithm which, given 
G, produces a D(O,l)L G' = <W',o',w'> such that for aLZ t, ,\• 2 t(w') = ¢6t(w) 
and 
0 ' 2t+1 (w') 
PROOF. Construct G' = <W' ,o' ,w'> as follows. 
W' w u (Wx(wu{)d)l u {¢,¢'}, 
**) 
where¢ and¢' are letters not in W. 
w' = ¢w, 
Ii' (A,a,c) (a,c), 
6 1 (:\,¢' ,:\) = ¢, 
6' (A, (a,b), (b,c)) = 6 (a,b,c), 
Ii' (:\,,6', (a,c)) = ¢8 (A,a,c), 
6 1 (A, (a,A) ,A) = A, 
for all a,b E Wand all c E Wu {;\}. (The arguments for which 6' is not de-
fined will not occur in our operation of G'.) 
* For all words v = a 1a 2 ... ak E W we have 
*) Similarly to the case of DOL systems, where we extended the mapping 
* * Ii: w ➔ to a homomorphism cS: W ➔ W we will extend the mapping 
6: ~ Wi x W x J.U0 ➔ w* to a mapping 8: w* ➔ for D(m,n)L systems as i=O = 
follows. 8 (v) v' iff v => v' and 8i {v) = v' iff v (~) v'. When no confusion 
can result we identify 6 and 8 and denote both mappings by 6. If we want to 
set off the difference between 6 and 8, as is the case in,e.g., the proof 
of Lemma 3.39 we use the notations 6 and 6. 
**) Clearly one marker¢ suffices for the present purpose of constructing 
a nonrecursive DlL language. However, the present form of the Lemma can be 









) ... () 
1 ' 
-t 
¢0 (w) and 
From Lemma 3.39 we see that if L c D2L then there is an L' E D(O,l.)L 
(respectively L" E D ( 1,0)L) such that {w [ ¢w E L'} = L (respectively 
{w [ w¢ c L"} = L). 
The fol.I.owing two corollaries illustrate some more relations between 
DlL and D2L languages. 
COROLLARY 3.40. Let G = <W,o,w> be a D2L. There is an alqorithm which, qiv-
en G, produces a D(O,l)L G' (respectively a D(l,O)L G"} and a letter-to-
letter homomorphism h such that h(L(G')) = {¢}L(G) (respectively h(L(G")) 
L(G){¢}). 
(Hint: Leth be a letter-to-letter homomorphism defined by h(a) = a 
for all a E Wu{¢}, h(¢') =¢,and h((a,h)) = a for all (a,b) E W x 
(WU {A}).) 
COROLLARY 3.41. Let G = <W,6,w> be any D2L. There is an algor:Ltm which, 
given G, produces a D(O,l)L G' (respectively D(l,O)L G"} and a homomorphism 
h, which maps a letter either to itse.Zf or to).., such that 
h(L(G') n {¢}w*) h(L(G") n w*{d) L(G). 
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(Hint: his defined by h(a) a for all a e Wand h(¢) :\. h is 
1-limited on {¢}w* and .) 
THEOREM 3. 42. We can construct D 1Ls whose _languages are not recursive. 
PROOF. Let GT ~ <WT, , w'l' > be 
we can construct a D(O,l)L G' 
a D2L as in Theorem 3. 38. By Corollary 3. 4 
such that h (L(G') n {¢}v/) = L(G ) . Since 
{¢}w* is regular, h is a 1-limited homomorphism on 
T 
recursive, it follows that L(G') is not recursive. 
T* T 
{¢}w, and L 
T 
□ 
3.2.3. DETERMINISTIC L LANGUAGES AND THE CHOMSKY HIERARCHY 
is not 
From the work of van DALEN [1971], ROZENBERG [1972a,b] and ROZENBERG 
and LEE [1975] on nondeterministic L systems we can readily deduce several 
facts about the place of the determi_nistic languages in the Chomsky hier-
archy: e.g. the PDlL languages are strictly included in the context sensi-
tive lm,guages, the D1L languages are strtctly tncluded in the recursively 
enumerable languages. By the use of direct arguments concerning the deter-
ministic nature of the systems under consideration we shall refine these 
results implicit in the above references and fix the place of the D(m,n)L-
and PD{m,n)L languages completely with respect to the four classes of the 
Chomsky hierarchy. 
LEMMA 3.43. There are regular languages over a one letter alphabet which 
are not DIL languages. 
* PROOF. L ~ {aaa} {a,aa} is such a language. 'I'o prove this we make use of 
the following: 
CLAIM. If G = <W,o,w> is a unary D(m,n)L (i.e. #W = 1) which generates an 
infinite language then there exist nonnegative integers t 0 , p and x such 
that for all t::: t 0 the following equation holds: 
(1) 
m·· 1 





) + I 
i=O 
m i 
,C,g(6 (a ,a,a ) ) . 




Case 1. p = 0. lg(8t(w)) s y for all t > 0 where y 
contrary to the assumption. 
- k I max{lg{o(a )) k sm+n}, 
Case 2. p > 0. Clearly (1) holds. End of proof of Claim. By observing that 
L {ai i 1 0 mod 3} we see that for every positive integer k such that 
k-1 k+1 k+2 k 
k - 0 mod 3 holds that a ,a ,a EL and a i L. Hence, if L(G) = L 
it follows that p 1 in (1). But then the lengths of the subsequent words 
in L (G) , ordered by increasing length, differ by a constant amount x -m - n 
and hence L (G) f L. D 
THEOREM 3.44. The inclusion relations between the various classes of deter-
ministic L languages and the main language classes of the Chomsky hierarchy 








(iii) F'or all m,n 2 0, PD(m,n)L c D(m,n)L; PDIL c DIL. 
PROOF. (i) and (ii). Let G1 ,G2 and G3 be PDOL systems defined by 
G1 <{a},{o(a) =a},a>, 
G <{a,b,c},{o(a) =a, o(b) =b, o(c) =acb},c>, 
2 
G~ <{a},{o(a) =aa},a> . 
.J 
REG; it is well known that L(G2 ) E CF- REG; and L(G3 ) E CS by the workspace 
theorem or the usual linear bounded automaton argument and L(G3 ) i CF by the 
uvwxy-lemma. (The workspace theor,c;m, SALOMAA [1973], is a variant of the linear 
bounded automaton lemma which tells ·us that the family of languages accept-
ed by linear bounded automata i.s equal to CS. For a definition of linear 
bounded automata see e.g. Section 3.2.5. For a more extensive discussion 
or for the uvwxy-lernrna see e.g. HOPCROFT and ULLMAN [1969] or SALOMAA [1973 
a]). This proves that all families of L languages considered have nonempty 
intersections with REG, CF -REG and CS -CF. By Theorem 3.42 there are DlL 
languages which are not recursive and therefore not context sensit.i.ve. Hence 
there are DlL languages in RE - CS. 
The language L from Lemma 3.43 belongs to REG but not to DIL. 
LU L(G2 ) E CF-REG and it is easy to show that LU L ) /_ DIL. L' 
{ a2 ( 2n) [ n 2 0} does not belong to DIL because of equation ( 1) but L' belongs 
to CS because of the workspace theorem and L' i CF because of the uvwxy 
lemma. Each nonrecursive but recursively enumerable language AG {1}* be-
longs to RE - CS but not to DIL in view of equation ( 1) . (Note: languages 
satisfying equation (1) are recursive.) Hence there are languages in REG, 
CF ···REG, CS - CF and RE - CS which are not in DIL. 
(iii) PD(m,n)L s; D(m,n)L holds by definition. Assume that m+n > 0. By 
Theorem 3.42 there are nonrecursive D(m,n)L languages, hence belonging to 
RE -CS, but all PD(m,n)L languages are in CS. It is easy to give nontrivial 
examples of DOL languages which are not PDOL languages, thereby covering 
the case m n ~ 0. Hence the above inclusion is strl.ct. Similarly we can 
prove PDIL c OIL, 0 
From equation (1) it follows irmnediately that D{m,n)L c D(rn',n')L for 
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m < m' and n = n', or m = m' and n < n', or m < m' and n < n'. In particular, 
DOL c D1L c D2L. Analogously this holds with the propagating restriction add-
ed. For a further discussion of the inclusion relations between families of 
L languages using different amount of context, see ROZENBERG [1972a,b] and 
ROZENBERG and LEE [ 19 7 5] . 
3. 2. 4. EXTENSIONS .AND HOMOMORPHIC IMAGES OF DETERMINIS'l'IC L LANGUAGES 
'I'he favorite device in formal language theory for extracting languages 
from rewriting systems is the use of terminals, Le. , by selecting from 
the set of produced words all those words which are over the terminal alpha-
bet. (This device allows us, as it were, to get rid of the intermediate 
work necessary to generate the desired word over the terminals by the re-
writing system, so that these intermediate strings do not show up in the 
related language.) This operation is called intersection with a terminal 
alphabet; it usually contributes considerably to the generating power of a 
system and is therefore called an extension. For instance, in a pure L lang-
uage, if we order the words in the language according to their lengths, there 
is always a constant c such that the length of the i + 1.-th word is less than 
or equal to c times the length of the i-th word. 'I'his is due to the fact 
that all words used to derive the i + 1-th word belong to the language. For 
extensions of L languages this property does not hold. The extens.ion (:Lang-
uage) produced by an XL system G = <W,P,w> with respect to a terminal alpha-
* bet V'l' is de:f.ined as E(G,VT) = L(G) n VT. We also call the quadruple G' = 
<W,P,w,VT> an EXL system.·considering nondeterministic L systems, van DALEN 
[1971] proved that ElL = RE and EP2L = cs. Furthermore, we can easily- show 
(hy the workspace theorem) that EOL .'::: CS. For deterministic L systems it 
follows that EDiL .':: ED2L .':: RE; EPD1L .':: EPD2L .':: CS (and in general by the 
workspace t.heorem that EPDlL ,':: CS) and EDOL S cs. It follows immediately 
from the definitions that XL c EXL for all classes of XL systems. 
THEOREM 3.45. ED2L RE. 
PROOF._- Let A be a recursively enumerable language over some alphabet 
which is enumerated by a 1: 1 recursive function f: IN - A; n is recover··· 
-1 
ed from f(n) by f . That every infinite recursively enumerable language can 
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be enumerated by a one-one recursive function follows from ROGERS [1967, 
Exercise 5.2]; for finite languages clearly an appropriate version of our 
proof suffices. Let T be a Turing machine with symbol set S = VT u {a,b} 
where a,b i VT and bis the blank symbol. At time t = 0, Tis presented 
with a finitely inscribed tape of which the origin contains a. We assume 
that the tape is halfway infinite, i.e., the reading head of T never scans 
a square left of the origin. This is no restriction on the power of a Turing 
machine as is well known. T starts with erasing the finitely many marks 
on its tape except the symbol a at the origin, returns to the origin, writes 
the representation of 0 on the tape and calculates the value of f(0). Sub-
sequently, T erases everything else except the representation of f(0), re-
-1 
trieves the representation of 0 from f(0) by f , adds one to this repre-
sentation and computes f(l), and so on. In particular we can do this in such 
a way that the specific symbol a is used only to mark the origin and is 
erased only to indicate f(0),f(l), •.. ; it is printed again before we calcu-
late f(n +1) from f(n). If Pis the set of all words in the history of T 
then P n {b}V; = {b}A. Let GT <WT,oT,wT> be a D2L which simulates Tin 
the sense of Section 3.2.1. Since T uses a halfway infinite tape the strings 
of GT always have a letter a at the left end except when f(n) has been com-
puted for some n in which case the string has a letter qin (indicating the 
state of the simulated Turing machine) at the left end. That is, for each 
n E IN there is a t E IN and a state qin E 'l' (where 'l' is the state set of T) 
t n 
such that o n(w) = qi af(n). We can construct T with two distinguished 
T T n 
states q', q" in 'l' such that (eliminating some superfluous intermediate 
steps of Tin the simulating GT) for all n: 
t +1 t +2 
o n (w ) 
T T 
q'f(n), cS n (w ) 
T T 
aq"f(n). 
and q', q" never occur in at(w ) for t + 2 
T T n 
G to G = <W ,o,w > where cS is defined by: 
'l' T T 
A, o (A,c,d) = aq"c for all letters c E VT and 
< t S tn+l' n E IN.Now we modify 
if cST(A,q,a) = q' then o(A,q,a) = 
d EV u {A}, and o(•) = 
'[' t +1 
o (•) for all other arguments. It is easily seen that cS n (wT) = f(n) for 
T 
all n and ot(wI) = o;(wT) E w;'l'w; for all t such that t ¥ tn + 1, n E IN. 
Hence L(G) n VT= A. (To capture the case where A EA we could define 8(\) 
aq".) D 
THEOREM 3.46. The closure of ED(0,1)L (or ED(1,0)L) under letter-to-letter 
homomorphisms is equal to RE. 
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PROOF. We prove the theorem for D(0,1)Ls. The case for D(1,0)Ls is complete-
ly analogous. Let G = <W,o,w> be a D2L constructed as in Theorem 3.45. Let 
G' <W',o',w'> be a D(0,1)L defined as follows (the construction in Lemma 
3.39 does not suffice): 
W' WU (Wx (Wu{0,1,\})) u {¢}, 
where 0, 1, ¢ are letters not in W, 
o' (A,a,b) (b,O), 
(a, 1), 
Ii'(\, (a,O), (b,O)) (a,b), 
Ii ' ( \ , (a, 1 ) , (b, 0) ) ¢(a,b), 
(a,\)' 
o' (A, (a,b), (b,c)) li(a,b,c), 
o• (A,¢, (a,c) l 
for all a,b E wand all c e Wu {A}. (The arguments for which o' is not de-
fined shall not occur in our operation of G'.) Assume that At L(G). 
We see that for all t holds that h(o' Jt (w')) = ot(w) where his a 
letter-to-letter homomorphism from (W x{l,O})* onto w* defined by h((a,O)) 
h((a,1)) = a for all a E W. Since by the synchronicity of the productions 
ot(w') E {¢}w•* for all t ~ O mod·J we have h(L(G') n (wx{o,1})*) = L(G) 
* * and therefore h(L(G') n (vTx{0,1})) = L(G) n VT. (To capture the case 
where A E L(G) we could define 5'(A) = ¢8(A), and the proof proceeds ana-
logously. l D 
THEOREM 3.47. If LE ED2L or, equivalently, LE RE then {¢}LE ED(0,1)L 
(similarly L{¢} E ED(l,O)L) where¢ is a letter not occurring in a word of 
L. 
PROOF. The theorem follows immediately from Lemma 3.39. D 
We shall now prove some properties of DOL and D1L languages which give 
us criteria to show that certain languages cannot be DOL or D1L languages 
or their intersections with a terminal alphabet. 
We call a language permutation free if no word in the language is a 
permutation of any other word in the language. 
LEMMA 3.48. Let G = <W,o,w> be a DOL. If L(G) is infinite then L(G) is 
permutation free. 
PROOF. Suppose L(G) is infinite, v,~• E L(G), v f v', and v' is a permuta-
tion of v. Let ok(v) = v' for some k > 0. Since v' is a permutation of v we 
have for each n > 0: onk(v) is a permutation of v. There are only a finite 
number of 
n2 > nl > 
therefore 
* words in W which are a permutation of v and therefore there exist 
n 1k n2k. to 0 such that o (v) = o (v). But v = o (w) for some t 0 and 
t 0+n 1k t 0+n2k . o (w) = o (w) and L(G) is finite: contradicting the 
assumption. D 
The converse of the lemma holds in the following sense. Let G = <W,o, 
w> be a DOL. L(G) is infinite iff for no integers i and j, if j, holds that 
oi(w) is a permutation of oj(w). (We consider A to be a permutation of A.) 
COROLLARY 3.49. Let G = <W,o,w> be a DOL and VT a subset of w. If E(G,VT) 
is infinite then E(G,VT) is permutation free, i.e., all infinite languages 
in EDOL are permutation free. 
We call a word v' a prefix (postfix) of a word v if v = v'z (v = zv') 
for some word z. We call v' a proper prefix (proper postfix) of a word v if 
v' is a prefix (postfix) of v and v' ¢ v. 
LEMMA 3.50. Let G = <W,o,w> be a D(l,O)L (D(O,l)L). 
(i) L(G) is finite i:ff ot(w) = ot'(w) for some t, t' such that t ¢ t'. 
(ii) Let L(G) be infinite. If v,v' E L(G) and v' is a proper prefix {proper 
postfix) of v then, with finitely many exceptions, for each word u in 
L(G) there is a word u' in L(G) such that u' is a proper prefix (post-
fix) of u. 
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PROOF. 
(il Obvious by the deterministic property of G. 
(ii) We prove (ii) only for D(l,O)Ls and prefixes. The proof is completely 
analogous for D(O,l)Ls and postfixes. 
t k 
Case 1. o (w) = v' and o (v') 
each j z O there is a z' E 
= v = v'z for some t z O and some k > 0. For 
such that ot+k+j(w) = 6j(v) = oj(v'z) 
6j(v')z' 6t+j(w)z', and by (i), z' f ;\ and hence z f. \. 
Case 2. 1/(w) = v = v'z and (v'z) v' for some t z O and some k > 0. 
1?(v'z) (v')z' = v' for some z' E and by (i), z' f. :\. Therefore, 
f.g(ct(v')) < lg(v'). By iterating this argument lg(v') +1 times we obtain 
either lg(6k(lg(v')+l) (v')) < f_g(v') - lg(v') which is impossible or 
oklg(v') (v') = (lg(v')+l) (v'). In the latter case L(G) is finite; contra-•· 
dieting the assumption. I] 
If we allow 6(;\) f. /\ then Lemma 3.50 (ii) holds under the additional 
restriction: not both ;\ E L(G) and 6 (A) f. L 
COROLLARY 3.51. Let G = <W,o,w> be a D(1,0)L (D(O,l)L) such that E(G,V ) is 
T 
in.finite for some VT (and not both;\ E L(G) and 6(A) f. ;\). If v,v' eE(G,VT) 
such that v' is aproper prefix of v (v' is a proper postfix of v) then, w.ith 
finitely many exceptions, for each word u in E (G, v,r) there is a word u' in 
* E(G such that u = u'z (u=zu') .for some z E VTV'r· 
Clearly, Lemma 3.50 and Corollary 3.51 hold for D(m,O)Ls with respect 
to prefixes and :for D(O,m)Ls with respect to postfixes, m z 0. 
THEOREM 3. 52. 
(il The intersections of EPD1L w.ith REG, CF ·-REG and CS -CF are nonempty. 
There are .languages in REG, CF - REG and CS - CF which are not in 
EPDlL. EPD1L c CS. 
(i.i.) The .intersections of ED1L w.ith REG, CF -REG, CS ··-CF and RE ··CS are 
nonempty. There are languages in REG, CF - REG, CS -CF and RE - CS 
which are not .in ED1L. EDiL c RE. 
(iii) The intersections of EDOL with REG, CF -REG and cs -CF are nonempty. 
There are .languages in REG, CF - REG and cs ••· CF which are not .in EDOL. 
EDOL C cs. 
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PROOF. Since DXL c EDXL, the first sentence in each statement (i) - (iii) is 
correct by Theorem 3.44. Let L 1 = {a,aa} u {b}{c1*{b}, L2 ,., {a,aa} u {anbcn[ 
n n n I n 2'. O}, L3 = {a,aa} u {b c d n > O} and L4 = {a,aa} u {a}A{a} where 
AS {1}* is the recursively enumerable but nonrecursive language of Theorem 
3.44. By Corollary 3.51 L1 , L2 , L3 and L4 do not belong to ED1L. But E REG; 
L2 E CF - REG and E CS -CF as is well known; E RE - CS. This proves the 
second sentence in each of the statements of (i) ··(iii). The inclusion in 
the last sentence in the statements of (i) and (iii) follows by the usual 
workspace theorem and strict inclusion by the foregoing. The inclusion 
in the last sentence of the statement of (ii) is true by the usual Turing 
machine simulation argument and strict inclusion follows by the foregoing. 
D 
Note that the existence of languages in REG, CF - REG and CS - CF which 
are not in EDOL could also have been proven using Corollary 3.49. 
With respect to families of extensions of L languages differences 
can only lie in no context, one-sided context and two-sided context, but 
not in the amount of context, as· is shown by. the next theorem. 
THEOREM 3. 53. 
(i) ED2L EDIL 
(ii) EPD2L = EPDIL 
(.iii) ED1I, = i~JN (ED(i,O)L u ED(O,i)L) 
(.iv) EPD1L = i~JN (EPD(i,O)L u EPD(O,i)L) 
PROOF. We give the outline of a simulation technique to prove (i). (ii) -· 
(iv) are completely analogous. ( (i) also follows from Theorem 3.45 but the 
present proof is direct). 
Let G = <W,6,w> be a D(m,n)L, m,n > 0, and let r be the greater one 
of m and n. We construct a D2L G' = <W',6',w'> as follows: 
and w' = w. 
The production rules o' are defined in such a way that, for each pro-
duction of G, G' executes r productions. '.f'he first r - 1 of these r produc-
tions serve to gather the necessary context for each letter in the string 
and the r-th production produces the string produced by G. 
E.g., if o(a 1 ... ak) = a 1a 2 ••• ak, then (fork 2 m,n), 
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'I'herefore, o'tr(w') = ot(w) for all t, and o't(w') r/. w* for all t % 0 
* * mod r. Hence, for each subset v1, of w, L(G') n v,r = L(G) n V'l,· D 
Since the extensions of tJ1e deterministic L languages using one-sided 
or no context do not contain all regular languages, Theorem 3.52, it is a 
logical next step to see whether they do contain all finite languages. The 
next theorem tells us that one-sided context without erasing cannot give us 
all finite languages but one-sided context with erasing can. Let FIN denote 
the family of finite languages, where we shall make no distinction between 
the A-free and non A-free finite languages since this would create trivial 
inclusion results from the sheer impossibility .for propagating L systems to 
generate A in their languages. 
THEOREM 3. 54. 
(i) FIN i ED0L 
(ii) FIN ¢ EPD1L 
(iii) FIN c ED1L 
PROOF. 
(i) Assume that {a,aa} = L(G) n {a}* for a D0L system G = <W,o,w>. Since 
o is a homomorph.ism,oi·(ak) = (o.i(a))k. Therefore, oi(aa) ,., 6j(a)6i(a) ,fa 
for all i and S (G) = w, ... ,a, ... ,aa, .... Hence there is an i such that 
oi(a) = aa. But then 62i(a) = aaaa also occurs in S(G) and consequently in 
L (G) n {aJ*: contradiction. 
(ii) ll,ssume that {a,aa,bbb} = L(G) n {a,b}* for a PDlL system G = <W,o,w>. 
Since G is propagating S(G) ,, w, ... ,a, ... ,aa, .. .,bbb, .... Let G be left 
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context sensitive. (The case that G i.s right context sensitive is identical 
since {a,aa,bbb} is invariant under reversal.) Let j be the smallest integer 





or bbb. S.ince a occurs in 
b or bb occur in S (G) and 
that oj (a) = bbb implies 
G is propagating. 
S(G), the case that oj(a) b or bb impl.ies 
hence .in L(G) n {a,bJ*: contradict.ion. The 
that oj(a) = oj(aa) = bbb which is impossible 
(iii) Since ED1L = ED(m,O)L for all m E IN, m > 0, by Theorem 3.53, it suf-
fices to show that each finite language L belongs to ED (m, 0) L for some 
m E JN. Let L be a finite language and choose rn = rnax{lg(v) }. Order the 
VEL 
words in L -{;\_} according to prefix inclusion as follows. For u,v EL we 
have us v if v = uu' for some u' E WT * where WT is the alphabet of L. Con-
struct a finite labeled directed forest F reflecting the ordered set (L,s) 
by defining F' = <P,E> where each node p of P corresponds to an element v 
- V 
of Land (pu,pv) ls an arc in L if u < v and there is no z in L such that 
u < z < v. We now label a node pv by v if pv is a root of F (equivalently, 
there is no word z in L - {:\} such that z < v) ; and by u' if pu is a direct 




Extend F to the forest F' of uniform branching degreed which is equal 
to the largest branching degree in F or to the number of roots i.n F if that 
is greater. The new nodes are labeled with new letters wh.ich constitute the 
alphabet WN. All branches in F' are equal in length to the longest bran.ch 
in F. Let l be the number of nodes in such a branch. 
EXAMPLE CON'I'INUED. E.g., the subtree attached to root u 1 .in F' is extended 
in F' to 
We now define a D(m,0)L system G = <w1, uwN,o,w> which generates all 
words which can be :formed by concatenati.ng from left to right the labels 
occurring in. a path in F' starting from a root. Call the set o:E such words 
L'. Subscript the labels v of the forest F' as above, that is, v1 i 1 2 · · . ir 
at level r has descendants vi i i i at level r + 1, 1 '.". r < l and 
1 2 ❖-· r r+l 
1 1 ,i 2 , ... ,ir+l E {1,2,. .. ,dL Corresponding to each label v1112 ... lr there 
is a word z. . . =v. v. . v. . . in L', 1 .$ r '."..€..Choose the 
i1.i2. · •1·r i1 i1i2. · · i1i2. · .J.r 
ini t.ial string w = z l.1."' 1 , that is, the word i.n L' corresponding to the left-· 
most leaf of F'. Fo~enience sake we define for a word z in L' the func-
* tions tail and head. tail(z) = a and head(z) ,~ z' for z ~ z'a, z' E (WN uwT) 
and a E WN U WT. 
(i) · Suppose A ( L. o ls defi.ned inductively as follows. 
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r = 1. o (head ( z . ) , tail ( z . ) ) : = 
r =2. 
1. 1. 
if i < d then vi+l (c= zi+l) 
else :\ fi 
6(head(zi i ),tail(zi i )) := 
1 2 1 2 
if i 1 < d then vi 1+1 i 2 





r>2. o(head(Z1.• 1.· 1.' ),tail(Z1.· 1.· 1.' )) ·= 
1 2··· r 1 2··· r 
if o (head (zi 1 i 2 ... .ir-l), tail (z.i 1 i 2 ••• ir-l)) 
E {v· · · v· · · v· · · } J1J2··•Jr-1' JtJ2•••Jr-2 J1J2---Jr-1 
!:._hen vjJ_j2,. ·h-lir 




.if i < d then v v 
r --~~ ir+l 
r-1 x r-1 x 
else v 
~ r-1 X 
fi 
fi 
(ii) Suppose:\ i L. Only the cases for r 1,2,3 are different. 




r = 3. o (head(zi 1i 2i 3 l ,tail (zi 1i 213 )) := 
1! o(head(zj_ 1j_ 2 ) ,tail(zi 1i 2 )) = vjlj? then v ... - -- J 1Ji'-3 
~lse (o(head(zi 1i 2 ),tail(zi 1i 2 )) = A) 
if i 3 < d then v v . 1 -- 11 11 13+ 
fi 
Ii (,) = A for arguments not defined above. Since each letter in a string 
z EL' has the entire string of letters left of it.self as its context, G 
starting with string w generates all words in L' in some order ending with 
A iff A E L. Hence L(G) "' L' if A ¢ L and L(G) = L' u {A} .if A E L. It then 
* follows from the definition of L' that L(G) n WT L. 
EXA._i\lIPLE CONTINUED AGAIN. For the given example G is defined as follows 
(assuming ;\_ E L) . G = <W, 6, w> with w u 1 u 11 A111 , and o is defined by the 
following list (where we assume that the rightmost letter of the argument 
is rewritten and the remainder of the argument. .is left context). 
o (u 1) u2 o(u1u11) A21 
8(u2) UJ o (u2A21) u31 
o (u3) A. o(u3u31) ulu12 
/i (ul u12) A22 
o (u2A22 ) u32 
o (u3u32) u1A13 
o (u1A13) A23 
Ii (u2A23) u33 
o(u3u33) ul 
0 (ul ullA.111) A211 o(u1u11A112) A cS (ul u11Al13) A213 212 
o ( u2A21 A211 ) u311 o(u2A21A212) u312 o(u2A21A213) A313 
li(u3u31u311) u121 o(u3u31 11312) A122 0 (u3u31A313) A123 
6 (u1ul.2u121) A221 o(u1 11 12A122) A222 o(u1 1112A123) A223 
o(u2A22A221) A321 o(u2A22A222) A322 o(u2A22A223) A323 
o(u3u32A321) A131 o(u3u32A322) A132 rS(u3 1132A323) A133 
o (u1A13A131) A231 0 (u1Ai:l132) A232 Ii (ul Al 3A133) A233 
cS (u2A23A231) A331 O(u2A23A232) A332 o (u2''23A233) A333 
0 (u3u33A331) 1111A112 o(u3u33A332) u11A113 cS(u3u33A333) 1111 
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* Writing out S (G) reveals that L (G) n WT L where is W- and WN is the 
































(N.B. the words in Lare enclosed 
in boxes.) 
□ 
3.2.5. EXTENSIONS AND HOMOMORPHIC IMAGES OF PROPAGATING 
DETERMINISTIC L LANGUAGES. 
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In this section we study EPD2L and EPD1L and their closures under sev-
eral types of homomorphisms. It is shown that the closure of EPD1L under 
nonerasing homomorphisms is strictly included in EPD2L. The proof exploits 
an interesting property of deterministic L systems with one-sided context. 
In contrast to this, it will appear that already the simplest type of eras-
ing homomorphism which maps a letter either to itself or to ;\ lifts PI)lL 
to the recursively enumerable languages. 
F'irst we define the concept of a linear bounded automaton. A linear 
bounded automaton (LBA) Mis a Turing machine with, say, symbol sets, 
state set'¥ and start state q 0 E '¥, such that M accepts a word v over a sub-
set V'l' of S using at most c lg(v) tapesquares during its computation, where 
c is a fixed constant for M. It is well known that the family of languages 
accepted by linear bounded automata is equal to CS (see, e.g., HOPCROFT and 
ULLMAN [1969] or SALOMAA [1973a]). A deterministic LBA or DLBA is an LBA 
such that each instantaneous description has exactly one or no successor. We 
shall show that EPD2L equals the family of langua.ges accepted by DLBAs, that 
is, the detexrn.inistic context sensiti.ve languages denoted by DLBA. Thus the 
question of whether or not the 1nclusion of EPD2L in EP2L is strict .is 
shown to be equivalent to the classic problem (see HOPCROFT and ULLMAN 
[1969] or SALOMAA [1973a]) in formal language theory of whether or not the 
inclusion of DLBA in CS is strict. (Recall that van DALEN [1971] showed that 
EP2L = CS.) 
Investigating the role of one-sided and two-sided context for EPDIL 
systems we note immediately that EPDlL c EPD2L since it i.s easy to construct 
a PD2L G such that L(G) "' {a,aa} u {b}{c}*{b} which is not .in EPDlL 
by Corollary 3.5 . (We can also use Theorem 3.54(1.i) to prove this fact. 
Surely, {a,aa,bbb} .is an EPD2L language) Later it will be shown that al-
ready the simplest type of erasing homomorph.ism, which maps a letter to 
itself of to:\, extends PD1L to RE. However, as we shall see, not even the 
most powerful nonerasing homomorph.isms can extend EPDlL to EPD2L = DLBA ccs. 
THEOREM 3. 55. EPD2L 
PROOF. We g.i ve an outline since the details would be tedious. Let G ~• <W, 6, 
1 , be a PD2L and a subset of W. Construct a deterministic linear 
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bounded automaton Mas follows.Muses an amount of tape equal to 4* (length 
of input+ 1), divided in 4 sections I, II, III, IV of equal length. The in-
put word vis written in I; section II contains the initial string w, section 
III is blank and section IV contains the representation of O in the #w-ary 
number system. M compares 6i(w) with v (i? 0) and accepts v if (w) = v. 
Otherwise, scuttling back and forth betwe,en sections II and III, M produces 
oi+l (w) from (w) such that cSi+l (w) is written on III if oi (w) is written 
_ i+l 
on II and vice versa. (If lg(o (w))? f_g(v) + 1 then M rejects v.) Subse-
quently, M increments the number written on IV by 1. If IV contains a num-
lg(v)+l i+l 
ber equal to #W -1 then M rejects v. Otherwise, M compares o (w) 
i # lg(v)+l with v, and so on. Since v E L(G) iff v ~ o (w) for some i < W we 
see that L(M) = L(G), where L(M) is the language accepted by M. Now con-
struct M' from M where M' is exactly like M except that M' first ascertains 
* * * that V E VT and rejects V if V f- V . Then L(M') = L(G) n VT. T. 
Let M be a nonlooping DLBA, which accepts L(M) over S, using no more 
than en tapesquares fo:r.· an input word of length n. Now construct a DLBA M' 
such that M' generates all words v0 ,v1 , •.• over Sin lexicographical order 
and accepts or rejects them by simulating M. In particular we can do it such 
that M', started in state q0 on a word vi, i ~ 0, written from left to right 
from the origin with the remaining (c-l)lg(vi) tapesqnares containing blank 
symbols, computes the next word vi+l written from left to right from the 
origin with the remaining tapesquares containing blank symbols. Subsequently, 
M' proceeds to the origin, enters the start state q 0 of Mand simulates M. 
After rejection of acceptance M' erases everything but vi+l from the tape 
and starts in q0 at the origin, Le. scanning the leftmost letter of 
and so on. 
Let V be the set. of symbols of M', b the blank symbol, and 1P the state 
set of M'. Construct a PD2L G = <W,6,w> as follows: 
w V U "('l'u{i\}J "{0,1,2,. .. ,c}), 
where a is the first word of in the lexicographical order. G simulates 
M' as foJ_lows: if (w) = 
C * E (V x {;\ } x { 0}) >< 'I' >< { l, 2, ... , c} J 
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then the j-th element of ~i, 1 S j S c and 1 S i S n, corresponds with the 
(i+ (j-l)n)-th tapesquare of M', the (c+l)-th element of ~i indicates the 
present state of M' if one of the tapesquares coded .in .'.:i is under scan (and 
is A otherw.ise) and the (c+ 2)-th element tells which tapesquare (and is 0 
otherw.ise). In part.icular we can construct G such that if M' enters an 
accept.ing state the accepted word vi over Sis "read out" from right to left, 
and subsequently is restored (from left to right) to the form 
L(M). □ 
We now proceed to show that the closure of EPD1L under nonerasing homo-
morphisms does not contain REG. 
LEMMA 3.56. Let G "' <W,6,w> be a PD(l,O)L such that L(G) is .infinite. Let 
r ~ #W. For each t? r tbere is a prefix v of 1t(w) ,£.g(v) 'Llogr((r-l)t+r) I, 
and a constant k, 0 < k S r£.g(v), such that vis a prefix of ot+nk(w) for 
all n. For PD(O,l)Ls th.is holds with respect to postfixes. 
PROOF. Denote the i-thletter of a string oj(w), i,j, c: JN, by a .. • Since 
1-J 
L(GJ is infinite, the slowest rate of growth G can achieve is by generating 
all words over Win lexicographical order, i.e. £.g(ot(w)) ?llog ((r-l)t+r)J. 
r. 
i-1 f', 
Therefore, aij is indeed a letter .in W for all j such that j? Tl=l t' 
Since there are only r different letters in W, there are natural numbers 
j l and kl , j l , kl S 
PD(l,O)L, a1-1· +nk · 1 1 
rand k 1 >O, such that a 1 j 1 a 1 j 1+ki· Since G is a 
aljl for all n. Therefore, a letter in the second posi-
tion has a 1 j 1 as its left neighbor at all times j 1 + nk 1 , n c Thl • There is 
surely a letter in the second position for all times t ? r. Therefore, 
S r 2 and there2
are positive natural numbers j 2 and k 2 , j 2 2 r, k 2 j 2 + k 2 
r + r, such that j 2 = jl +nt 1 , j 2 +k 2 = j 1 +n 2k 1 for some n 1 ,n2 E: IN and 
a:;,j, = a2j.,+k?· By iteration of this argument, for each s = 1,2, ... there 
are\"Jositi~e ;;atural numbers js and ks' js ? z::~ r\ ks S r 8 and j 8 +ks S 
s i 
Zi=l r, such that 
for all n. Since G is a PD(l,O)L, 
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a1j +t+nk a2j +t+nk ... asj +t+nk 
s s s s s s 
for all t and n. Therefore, for alls and all t such that 
s s-1 




there is a prefix v of ot(w),lg(v) 2 llogr((r-l)t+r)J = s, and a positive 
constant k s; r 8 such that vis a prefix of ot+nkS(w) for all n. Hence the 
s 
lemma. D 
Contrasting Lemma 3. 50 and Lemma 3. 56 gives a nj_ce insight into the in-
fluence of the propagatj_on restrj_ctj_on with respect to the necessary be-
havior of the pre- and postfixes of the sequences of words generated by 
D1L systems. 
THEOREM 3.57. Let V be any alphabet containing at least two letters. No 
* language containing W belongs to the closure of EPDlL under nonerasing 
homomorphism. 
PROOF. Assume that {a,b} i;; V, and consider the subset L {(anbn)f(n)Jn21} 
* * of V • Suppose that L £ h(L(G) n VT) for some PD(l,O)L G <W,o,w>, an alpha-
* * bet VT and a nonerasing homomorphism h from VT into V. Define tn by 
As is easily seen, lg(ot(w)) s; mtlg(w), where mis the maximum length of a 
tn 
value of o. Therefore, 2n f (n) s; m lg(w)c where c = max{lg(h(a)) Ja E VT}. 
So, tn 2 logm(f(n) (2n/(lg(w)c))) > logmf(n) for all n 2 n0 for some fixed 
natural number n~. For each n ~ n0 , otn(w) has a prefix vn such that 
for f(n) > m<rn+ l, 
lg(v) 2 llog (t (r-1)+r)J > n, 
n r n 
r = #W, 
and vn occurs infinitely often with a constant period kn by Lemma 3.56. 
Since for each n,prefix vn of otn(w) is mapped under h to anbz, z E {a,b}*, 
vn cannot be a prefix of otn'(w) for n ,f n' and n,n' 2 n0 . We now derive a 
contradiction by showing that then k ~ k for all n 2 n0 . Since G is n n 0 
propagating and the prefi~ vn (n 
there is a j such that oJn(vn) 
n · O 
t +pk +j 





? n 0 ) occurs witi1 a constant period 




. But then 
for all p and some Z 1 Z I Z,, 
p p 
E liJ • I.e. from time tn + 
0 
the pref.ix 




= kno (or kn div.ides kn0 ) for all n ? n 0 • 
(Since vv·k = (vv*)R, Le. the language consisting of all words from 
reversed, the proof above holds also for PD (0, 1) Ls.) D 
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From the above proof we see that any language which contains a lang-
uage like {(anbn)f(n) In? 1} cannot be the image under noneras.ing homomor-
phism of a language in EPDlL. Hence also e.g. ({a}+{bf")-1-_ The .idea behind 
the proof .is roughly the following. If a language L contains a large enough 
subset L' such that each pair of words in L', say u and v, are distinguish-
able by their respective prefixes (postfixes) u' and v' for which hold that 
lg (u') = 0 (log log u) and lg (v') = 0 (log log (v)) then L cannot be .in the 
closure 1.mder non erasing homomorphisms of EPD ( 1, 0) L and EPD ( 0, 1) L, re spec--
+ * + f(n) nl ti vely. For example, {b} {a} {b} contains b n ? 0} for each 
f: IN -• IN and .is therefore not contained in a nonerasing homomorphic image 
of a language in EPDlL. 
Denote the closures of a language family X under nonerasing homomor-
ph.isms by h\·-free X and the closure of X under letter-to-letter homomor-
phisms by hl:l X. Gathering the results up to now about EPDlL and EPD2L 
we have: 
THEOREM 3. 58. 
(i) EPDlL c f, EPDlL s h\-free EPDlL c EPD2L = DLBA. 
(ii) For each x c: {A,h 11 0 ,h, f } the language family xEPD1L hasnon-
,t,;,t, "- ree 
empty .intersections w.ith REG, CI" -REG, CS -CF; there are .languages in 
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REG, CF -REG and CS -CF which are not in xEPD1L; h;\-free EPD1L c DLBA. 
PROOF. 
(i) Let 
b,o (b,b,A) o (c,b,)I) cb, 
o(b,c,A) o (c,c,A) 
be a PD(1,0)L. Leth be a letter-to-letter homomorphism defined by h(ai) =a 
for i = 1,2,3, and h(b) b,h(c) = c.h(L(G)) = {a,aa} u {b}{c}*{b} and by 
Corollary 3.51 h(L(G)) f. EPD1L. Therefore, EPDlL c hl:l EPDlL. hl:l EPD1L S 
h;\-free EPDlL by definition. It is easy to show that DLBA = h;\-free DLBA; 
together with Theorem 3.55 this gives EPD2L = h;\-free EPD2L = DLBA. Since 
EPD1L S EPD2L we have hA-free EPD1L S EPD2L. CF c DLBA (see Exercise 8.3 
in HOPCROFT and ULLMAN [1969] for CF s DLBA and {af\incn In~ 1} E DLBA-CF) 
and therefore {a,b}+ E EPD2L and by Theorem 3.57 we have that {a,b}+ i 
hA-free EPD1L. Hence h;\-free EPD1L c EPD2L. 
(ii) Since PD1L s xEPD1L, the first sentence follows from Theorem 3.44. 
The second sentence follows by taking languages from REG, CF - REG and CS -
CF, forming their union with {a,b}+, where a,b are new letters, and apply-
ing Theorem 3.57. The last sentence follows from (i). D 
We have seen that the generating power of dete=inistic propagating 
L systems with one-sided context, together with the nonterminal mechan-
isms and nonerasing homomorphisms stays within the range of DLBA languages 
and does not encompass the regular languages. We conclude this subsection 
by proving that the closure of the family of PD1L languages under homomor-
phisms that map a letter either to itself or to the empty string equals the 
family of recursively enumerable languages. 
The proof method was suggested by a proof of EHRENFEUCHT and ROZENBERG 
[1974b] for the equality of RE and the closure of D2L under weak codings. 
(A weak coding is a homomorphism that maps a letter either to a letter or 
to the empty string.) The weak coding allows us to get rid of the intermed-
iate work done by the L system in computing the subsequent words of the 
desired r.e. language L. The difficulty lies in the fact that we have to 
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"read out" the complete word in L from a word over an alphabet disjoint 
from the alphabet of Lin one production step, since otherwise a.l.so subwords 
of the desired words appear under the homomorphism. 'The solution makes essen-
tial use of the parallelism in L systems by a firing squad synchronization. 
The Firing Squad Synchronization problem, see e.g. MINSKY [1967], can be 
stated as follows. Suppose we want to synchronize an arbitrarily long 
finite chain of interacting identical finite state automata. A.l.l automata 
are initially in the same state m ,1nd stay in that state if both neighbors 
are in state m. The automata at the ends of the chain are allowed to be 
different since they sense that they lack one neighbor. Synchronization is 
to be achieved such that all automata enter the firing state fat the same 
time and no automaton in the chain was in state£ before that time. In the 
terminology of L systems, a firing squad is a PD2L system F = 
such that 6F(m,m,m) = 6F(m,m,~) = m. F satisfies the following requirement: 




BALZER [1967] proved that there ls such an F with 
2k - 2. After these preliminaries we state the theorem. 
8 and t(k) 
THEOREM 3.59. 'I'he c.losure of PDlL under homomorphisms, which map a letter 
either to itself or to A, .is equa.1 to RE. 
PROOF. Since by now these kinds of proofs are familiar we give only an out-
line. Let A be an infinite recursively enumerable language enumerated by a 
recursive function f: IN 1 ' A; n is recovered from f(n) by . (The 
case where A is finite follows by a similar method.) Let 'I' be a Turlng 
machine which starts with the representation of O on its tape, say 
, computes f(OJ, replaces everything except f(O) on .its tape by the 
blank symbol b and returns to the leftmost symbol of f(Ol. Subsequently •r 
1 
retrieves O from f (0) by , increments O with l, and computes f ( 1) , and 
so on. In particular we can do this in such a way that after the cornputa-
tion of f(n) the instantaneous description of Tis 'f(n)br for some f, 
r E JN and a distinguished state q' of 'I'. The next instantaneous description 
of Tis f(n)br for another distinguished state q" of T. Scanning the 
leftmost symbol of f(n), '1' starts retrieving n from f(n) by f-l i.n state q". 
We simulate 'I' by a PD2L G = <W, o, w>; hence the blank symbols will not 
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disappear. G is defined as follows: 
w (o/ X s u S) X WF us, 
where o/ is the state set of T, Sis the symbol set of T and bis the blank 
symbol, and WF is the alphabet of the firing squad F. 
w 
where q 0 is the start state of T, a 1a 2 ... an0 is the representation of O and 
mis the initial state of the firing squad F. G simulates T until the 
situation 
t 
o O (w) 
occurs where c 1c 2 .•• c4) is f(O). Subsequently, the substring between the 
b's executes a firing squad and, when the squad fires, maps itself to f(O). 
I.e. 
o is constructed such that a letter c ES -{b} is rewritten as (c,m), except 
when it has b or A as left neighbor in which case it is rewritten as 
(q",c,m). Therefore, 
and G continues simulating T, retrieves 0, adds 1 and computes the repre-
sentation of f(l), and so on. Hence h(L(G)) = A where his a homomorphism 
defined by h(a) = a if a ES -{b} and h(a) = A otherwise. 
We now simulate G by a PD1L G' = <W' ,o' ,w'> which is defined exactly 
as the D(0,1)L in Lemma 3.39 except that o'(A,(a,A) ,A) b for all a E W. 
Then h' (L(G')) = A where h' is a homomorphism defined by h'(a) = a if 
a E S - {b} and h' (a) = A otherwise. 0 
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The final result in this section tells us that any class of determin-
istic context sensitive L systems, except the nonerasing one-sided context 
types, is capable of generating a large subclass of the DLBA languages 
if we use a nonerasing homomorphic mapping as additional mechanism. Let the 
exponential DLBA languages (DLBA ) be the subclass of DLBA languages for 
exp 
which the following property holds: for each infinite LE DLBA there is exp 
a constant c such that for each word v EL there is a word v' EL such that 
lg(v) < lg(v'} s clg(v). Furthermore, FIN c DLBA 
exp 
c DLBA. Let PDIL L = u;=O PD (i, 0) L. CF c DLBA 
exp 
THEOREM 3. 60. 
(i) DLBA 
exp hl:i PD2L 
(ii) DLBAexp c hl:l D1L 
PROOF. 
h\-free PDIL 
It is easy to see that 
(i) The proof is similar to that of 'l'heorern 3.55, where we proved that 
EPD2L DLBA, but with the additional use of a firing squad synchronization 
to read out complete words in one production step as in the proof of Theorem 
3. 59. Let L = {w1 ,w2 , ... ,w., ... } be a DLBA language of which the words i exp 
are ordered according to increasing lengths and lexicographically within 
a block of the same length. Let G= <W,o,w > be a PD2L system. Suppose we 
have generated, starting from w1,the word wi = a 1a 2 .•. an. For the subse-
quent computation up to wi+l we use strings of length n, always taking care 
that each letter in position j in such a string is marked with the letter 
aj. Like in the proof of Theorem 3.55 we generate all possible candidate 
strings of length Sc * lg (w. ) and check for inclusion in L by simulating a 
i 
DLBA M for which L(M) = L. Since c is a fixed constant for Land all said 
candidate strings are of length Sc* lg (w. ) they can be coded in a word of 
1-
lg(w.). The computing activities involved are completely analogous to those 
1-
in the proof of Theorem 3.55 and therefore they can be performed on a string 
of length lg(w.). After having found the candidate word w. 1 , which is the i i+ 
next word in the ordered set L, we compute the substring the jth letter of 
the string of length lg(wi) must derive (to derive wi+l) for each letter of 
the string. Subsequently we simulate a firing squad which then, in one pro-
duction, generates from the string-of length lg(wi) the new word wi+l" The 
letter-to-letter homomorphism his defined such that it maps each letter 
marked with a letter "a" from the alphabet of L to "a". Since we have marked 
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all letters in position j of the intermediate strings in the computation 
of wi+l from wi with the j-th letter aj of wi' 1 S: j s: n, all these strings 
derive w1 under h. If L happened to be finite, the L system goes into a 
loop after checking all possible word candidates of length S:c * ,/',g (w _[) where 
W,e_ is the last word of the ordered set L. Hence L = h(L(G)) and therefore 
DLBA 
exp 
£ h,e_,,e_ ?D2L. From Theorem 3.55 we have that all PD2L languages are 
DLBA languages, and since h,e_,,e_ DLBA = DLBA it follows that h£,£ PD2L S DLBA. 
Since an L system can increase the length of a string by at most a constant. 
multiple in one product.ion it follows that h,e_,,e_ PD2L s 
with the previous inclusion this proves that h,e_,,e_ PD2L 
DLBA . Toaether exp , 
~, DLBA . Since 
exp 
DLBA is clearly invariant under nonerasing homomorphisms it follows that 
exp 
also h, f PD2L = DI.BA . Similarly it follows that h PDIL ~ DLBA 
n- ·ree exp A-free exp 
(ii.) Using the method of Lemma 3. 39 to simulate a D2L system by a. DlL sys-
tem i.t is easy to show that we can simulate a PD2L system G by a DlL system 
G' such that h(L(G')) = L(G) for a letter-to-letter homomorphism h. (Hint; 
since no letter is rewritten as A by G we can code the end marker in the 
last .letter of a string in G'.) Hence PD2L s h £.d' DlL and therefore 
hf:£. PD2L S ht:£. DlL. Strict inclusion follows since h£:£. PD2L c DLBA but 
DlL contains nonrecursive languages according to Theorem 3.42. Hence, since 
hp e PD2L = DLBA according to (i) we have that DLBA c h 0 f DlL. -c:,. exp exp -L:~ 
(iii) Follows from (i) and the observation that hA--free PDILL does not con-· 
tain REG ( 'Theorem 3. 5 7) . D 
REMARIC Similar to the above we can prove that all nonerasing homomorphisms 
of families of pure L languages are contained in RE , where RE is the exp exp 
recursively enumerable languages analog of DLBA I.e., exp 
RE 
exp 
FIN u {LE REl3c E JN,'lv E L,3v'EL [.tg(v)<lg(v')s 
s:c,/',g(v)JL 
RE is the somewhat strange class of recursively enumerable languages, 
exp 
of which the consecutive words in the language, ordered by length, differ 
in length at most a multiple of that length. Note that this class contains 
indeed strictly recursively enumerable languages. 
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3. 2. 6. COMBINING 'I'HE RESULTS OF SECTION 3. 2. 
We combine and correlate our results on the generating power of 
various types of deterministic context sensitive L systems, with and 
without additional mechanisms, in Table 3. L Horizontally we list the type 
of L system, that is, the combinations between one- and two···sided context 
and erasing or nonerasing production rules. Vertically we list the addi·-
tional mechanisms: none (pure), letter-to-letter homomorphism (bf_d'.), non-
erasing homomorphism (h:\.-free), letter-to-itself··or-letter--to-:\. homomor-
phism , extension (E) and the combinations of the above homomorphisms 
and extension: hl,.f.E' h:\.-free E and hwE. In the box corresponding to the 
XL systems and the additional mechanism x we classify the generative. power 
by listing above the dotted line the smallest family which contains the 
language family xXL and listing below the dotted line the largest family 
which is contained in xXL. We choose these least upper bounds Y and 
s 
greatest lower bounds Yl from the better understood and neatly nested 
families of the Chomsky hierarchy: RE, DLBA, DLBAexp' CF, REG, FIN, 0 which 
strictly include each other in this order. = j1l means that not even FIN 
is included in xXL.) If there are families Z DLBA, DLBA , CF, REG, FIN 
exp 
in between and Y then this means that xXL is incomparable with Z, Le. , 
s 
xXL has a nonempty intersection with Z but neither contains the other. 
(Clearly, xXL contains also languages from the differences between two con-
secutive language families of the listed hierarchy in between and 
Table 3.1 gives us a good overview of the generating power of con-
text sensitive parallel rewriting (in the L system sense), in terms of 
the better understood generating power of sequential rewriting (in the 
Chomsky-type grammar sense). It also tells us how powerful intersection 
with a terminal alphabet, various types of homomorphi::sms, or combinations of 
these are with respect to one- or two-sided context and erasing or noneras-
ing production rules for deterministic L systems. Most noticeable is the 
extreme power of erasing homomorphisms which gives us RE in all cases 
and the extreme resistance of PDlL against all other operations. The ten-
dency for all families is1 that, the more powerful the additional operations 
are, the better the resultant family nests in the Chomsky hierarchy. 
Extension is more powerful for two-sided context than nonerasing homomor .. -
phism, but nonerasing hornorphism is more powerful than extension for one-
sided contexL Extension together with nonerasing homorphism makes everything 
a neat Chomsky family but for PDlL. 
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PD1L DlL PD2L D2L 
DLBA RE DLBA RE 
(i) pure - - :;X)2 -·· -- - - - - - -·-e~p - - - - - -
0 0 0 0 
DLBA RE DLBA RE 
(ii) :l - ·-· -
:;X'f'. - ·- -- - - - - -e?5P - - -· ... - -
FIN DLBA DLBA DLBA 
exp exo exp 
DLBA RE DLBA RE 
(iii) 
htc-free - -
:;X)2 - - - - -- - - - e~p - - - - - -
FIN DLBA DLBA "c,vn exp exp 
RE RE RE RE 
(iv) h - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -· - - - -
w 
RE RE RE RE 
DLBA RE DLBA RE 
(v) E ·- ·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -· 
0 FIN DLBA RE 
DLBA RE DLBA RE 
(vi) - - ·- - - - •-· -· - - - - - - -· - - -
FIN RE DLBA RE 
DLBI\ RE DLBI\ RE 
(vii) h E - - - - - - ·-· - - - - - - - - - -- - -· -ii-free 
FIN RE DLBA RE 
RE RE RE RE 
(viii) h E - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -·· ... -w 
RE RE RE RE 
I 
Table 3.1. Comparing L language families with families from the Chomsky 
hierarchy. 
We discuss how the table is derived row by row. 
(i) The upper bounds on the language fami.lies follow from Theorem 3. 44 
(where we can replace CS by DLBA in view of Theorem 3. 55 and 'Theorem 
exp 
3.60). The lower bounds follow from the fact that not even D2L systems 
can generate all finite languages as their pure languages. For instance, 
if we choose a finite language over a s.i.ngleton alphabet we have to use a 
D2L system with a singleton alphabet and hence all letters i.n a string are 
11 5 
rewritten the same but for the two end letters. Therefore, e.g., {a ,a , 
cannot be a D2L language. Analogously we prove the same thing for pure 
D(m,n)L languages for given m,n? 0, but clearly FIN c DIL in general. Sim-
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ilarly, FIN c PDIL but FIN t PDILL, PDIRL (by Theorem 3.53 (iv) and Theorem 
3.54(ii)). None of these pure L language families contains REG by Lemma 
3.43. 
(ii) The upper bounds follow from (i) since the language families serv-
ing as a least upper bound are invariant under ht,.e.· The lower bounds are 
demonstrated as follows. FIN c ht,.e_PD1L, since for each finite (A-free) lang-
uage L we can choose an arbitrary large alphabet Wand generate words (which 
are mapped to the words in L by a letter-to-letter homomorphism) in increas-
ing length even by a PDOL system. Hence we have FIN c hl:l PDOL from which 
FIN c hl:l PD1L follows. Furthermore, FIN is the greatest lower bound for 
ht:f PDlL ·since REG t hl:l PDlL by Theorem 3.57. 
The remaining lower bounds follow from the fact that DLBA c h,e_:v DlL, 
exp - *)~ 
hl,l PD2L, h,e_,t D2L by Theorem 3.60, and by the word length argument. 
(iii) Is proved similar to (ii). 
(iv) Follows from Theorem 3.59 which states that hw PDlL = RE. 
(v) The upper bounds for EDlL and EPD1L follow from Theorem 3.52(i),(ii) 
by replacing CS by DLBA for the EPDlL case, since EPD2L = DLBA by Theorem 
3.55, which also gives the upper bound for EPDlL. ED2L = RE by Theorem 
3.45. It remains to settle the greatest lower bound for ED1L and EPDlL. Now 
FINcEDlL by Theorem 3.54(iii) and REGtEDlL by Theorem 3.52(ii). FIN~ 
EPD1L by Theorem 3.54(ii). 
(vi) The upper bounds follow from those in (v) by noting that the lang-
uage families concerned are invariant under hl:l', and hence also the lower 
bounds for EPD2L and ED2L_ are the same as in (v). The lower bounds for 
h,e_,t EPD1L and hl:l ED1L are derived as follows. FIN£ hl:l EPDlL follows 
from (ii) since there it was shown that FIN sh PD1L. REG i h 0 0 EPDlL ,e_:,e_ ~:~ 
follows from Theorem 3.57. Hence FIN is the greatest lower bound on 
hl:l EPDlL. The greatest lower bound RE for h,e_,,e_ EDlL follows from Theorem 
3.46 where it was proven that h,e_,,e_ EDlL = RE. 
(vii) Similar to (vi). 
(viii) Follows from (iv). 
In row (i) - (iii) the least upper bounds RE can be replaced by RE 
exp 
The word length argument uses the fact that in a deterministic L system 
G for the consecutive words wi,wi+l in the generated wordsequence S(G) = 
w0 ,w1 , ••• ,wi,wi+l'""··· always must hold that {g(wi+l) s c ~g(wi) for some 
constant c depending only on G. 
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In Figure 3.1, we summarize the inclusion relations between the most 
important L language families, their extensions and homomorphic closures, 
and the languages in the Chomsky hierarchy as treated in Section 3.2.Connec-
tion by a solid arrow means that the upper language family strictly in-
cludes the lower one; connection by a dotted arrow means that. the upper 
language family contains the lower one and it is not known yet whet.her the 
inclusion is strict; if two language families are not. connected at all this 
means that their intersection is nonempty but neither contains the other: 
they are incomparable. 
__ :_· -
bP,,f EPDlL 

















h DlL = 
,f:£ 
11 \-free DIL 
Figure 3.1. Classification of families of deterministic context sensitive 
L languages, extensions and their homomorphic closures. 
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In the diagram of Figure 3.1 and in Table 3.1 we have mainly consid-
ered language families obtained from (propagating or nonpropagating) D (m,n) L 
systems with m + n = 1 or m = n = 1. The reason is that with regard to 
extensions the amount of context does not matt.er: the only differences 
lie in no cont.ext, one-sided context or two-sided cont.ext, as was shown in 
Theorem 3.53. The same holds for the closure of pure L language families 
under homomorphic mappings like h_e,,,t' hA-free or hw: 
etc., as .i.s easily proved similar to Theorem 3.53. Hence the only thing 
not covered by Figure 3.1 is the hierarchy of pure deterministic context 
sensitive L language families according to amount of context and propagating 
restriction in between DIL and PD1L. This hierarchy was treated by 
ROZENBERG [1972a,b] and ROZENBERG and LEE [1975] for the nondeterministic 
case hut holds analogously also for the deterministic case. It ties in 
with Figure 3.1 in the obvious way. With respect to the language families 
of the Chomsky hierarchy, we have seen in the discussion of 1'able 3. 1 row 
(i) that FIN c PDIL c DIL but that FIN¢ PDILL,PDIRL. The question of 
whet.her or not FIN c DILL,DIRL is still open. The inclusion relations de-
picted in Figure 3.1 follow largely by the results in Table 3.1, by the var-
ious inclusions by definition, or by other results in Section 3.2. We leave 
the verification as exercises for the reader but for a few cases. 
ED1L is incomparable with h 0 0 EPDlL and h EPD1L. * ~.:-c i\-free 
Let L = {a,aa} U {b}{c} {b}. Le h,t,,t EPD1L ~ hi\-free EPD1L by the 
( j_) 
proof of Theorem 3.58(i), and Li ED1L by the proof of Theorem 3.52. There-
fore 
(a) h{:{ EPD1L, hi\-free EPD1L i ED1L. 
Since ED1L contains languages in RE - cs by Theorem 3. 52 (ii) and h ld'. EPD1L s 
h~-free EPD1L c CS by Theorem 3.58(i) we have: 
(b) ED1L i hl:l EPDlL,h~-free EPDlL. 
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Furthermore, by definition PD1L S ED1L, 
gether with (a) and (b) proves (i). 
and 
):'. EPD1L, EPD1L which to-
EPDlL is proven as (i). (ii) DlL incomparable with h):'.:,f_ EPDlL 
(iii) EDlL incomparable with h PDlL 
LR. 
and h\-free PD1L is proven as (i) 
by noting that LE PDlL. 
(iv) DlL incomparable PDlL and PDlL is proven as (iii). 
3.3. CONTEXT SENSITIVE TABLE LINDENMAYER SYSTEMS AND A TRADE-OFF 
EQUIVALEN'f TO THE LEA PROBLEM 
Whi.le in the previous Section 3.2 we were almost exclusively concerned 
with languages derived from deterministic L systems, we will now consider 
nondeterministic and table Lindenmayer languages as defined in Section 2.2. 
Table Lindenmayer systems were introduced by ROZENBERG [1973a] and consist 
of L systems, with several sets (tables) of rewriting rules, where at each 
moment all letters in a string are rewritten simultaneously according to 
the production rules chosen from a single table. Whereas in the sequential 
rewriting of generative grammars this would not constitute any difference, 
the parallel nature of L systems makes that the use of tables can result in 
an increase of generating power. The use of tables can be viewed to corres-
pond with the impact of external conditions on the developmental growth of 
an organism, e.g., with changes of light and dark or temperature, each en-
vironmental condition corresponding with the use of a particular set of pro-
duction rules. (See also Chapter 5.) Context frees table L systems have been 
studied extensively, see, e.g., HERMAN and ROZENBERG [1975]. It. has been 
shown that, for .instance, 
CF c EOL c ETOL c INDEX S DLBA 
where INDEX stands for the family of indexed context free languages. Fur-
thermore, ETOL has strong closure properties: it is a full AFL, SALOMAA 
[ 1974], and is one of the smaller language families for which .i.t is known 
that the membership question is NP-complete, van LEEUWEN [l975c]. 
I;e", the quest.ion of whether a word belongs to a language L(G) for 
some ETOL system G can be solved by a nondeterministic rruring machine 
polynomial time, and each problem solvable by a nondeterm.ini,stic Turing 
machine in polynomial time .is dete.rministi.c polynomial time reducible to 
the membership problem for ETOL languages. Further time and storage com-
plexity results for context free (table) L languages can be found int.he 
references concerning complexity theory cited in the Introduction. 
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In this section we will treat all families of languages generated by 
context ser.sitive L systems with tables using nonterminals together with 
restrictions like: A-freeness of production rules, determinism of 
production rules, number of tables, one- or two-sided context, and closure 
of these families under various types of homomorphisms. Because of the 
great generating power of already detei:ministic context sensitive L systems 
using the terminal-nonterminal mechanism, the partial ordering according 
to set inclusion of the language families considered basically collapses 
to the recursively enumerable languages, context sensitive languages 
and detei:ministic context sensitive (DLBA) languages. Hence the classifi.ca--
tion yields an interesting equivalent to the classic LBA problem (is the 
family of DLBA languages equal to the family of context sensitive lang-· 
uages?) in terms of L systems. In Section 3.2 it was proven that the 
familie of DLBA languages coincides with the family of languages generated 
by A··free deterministic context sensitive L systems (with one table) 
using nonterminals. Van DALEN [1971] showed that the family of context 
sensitive languages equals the family of languages generated by A-free 
context sensitive L systems (with one table) using nonterminals. Hence the 
LBA problem can be stated in tei:ms of determinism versus nondeterminism in 
L systems. By arguments similar tot.hose used in T'heorem 3.55, WOOD [1976] 
proved that the family of languages generated by A-free deterministic con-
text sensitive L systems with two tables using nonterminals is equal to 
the family of context sensitive languages. Here the LBA problem was stated 
in the form of whether or not two tables can be reduced to one in the case 
under consideration. We will demonstrate that the family of context sensi-
t.ive languages equals the family of languages generated by A-free determin-
istic left context-·sensitive L systems with two tables using nonterminals, 
thereby molding the LEA problem in the form of whether or not a trade-off 
is possible between one-sided context with two tables and two-sided context 
with one table for A-free deterministic L systems using nonterminals. From 
the results it will appear that any further restriction on one of the two 
participants in the trade-off reduces the generating power to below the 
DLBA languages. If we relax the r·estriction of ;\-freeness we obtain in both 
cases the recursively enumerable languages: then the trade··off is possible. 
We should stress that, although it seems that the trade--off corresponding 
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to the LBA problem is between two deterministic rewriting systems, non-
determinism creeps in whenever we use more than one table for L systems, 
since the choice of the next table to be used in a derivation step is 
nondeterministic. For a survey of the LEA problem and its reduction to 
other problems see HARTMANIS and HUNT [1974]. 
THEOREM 3. 61. 'l'he families of languages generated by the various subclasses 
of ETIL systems and their closures under several types of homomorphisms are 
class.if.ied by the diagram of F.igure 3. 2. Solid arrmv·s imply proper set in-
clusion of the lower family .in the upper one. Broken arrows _imp_ly inclusion 
where strictness _is not known. If two of the displayed fami.lies are not: 
connected by (a sequence of) arrows t:his means that these families are in-
comparable, i.e., their intersection contains nontriv.ial languages and 
ne.ither family contains the other. X = Y mod ;\ means L E: X iff L~•{;\} E Y. 
Note that all families of context sensitive table L languages obtained 
with the use of nonterminals are classified by the diagram, since the 
results are stated in their strongest form and cannot be improved (except 
for the broken arrow which corresponds to the LBA problem). But for EPD1L 
and ED1L, all families are closed under nonerasing homomorphisms. 
The proof of the theorem proceeds through a number of lemmas, but first we 
introduce a concept needed in the proof of Lemma 3.63. To express restric-
tions on the choice of tables to be used in a derivation we need the notion 
,w> be a table L system. A con-
trol iv0rd for a derivation in G is an element of {1,2, ... , and 
G 
... ik with i 1 , , ..• ,ik E: {1,2, ... ,q}, means that 
V 




EPDTOL mod A 
RE= EDT 2 1L 
ED2L = hl,l EDlL 
ElL = h PDlL 
w 
CS= EPDT2 1L = 
hA-free EPTIL = 
EPlL 
DLBA = EPD2L 
hA-free EPDIL 
ETOL = ET20L -
EPT20L mod A 
FIN 
Figure 3.2. Classification of families of context sensitive table L 
extension languages and their homomorphic closures. 
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LEMMA 3.62. EDT2 1L RE. 
PROOF. By Figure 3.1 hf:f EDlL =RE.Let G = <W,P,w,VT> be an EDlL system 
* * and h: VT ➔ V a letter-to-letter homomorphism. Assume without loss of gen-
erality that W II V = 0. Construct the 
follows (G and G' are left context sensitive). 
W' wuvu{F} with F ,' W UV; 
P 1 P u { (x,a) + F [ (x,a) ,j_ (Wu {:),}) xw} 
P2 {(x,a) ·> h(a) [ (x,a) E (VT u {\}) x 
The reader can verify easily that E(G') h(E(G)). □ 
From Lemma 3.62 and Figure 3.1 it follows that RE= ED2L = lL = 
:l EDlL = hw PDlL. ElL RE follows from Lemma 3.62 by constructing an 
ElL system from the EDT 2 1L system by lumping the two tables together to one 
table and preventing the simultaneous use in a given string of production 
rules from both tables by having the letter in the resultant string which 
senses that its left neighbor resulted from an application of a production 
rule from the other table derive the F symbol~ In van DALEN [1971] it is 
proved that EP2L =CS.By the workspace theorem, SALOMAA [1973a], or 
by the usual LBA simulation argument, it follows that EPTIL =CS.CS is 
closed under . WOOD [1976] proved that EPDT2 2L =CS.We now come to 
the main result of this section. 
LEMMA 3.63. EPD'r2 1L = CS. 
PROOF. Context sensitive grammars (with production rules of the form BA ➔ SA, 
AB + AS, A + a or B ·> B where A and B are nonterminals, a is a terminal and 
Sis a nonempty string over the terminals and the nonterminals) suffice to 
generate all context sensitive languages. 
CLAIM, EPlL = CS. 
Proof of Claim. Since EP2L = cs we only have to prove CS;;;;; EPlL. 
Let G = S,P> be a CS grammar with nonterminals , terminals VT, 
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starting symbol SE VN, and production rules P of the form A+ a, AB+ AS, 
+ 
BA ·+ BA, A ➔ a with A,B E VN, a, 13 E VN and a E It is well known that the 
set of grammars of this form generates all context sensitive languages. 
Construct an EP(1,0)L system G' = <W',P~w',VT> as follows: 
W' VN u {A I A E VN} u {i: I A E VN} 
+ B 
lJ {A I A E VN} u {A I A,B E VN} u U {F}, 
with all constituent alphabets disjoinL w' 
P' is defined by 
Sand the set of productions 
( 1) (x,A) -► A 
. .,. 
+ A for all A EVN and all 
x E (W' lJ {),}) - {BC j C,B c VN}; + ➔ A 
-+ A+ 
+ 
(2) (A,B) + 13 if AB -> AB E p; 
-+ 
(3) (A,B) -+ 
(4) (x,Bc) ➔ B for all XE w u {A}, B,C E 
(5) 
(6) if A+ Ci. E P & XE WU{\}; 
(7) (x,a) ->- a if a E 
X E (W I LI {A } ) - I B,C C }; 
(8) (x,y) + F for all cases not covered by (1)-(7); 
(always A,B,C E f3 E 
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(i) * * S G v and v E V'J_,. Assume that the deriva.tion is 
S = v O G v 1 G v 2 G H • G v k = v, then each step vi G vi+ 1 , O 5 i < k, 
is simulated by G' as follows. 
The used production of G is A ->- cl. If we superscript the yield 




v" (~) v' av" 
G' 
G vi+l equals v' A v 11 G v~ a v 11 ,, 
Case 2. The used production of G is AB->- Ai3, and 
v' AB v" G v' AS v". Then: 
+ 
G vi+l equals 
v. 
1. 
v 1 AB v 11 v~ AB vn (,a) G' v'ASv"=vi+l· 
Case 3. The used production in G was AB->- aB, a 
vi G vi+l equals v' AB v" G v' aB v". 'l'hen: 





N.B. We a.ssume that all symbols in v' ,v" in the above G' transitions 
were rewritten according to (7) for terminal symbols and (1) for non-
te:nninal symbols. 
* *" * By cases 1-3 we have that if Ser v E VT then S v E v1, and therefore 
L(G) ;:: E(G'). 
* (ii) S v and v E V,.r· We showed in (i) that G' generated all terminal words 
that G did. Now we have to assure ourselves that there are no parasitic 
derivations, i.e., that G' does not generate terminal words which G 
does not. So assume, by way of contradiction, SJ; v and S j v for some 
* * * v E VT. Since S G' v E VT, at no step of the derivation a production 
(x, y) -> z, x, y E W' -W, was used since otherwise z would contain an F 
which never disappears Hence, ea.ch symbol occurring in a step of the 
derivation and belonging to W'-W had a left and right neighbor be-
longing to W u {A}. This means, that viewed .locally the string, 
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the rewriting by G' has to follow that by G with respect to the re-
written symbol in its context. Therefore, if s = v0 C' v1 ct, ... ft, vk = v 
then for each derivation step viC' vi+l' O $ i < k, there are 
* Ui, ui, ••• , ui € (V u VT) such that either!= 1 or 
1 2 ! N 
ui .. G ui -.G • • • ..G ui where ui and 
1 2 ! 1 
u. are equal to v. and v.+1 with l.£ l. l. 
all superscripts and arrows removed from the nonterminals, respectively. 
* Hence s G v and E(G') E L(G). 
By (i) and (ii) L(G) = E(G). End of proof of claim. 
Above we noted that EPTIL E cs and by the claim it therefore suffices 
to prove EP1L E EPDT21L to prove the lemma. Let G = <W,P,w,VT> be an EP1L 
system with W = {a1,a2 , ••• an} and P defined by 
P.,aj) + aOjO 
-+ aOjl 
for 1 $ i, j $ n. 
.(ai,aj) -+ aijO 
➔ aijl 
Construct an EPDT21L system G' 
where k = max{n .. JO$ i $ n and O < j $ n}; x, Xu {;\.} and X ={a j a€ x} 
l.J A 
for X € {W,WA,W,WA,w,wA}; Fis a new letter. 
p 1: (y, (ai ,ai ) ) -+ (ai ,ai ) 
1 2 1 2 
<Y, ca. ,a. ,i> > <a. = -+ ,a. ,i) 
1 1 l.2 l.1 l.2 
(y, (~ .• ~. ,i)) -+ <ii. ,a. ,i) 
l.1 l.2 l.1 l.2 
cy, <t ,a. ,i)) <a. = ,i) -+ a 






For ally E W' U {;\}, a. E W,, a. E Wand i such that O Si Sk. 
ll A l;> 
(.,.) ➔ F if (.,.) is not in the above list. 
(;\, (a. ,a. ) ) 
J. 1 1 2 
i such that OS i S k, 
(.,.) -► F if(.,.) is not in the above list. 
a. a. a. ""' ((0. . a ... 
11 12 l G l1J1 l1l2J2 n 
u 
a a. a. c+ 
c,;Oi 1 j 1 
a. 
1.1 1.2 l G' 1 1i2j2 n 
a. . . 
1·n-1 1 nJn 
control word 
E(G) ~ E(G'). 
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Now suppose that v G' z and v,z E and no intermediate word in the 
* derivation belongs to W . According to the productions the la.st table ap-
plied ~ust have been P 2 :nd the word v' it was applied to belon,,s to 
(WA x W x {0,1,2, ... ,k}) since otherwise F would occur in z. But the only 
way to derive such av' by application of tables and under the given 
assumptions yields a v' such that if v' 4, z then v ""'G z as careful scrutiny 
G 
of the production rules shows. In fact,.if u = u'2 then under the assump-
tions 
* \1 I E: 2 1 ( 
Hence E(G') S: E(G), which, together with the previous inclusion, shows that 
E(G') = E(G). 0 
The inclusion relations between RE, CS, DLBA, CF, REG, FlN, ED1L, 
EPD!L and h:\-free EPD1L were stated already in Figure 3 .1. 'rhe connected 
parts of the diagram of Figure 3.2 from ETOL downwards follows from various 
combinations of Lemma 3. 2 and 'rheorem 6. 4 - 6. 7 of NIELSEN, ROZENBERC;, 
SALOMAA and SKYUM [1974a] and EHRENFEUCH'l', ROZENBERG and SKYUM [1976]. ETOL 
has deterministic tape complexity O ( n) and therefore E'l'OL c DLBA; since 
moreover ETOL is a full A~~L and DLBA is not it follows that the inclusion 
:Ls strict, van LEEUWEN [1976]. The only thing rema:Lninq to be shown is: 
LEMMA 3.64. X and Y are incomparable .for all X and Y such that X E {ED1L, 
EPDlL, h:\-free EPD1L} and YE {ETOL, EDTOL}. 
PROOF. REG£ X by Figure 3.1, but, accordinq to the established part of the 
d:Laqram of Figure 3. 2, REG c Y. By definition EPDOL £: X n Y (EPDOL is not d:Ls·-
played in Figure 3.2). Since the homomorphic closure of Xis equal to RE 
(by the fact that hw PDlL = RE) and the homomorphic closure of Y is con-
tained in ET'OL (by definition and the fact that ETOL is a full APL) there 
a.re languages in X which are not :Ln Y. Bence X and Y have a nonempty inter-
section and neither contains the other. D 
3. 4. STABLE S'l'RING LANGUAGES OF L SYSTEMS 
1"he languages produced by L systems consist of all strings derivable 
from the initial string and thus correspond to the set of all morphological 
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stages the organism may attain in its development. HERMAN and WALYJiR [ 
1976 J, however, consider the language consisting of all strings produced by 
the L system which are necessarily rewritten as themselves. Such a lang-
uage :Ls taken to correspond to the set of adult stages an organism might 
reach. 
As we saw before, the usual way in formal languaqe theory for obtain-
i.ng languages from rewr:L ting systems (be they sequential, e.g. , grammars, 
or parallel like L systems) is by intersection with a terminal alphabet. 
That is, by selecting from all strings that are produced those over a ter-
minal alphabet. The method proposed by Herman and Walker, viz. the stable 
string operation, consists of selecting from all strings produced by the 
rewriting system those strings that are invariant under the rewriting rules. 
A language obtained in this manner is called the stable string language of 
the system (or, with biological connotations, the adult language). We shall 
investigate :Ln this section the relation between the above two approaches 
for the various families of L systems. In HERMAN and WALKER 1·1975] it is 
proved that the generating power of context free L systems with respect to 
the stable string operation is equal to the generating power of context free 
grammars wjth respect to intersection with a terminal alphabet (i.e., the 
context free languages). This rather unexpected result links the study of 
stable string languages of L systems with the main body of formal language 
theory. Since the context free languages are strictly contained in the set 
of languages obtained from context free L systems by intersection with a 
terminal alphabet, see e.g. HERMAN and ROZENBERG [ 1975 l, the stable string 
operation yields strictly less than the operation of intersection with a 
terminal alphabet in this case. However, we shall prove that the set of 
stable string languages of a class of context sensitive L systems gener-
ally coincides with the set of languages obtained from this class by inter-
section with a terminal alphabet, Moreover., analoqous results hold for 
classes of L systems using more than one set of production rules, i.e., the 
table L systems, both context free and context sensitive. By making u,;e of 
the previous results concerning extensions of L languages in Sections 3. 2 
and 3. 3 we are able to derive many results concerning stable string lang·-
uages of L systems, some of which were also established in WA.LKER <l974a,b, 
c] by different methods. 
The stable string language of an L system G <W,P,w> is defined by 
A(G) [v C I v c L (GJ and v ""' implies z 
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'l'he family of stable string languages of XL systems is denoted by AXL. 
We immediately note the following. A(G) s:: L(G); although A(G) may be empty 
this is not the case for L (G); if G is deterministic (having only one table) 
then #A (G) is either O or 1. 
EXAMPLE. Let G be the OL system <{a,b},{a ➔ a, a·+aa, a+b, b·>b},a>. Then 
L(G) = fa,bf!- and A(G) = {b}+. 
In this section the lemmas are the main results. They serve as technical 
tools to derive theorems and corollaries concerning the inclusion relations 
between the families of languages above. 
3. 4. 1. STABLE S'I'RING LANGUAGES OF L SYS'rEMS WITHOU'I' 'rABLES 
LEMMA 3.65. Let G = <W,P,w> be any t;:ype of (m,n)L system such that m+n > 0 
and let be a subset of W. We can effectively derive from G and an 
(m,n)L system G' = <W',P',w'> of the same type as G (but .for determinism 
and the card.inali ty o.f the alphabet}, a subset v,; of W' and an isomorphism 
* h from VT onto * * 'such that h(L(G) n VT) = A(G'). 
PROOF. We prove the lemma in three stages: 
* * (i) L(G') n VT L(G) n V ' T 
(i.i) L(G') n V' 
T 
* * h(L(G') n V'I')' 
* (iii) L(G') n V' 
'I' 
A(G'). 
Consider the L system G' <W' ,P' ,w'> which is constructed as follows. 
W' W u ' U {F,s} 
where W, v~ and {F,s} are disjoint 1 r :..-= and h is an isomorphism from 
'I' 
onto v•*· w' =sand the set of production rules P' is defined by rr f ~ 
( 1) (;\ ,s, A) -+ w 
+ h(w) if w E. 
(3) ,a ➔ Cl if (v1 ,a.'.v2) ·-!· Cl E: P. 





➔ FF' for all v 1av2 i 
,+ 
VT. 
➔ a for all v 1av2 E V'+ T . 
Since P::: P' and P' - P does not produce words over 
sibly w) we have that 
* * 
(except pos-
(ii) Supposes"" z"" v and v E VT. By (2) and (4) we then have also 
* s "" z "" h (v). Therefore, 
* * Suppose s "" z ""V and V E: V' • 
-1 
T. 
z - s. Then z ""h (v) w by (2) and ( ) . 
Case 2. z 1 s and z 3/' V. By (4) and ( 3) z ""h (v). 
z p s and z v. By (6) and (5) we can reduce this to cases and 2. 
Since cases 1 - 3 exhaust all possibilities of producing words over 
t* we have 
* L(G')nv,;_, 
and therefore 
L (G') n * h(L(G') n 
* (iii) Let v E v,; and v =:> z. The only rules which can have been applied to 
v are those of (6) and therefore z = v and 
* L(G') n C A(G'). 
* Suppose v"" v and vi v,;_,. By (5) then also v"" 
* words , v 2 in W' and therefore v i A (G') . Hence 
A(G') * c L(G') n v,;_, 
for some 
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which together with the previous inclusion shows that 
A(G') □ 
LEMMA 3.66. Let G = <W,P,w> be a {deterministic) P(m,n)L system. G.iven G, 
we can effective.Ly produce a (determ.inistic) P(m,n)L system G' = <W',P',w'>, 
* * a subset V,r of W' and an isomorphism h from VT onto W such that 
A(G). 
PROOF. Construct G' = <l'J',P',w'> as follows: l'J' = wx{0,l); and the init-
tial string w' = (a 1 ,0) (a2 ,0) .•• (ak,0) for w 0~ a 1a 2 .•. °\. Let g be a letter-
to-let ter homomorphism from W 1 * onto w* defined by g ( (a, i) ) ::." a for .i E { 0, 1}; 
and define P', for i = 0,1, by: 
( l) H 
and 
in P such that at a. 
( 2) + (a,l) otherwise. 
* * {(a,1) [ a e \'J} and define h: V ➔ W by h((a,1)) = a. 
T 
* Suppose v E: A(G); i.e., if w G v G z then z = v. Since G is propaqat•·• 
ing every letter in v must necessarily produce itself and for v = a 1a 2 ... 
. . . al we therefore have 
where i. e {0,1}, 
J 
* Then also w G g(z) G g(v) and because 
of (2) g(z) = g(v) and g(z) ;6,x for some xi g(v). '.l'herefore, 
G 
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and the lemma follows. D 
THEOREM 3. 67. 
(i) Let m,n be nonnegative integers such that m+n > 0 and let X be any pro-
perty of L systems which is preserved under the con.struct_ion in the proof 
of Lemma 3.65 (e.g. the propagating property). 'l'hen EX(m,n)L 5 AX(m,n)L. 
(ii) Let m,n be nonnegative integers and let X be any property of L systems 
which is preserved under the construction in the proof of Lemma 3.66 (e.g., 
determinism, lengths of the right hand s.ides of the production rules). Then 
AXP(m,n)L S EXP(m,n)L. 
PROOF. 
(i) Let G be an X(m,n)L system and let VT be a subset of the alphabet of 
G. By Lemma 3.65 there is an algorithm which, given G and , produces an 
X(m,n)L system G' such that A(G') is isomorphic with L(G) n • Since fami-
lies of languages are invariant under isomorphism (i) holds. 
(ii) Follows similarly to (i) from Lemma 3.66. [J 
COROLLARY 3.68. AP(m,n)L = EP(m,n)L for m+n > 0. 
Since E1L 
3.67(i) that: 
RE by the diagram of Figure 3.2 it follows from Theorem 
COROLLARY 3.69. AlL E1L RE AIL EIL. 
It similarly follows that: 
COROLLARY 3. 70. APlL 00 EPlL = CS EPIL = APIL. 
We might observe that if G is deterministic then A(G) consists of 
either one word or the empty set. It follows from the argument we will use 
in Chapter 4 to show the undecidability of whether or not the length of 
strings in PD1L systems grows unboundedly that the following holds: 
THEOREM 3.71. The emptiness problems for the stable string languages of 
PD1L systems is undecidab.Ze. 
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Although it is obviously not the case that APD1L 
a similar way the additional result: 
EPD1L we obtain in 
THEOREM 3.72. The emptiness of EPD1L languages is undecidable. 
For stable string languages of DOL systems, however, the emptiness 
problem is solvable. In Section 3.1.1 it was proven that for a DOL system 
G ~ <W,P,w> it is decidable whether or not L(G) is finite and that if L(G) 
.is f.ini te then #L (G) ~ e ✓#w log #w'. Therefore we can determine whether 
A(G) 'f i/) by, e.g., checking whether w,,:, w1 ""' ""' ... ""' 1 ""' ""' for 
some is #L(G) if L(G) is finite. In fact, according to the theory develop-
ed .in Section 3.1.1, is #W suffices. 
3. 4. 2. STABLE STRING LANGUAGES OF TABLE L SYS'l'EMS. 
Let G ~ <W,P,w> be a table L system. Similar. to before we define the 
stable string language of Gas 
A(G) {v E L (G) I v ""' z implies z v} • 
The constructions in Lemmas 3.65 and 3.66 show immediately that the 
analog of Theorem 3.67 holds for table L systems in general and .for table 
L systems using k tables systems) in particular. Hence we have the 
following additional corollaries from Theorem 3.67. 
COROLLARY 3. 73. APTk (m,n)L = EPTk (m,n)L for all nonnegative .integers m,n,k 
such that m+n > 0 and k > 0. 
Since EPTIL CS, we have 
COROLLARY 3, 74. lL APlL cs APTlL. 
It follows from 'I'heorem 3 .67 (ii) also that: 
COROLLARY 3. 7 5 . 
(i) for all k > 0. 
(ii) APDTk (m,n)L ':: EPD'I'k (m,n)L for all k > 0 and m,n 2 0. 
and more in particular from Theorem 3. 6 7 ( i) that: 
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COROLLARY 3.76. AT 1 1L = AlL RE ATIL. 
LEMMA 3.77. Let G <W, P,w> be a TOL system. There is an algorithm ,vhich, 
given G, produces a TOL system G' = <W',P',w'> and a subset VT of W' such 
* that L{G') n VT A(G). 
PROOF'. It is easy to see that, for P ,w> I 
1 5 i 5 k, 
k 
A(G) n { v e: w* I v """ z implies z 
i=1 Gi 
v} n L {G). 
From HERMAN a.nd WALKER [ 1975 , Lemma 3] it follows that there exists 
an algorithm which, given <W, P. >, i = 1, 2, ... , k, produces a fi.ni. te set of 
* * l * strings w. s l: such that w. = {v E: w IV e z implies z = v}. Therefore, 
A(G) = i~; w: n L(G). From ~ERMAN and ROZEN1BERG [1975, Theorem 9.3(iv)] it 
follows that there exists an algorithm which, given a 'rOL system G and a 
regular expression R produces a TOL system G' <W' , P' , w' > and a subset 
* of W' such that L(G') n V,r = L(G) n L(R), where L(R) is the language denoted 
by R. □ 
Hence we can construct a languag·e over terminals from a. stable string 
language. The converse problem is solved by: 
LEMMA 3.78. Let G = <W,P,w> be any type of TOL system, e.g., propagating, 
deterministic or both such that #P > 1. 2'here is an a.1.gorithm which, given 
G and a subset VT of W, produces a TOL system G' = <W' ,P• ,w'> of the same 
type rvit:h #P' = #P such that 
(i) 
(ii) 
PROOF. Let G 
as follows. 
L(G') n 
A(G') L(G') n 
<W,P,w> where P 
W' VT u (wx{1,2,. .• ,k} x {0,1}) u {F,s}, 
where F', s r/. W. 'l'he initial string w' 
i 5 k, defined by 
{p I ! 
1' 
<Wg rp, ,wl> 









s + (a 1 ,1,1)(a2 ,1,1) ... (an,1,1) if w 
(a,j,O) + (a 1 ,i,1) (a2 ,i,1) ... (an,i,1) for all j E { 1, 2, ... ,k} 
(a, i, 1) ➔ 
(a, j, 1) ~· 








for all a c: W. 
for all a E VT and all j fi. 
for all a E W·-·V'l' and all j 'f i. 
(i) Recall the notion of a control word from the previous Section 3.3 for 
the notation v ~ v' that G I 
of tables Pi 1 ,Pi 2 , ... ,Pi 11 
is, v derives v' by the successive appl.ication 
from the table L system G ~ <W,P,w> if u ~ 
i1i2··-in. 
·}.; * 
Now suppose w C v and v E VT. Then there are words vo = w, 
i1 
vh = v in w'' and tables Pi 1,Pi 2 ,, . .,P1h in P such that v0 C v 1 
1 
s G-t 
a. 1a. 2 ... a. for i = 0,1, ... ,h. Then l l lili 
1 G't (a01 ,1,0) (a 02 ,1,0) ... (a0n 0 ,1,0) 
i1 
G"t (ail ,il ,1) (a12'i1 ,J.) .•• (alnl ,il, 1) 
il 
G"t (al 1 'il ,0) (a12'il ,O) •.• (alnl ,il ,0) 
ih 
G"t (ah1' ih' l) (ah2 ,ih' l) ... (¾nh ,ih' 1) 
j 
for each j f i h . 
* Hence v E L(G') n VT and therefore 
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* * * Now suppose thats G' v with v E VT. Since s i VT we have, for w 
a 1a 2 ... an' that 
* with the first production using a rule of type (1). If z E V'I' then the only 
applicable productions are of type (7) and therefore v z. Assume there-
fore, without loss of generality, that there occurs no word over VT but v 
in the above derivation. Scrutiny of the production rules shows that only 
rules of type (1) - (4) have been used in the above derivation: a rule of 
type (1) as the first one and a rule of type (4) as the last one. All 
other rules used must be of type (2) and (3). Therefore the above deriva-
tion has to look as follows. 
1 G' <a01 , 1,0) (a02 , 1,0) ... <a0n 0 , 1,0) 
i 1 
G' (all'il,1) (a12,i1,1) ... (alnl'il,1) 
il 
G' (a11'i1,0) (a12'i1,0) ... (a1n1'i1,0) 
ih 
d' (¾l, ih, 1) (ah 2 ,ih, 1) ••• (¾T\i'ih, 1) 
ih+l 
""G' ,ah1¾2· · ·¾nh = v, 
But then also 
w 
* i.e., w G v and therefore 
which together with the previous inclusion gives us that 
v, 
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* * (ii) Supposes G' v and v E VT. 
Since rules of type (7) are the only ones applicable on v E 
A (G') and therefoce 
we have v E 
L(G') n S A(G'). 
* Supposes v and v t v1,. By the inherent synchronism of the produc-
tion rules in P1 we have, for v 'i" A, that 
u (W x {1,2, ... ,k} x {l}J*. 
It is easily seen that for each of the possibilities v t A(G') and 
therefore 
Hence 
A(G') L(G') ri * VT. □ 
'rHEOREM 3. 79. Let G be an XTkOL system, XE ("A,P,PD} and k > 'I'here exist 
aJgo.dthms which, given G and a subset VT of the aJphabet of G, produce 




A(G) = L(G') 
A(G") 
* n v~ , 
T 
(i) The construction in Lemma 3. 66 leaves the propagating and deterministic 
properties intact and goes through analogously for TOL systems without chang-
ing the number of tables (cf. Corollary 3. 75 (.i) and (ii)). This proves (i) 
for X ''· P or PD. 'I'he case of X = 1-, Le., G is a •rkOL system is covered 
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by Lemma 3.77 and adds one table. Since from HERMAN and ROZENBERG [1975] 
it follows that there is an algorithm which, given a TkOL system G"' and a 
subset V~" of the alphabet of G '", produces a 
* V~ of the alphabet of G' such that L(G') n V,{, 
(i). 
(ii) Follows by Lemma 3.78. D 
COROLLARY 3. 80. 
(i) ATkOL = ETkOL, k > 1; 
(ii) APTkOL = EPTkOL, k > l; 
(iii) APDTkOL = EPDTkOL, k > 1. 
system G' and a subset 
L(G'") n Vf' , this proves 
Since the construction in the proof of Lemma 3.78 also leaves deter-
minism intact for the nonpropagating case we have that 
We now need the following results from HERMAN and ROZENBERG [1975, 







EOL .. EPOL mod A; 
= E'rOL; 
EPT2 0L = EPTOL; 
ETOL - EPTOL mod A; 
CFC EOL C ETOL C cs. 
And from HERMAN and WALKER U975], 
LEMMA 3. 83. AOL AT 10L =CF= APOL mod ic. 
THEOREM 3.84. The inclusion relations between the various families of 
stable string languages are as in Figure 3.3. 'l'he arrows between the boxes 
have the usua.l interpretation as strict inclusions. 
-~-ROOF'. By the results of Sections 3. 4. 1 and 3. 4. 2 together with the fact 
that CF c CS c RE, cf. Section 2.1. D 
RE - AlL -
E lL = A'l'IL 
CS= AP1L = EPlL 
- EPTIL = APTIL 
' 
ETOL = ET20L = 
AT20L -·· ATOL cc 
EPTOL mod ;, = 
EPT20L --
APT20L -· APTOL 
E'l' 1 OL = EOL - EPOL mod JI 
CF' - AOL = A'r 10L -
APT 10L mod 1c APOL 
Figure 3.3. Classification of stable string language families of non-
deterministic L systems with and without tables. 
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Hence we see that whenever the L systems have some context sensitivity, 
by having the rewriting of a letter depend on a neighboring letter or by 
being able to choose production .rules by the judicious use of tables, the 
devices of obtaining languages from the systems by considering only the 
stable strings or the str:i.ngs over a terminal alphabet are in general 
exactly as powerful. This equality in power of the two operations for ob-
taining languages from L systems breaks down only at the bottom of the 
scale where there is no context sensitivity whatsoever as in the case of 
OL systems. There it appears that the use of nonterminals is strictly 
stronger than the use of stable strings. Naturally, the above is not com-
pletely true for deterministic L systems (with or without tables) where it 
is clear that e.g. the stable string languages of untabled deterministic 
L systems can never consist of more than one word while the extensions can. 
We will look at the deterministic case in more detail below. 
3. 4. 3. STABLE STRING LANGUAGES OF DETERMINISTIC TABLE L SYS'rEMS 
The concept of languages produced by deterministic (or monogenic) re-
writing systems is altogether foreign to the usual generative grammar ap-
proach since there these languages would either be empty or contain but one 
element. The same holds for stable string languages of the deterministic 
L systems with one table. However, stable string languages of deterministic 
L systems using more than one table, or deterministic L langua<Jes and their 
intersections with a terminal alphabet, are proper (Le., are not made up 
of singleton sets) language families. We shall now assess the implications 
of our previous results for the stable string languages of deterministic 
L systems using more than one table, 
( 1) EPD'I'k OL for k > 1 by Corollary 3. 80 (iii L 
(2) for k > 1 by Corollary 3. 81. 
Since the proof technique of Lemma 3.78 works also in the case of 
detenninistic context sensitive table L systems, we have that 
(3) for k > 1 
(4) (m,n)L c (rn,n)L fork>1. 
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(4) together with Corollary 3. 75(ii) gives us 
COROLLARY 3.85. APDTk(m,n)L ~ EPDTk(rn,n)L fork> 1. 
Together with the results of the previous Sections 3.2 and 3.3 we can 
now collapse substantial parts of the hierarchies of stable string lang·-
uages of deterministic table L systems according to the amount of context 
and/ or number of tables. Let SING denote the family of languacres con-
sisting of singleton languages and 0· (We do not make a difference between 
SING and SING-{A}.) 
THEOREM 3.86. The .inc.lusion relations between the various language families 
concerned are given in the diagram of Figure 3.4. 
RE -· ADT 21L = 
// A'l'IL 
EDlI, 
cs = APDT2 1L = 
APTIL 
·~ 
SING = AD1L -· 
ADIL - APD1L 
Figure 3.4. Classification of stable string languages of deterministic 
context sensitive table L systems. 
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PROOF. 
RE= ADT21L = ATIL: By (3) above EDT2 1L S ADT2 1L and, since EDT21L = RE by 
Theorem 3.61, we have that RE= ADT2 1L = ATIL. (Every class of languages 
effectively obtainable which includes RE equals RE.) 
CS= APDT21L = APTIL: By Theorem 3.61 we have that CS= EPDT21L and, by 
Corollary 3.85, EPDT21L = APDT21L. Hence CS= APDT 21L. CS= APTIL by Theo-
rem 3.84. 
D1L c ED1L c RE: By Figure 3.1. The remainder of the theorem is trivial. D 
In HERMAN and ROZENBERG [1975] it is shown that two tables suffice to, 
generate all ETOL languages: ETOL = ET20L = EPTOL mod A and EPTOL = EPT20L. 
This method of clocking the use of more tables with one table and fixing 
derived strings with the other table works also for the deterministic 
variants. Hence EDTOL = EDT20L and EPDTOL = EPDT20L. 
Therefore, it follows from (1) that-
(5) 
From (2), EDTOL = EPDTOL mod A (Hint: similarly to the proof of ETOL = 
EPTOL mod A) and because LANGE [1980] proves ADTOL ~ EDTOL we have that: 
(6) EDTOL = EDT 2 OL = AVI' 2 OL = ADTOL = APDTOL mod A • 
The family EDTOL resulting from (5) and (6) ties in with Figure 3.4. 
according to Figure 3.2. 
Finally we would like to point out that much more is proven than claim-
ed by means of corollaries etc. in this Section 3.4. The lemmas and theo-
rems hold for any family of L systems which is preserved under the con-
structions. If e.g. in Lemma 3.78 we change the production F + FF to F + F' 
and F' + F then the growth ranges stay identical. I.e., 
{i E lN I i ig(v) and VE L(G) n v;} 
= {i E 1N I i ig(v) and VE A(G')} 
Also in Lemma 3 0 66: 
{i E ]N Ii lg(v). and v E A(G)} 
{i E IN Ii * lg(v) and v E L(G') n VT}. 
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3. 4. 4. RELEVANCE 'l.'O THEORETICAL BIOLOGY AND FORMAL LANGUAGE THEORY 
The problem of equilibrium oriented behavior in biological morphogen.is 
has attracted considerable attention. For instance, TURING [1952] has ana-
lyzed the way in which patterns may form in a ring of cells which is ini-
tially in chemical equilibrium but is displaced from .it by a small amount. 
WADDINGTON [1957] has given a model, called the epigenetic landscape, for 
the way in which development is influenced both by the genetic material and 
by external disturbances. These investigations have been concerned with 
continuous space-time, except in the case of Turing, who has considered 
discrete space. As is well-known the discretization of space and time can 
yield considerable advantages, i.e., problems become amenable to solution 
which could not be tackled before. 
Stable string languages of Lin';1enmayer systems may be a fruitful ap·· 
proach in the context of equilibrium oriented behavior i.n biological morpho-
genesis, although obviously some grave simplifications take place. We would 
l.ike to think of Turing's approach as the most detailed and Waddington's 
epigenetic landscape as a more general concept. In this scheme we would 
tentatively place the present approach, viz. by discretization of space-
time, at an intermediate level. It appeared above that, by allowing dif·-
ferent kinds of rules for cellular behavior, we obta.i.n different classes 
of stable multicellular patterns. From the formal language point of view, 
the generating power of the stable string operation was investigated with 
respect to Lindenmayer systems, and it was shown to be equal to the generat··· 
ing power of the operation of intersection with a terminal alphabet except 
in the case of context free L systems and deterministic L systems (with 
one table). Furthermore, the results show that several of the language fami-
lies of the Chomsky hierarchy can be characterized by classes of highly 
parallel rewriting systems together with a universal operation for obtain-
ing languages. Thus we have given a characterization for these language 
families which .is structurally completely different from that by generative 
grammars. 
3. 5. CONTEXT VARIABLE L SYSTEMS AND SOME SIMPLE REGENERATING S'fRUCTURES 
Th.is section does not treat a well-entrenched part of L theory; its 
aim is to present some ten ta ti ve ideas, illuminated by examples ,md rash 
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interpretations, rather than to exhibit a piece of mathematical theory. 
As we have seen in the Introduction (Chapter 1), the models treated 
in this monograph are based on the assumption that the relative position 
of cells (or compartments) cannot change during growth, and neither can 
the neighborhoods of daughter cells be different from those of the mother 
cells. Here we explore some aspects of context variable L systems, where 
a letter in a string is rewritten according to a selection of letters from 
that string. An interpretation of this variant can be that the string re-
presents an enumeration of the cells making up the bulky organism, and a 
selection of letters from the string, determining the way cl letter is going 
to be rewritten, represents the influence of a cell's neighbors in the bulky 
organism on its behavior. We might go about this as follows. Given the or-
ganism at time t, enumerate all cells in it to a linear string and attach 
to each cell in the string the place numbers of the cells which are going 
to influence the rewriting of this particular cell. 'l'hese "i.nfluential" 
cells could be e.g. those in the physical neighborhood of the cell concerned 
in the bulky organism at ti.me L Subsequently, we rewrite the strinq, each 
cell in the context of the cells (scattered throughout the string) which 
influence it as indicated by its attached place numbers. The resultant string 
at time t+1 represents an enumeration of the bulky organism at ti.me t+l. If 
we ca.n also attach the place numbers in the string,of the neighboring cells 
of each cell in the bulky organism at time t+1, to each cell. in the strinq 
at time t+1 during the rewritinq, we mi.qht be able to model the physical 
constraints on qrowth in bulky organisms such as cells sliding past each 
other, cells beinq of different sizes and forms and pushing against 
each other in the course of growth,etc. This attaching of neiqhborhood 
places to cells resulting from rewritinq can be done by giving superscripts 
to the letters in the right hand sides of production rules. For an attempt 
towards a qeneral framework i.n this direction see VITANYI [ 1971]. The con-
text variable L systems we present in this section form a modest approach 
towards the qoal sketched above. These systems will appear to be especially 
suited to model regeneration and other properties of fully qrown organisms; 
the accompanying languages we shall call context variable languages. 
The main feature that distinguishes context variable L systems from the 
ordinary ones is that in a context variable L system the relative position 
of the context of a letter may vary in time and place. This feature makes 
the concept difficult to handle, but we shall give some simple examples be-
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low. In these examples the systems seem to strive at attaining a certain fully 
grown size and structure which, however, is not terminal in the usual sense. 
Cells, i.e. , letters, are changing state, di vi ding and dying all the time. 
When we chop off a piece we observe a certain regenerative behavior. (Note 
that this phenomenon of dynamically stable strings is similar to the stable 
strings encountered in the previous section). 
A context variable L system or CV L system is a triple G ~ <W,o,w> 
such that Wis a finite nonempty alphabet of letters; the transition func-
* tion 6 maps elements of W x W to strings consisting of letters in W, each 
letter superscripted with an element T E LZ *· (ZZ is th.e set of .i.nteqers 
{0,:1;:l,±2, ... }). I.e., 
with 
for 1 < j < m and O < h < n.; the initial string w is a string over W with 
J 
each letter superscripted w.i. th a string over z;;, i.e. , 
with the T 's as above. 
'I'he superscript T j 
... b Tn the context h (b: j) 
n J 
rewritten: 
. T 1 T 2 1. 
P. 1p. 2 ... p, selects in a string b 1 b 2 .•• bJ.J ... J J Jnj 
according to which the letter b. is going to be 
J 
If j+p .. < 1 or >n we substitute the empty word :\ for b. in h (b.). The 
Jl J+Pji J 
CV L system G generates words as follows. 
Let x = a·~1a;2 ... a~n be a string. Then x qenerates y directly, written 
as x ~ y if 
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X ..• a 
n 
y 
and for every j , 1 s j s n, 
with 
pj1Pj2···Pjn, = Tj. 
J 
* (k) 
=> denotes the reflexive and transitive closure of~; and x ~ y de··· 
notes a chain of length k: 
X y. 
If x ! y we say x derives y and if x (~) y, we say x der.ives y in k 
steps. A string x = a~1a;2 ... ~n is called a description, and an element of 
is called a cell. Let G be as above. The CV L language produced by G is 
the set L(G) '.:: defined by 
-1 +1 
EXAMPLE. G = < {a}, { a ➔ a a , aa ·+A} , a> . Then a ""' a +1 -1 +l a ::::> 
.,,1 +1 - +1 
a a a ~.,.,., ., 
We not.ice that when the description has reached a certain fully grown 
size it does not change any more although the individual .letters certain-
ly are not terminal or static, Le. letters are dividing and dying all the 
time but the structure, complete with context relations, stays unaltered. 




Let G(k) = <{a},{a+a a ,aa+11},a>. The language produced by G(k) 
will be called La(k). Then La(1.) = {a,aa,aaaaL In a similar way we obtai.n 
La (2) {a,aa,aaaa} 
La (3) {a,aa,aaaa,aaaaaaaa} 
(4) La ( 3) 






'I'he general form of such an La(k) language i.s described by: 
I£MMA 3.87. Let G(k) and La(k) be as above. 
(i.) k > 0 and k .is even: 
t 
(k) t E N and O S t S log2 (k) + 1} U }. 





(il k > 0. 
t t t 
{a) t S log2k. 'I'hen Io (a) I = 2 S k and there are no cells i.n o (a) 
(b) 
for which production rule aa ➔ ;\is applicable. Hence all cells 
divide and J ot+l (a) I = 2t+l _ 
... a. For all cells 
n 
1 ( i > O") , such tl1at 2 i + k $ 2 t, production rule 
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aa + A will be applied. Let j max (i}; then there are 2j 
2i+ks2t 
cells in cS t (a) such that aa ·>- A will be the applied production 
rule. For k is even: 2j + k = 2 t or - 2j = k. 2j cells disappear 
and k cells divide in the next production, so ! (a) I = 2k. For 
k is odd 2j +k = 2t - l or -2j = k + 1. 2j cells disappear and 
k + 1 cells divide in the next production, so (a) I = 2k + 2. 
(c) t > log2 (k) + 1. The last production gave us I cit (a) I = 2k (k even), 
so half of the cells divide and the other half disappears in the 
next production: I clt+l (a)! = 2k. ~7 Or k is odd we get: I 1 (a) I = 
2k + 2. 
(ii) Similar to (i). 
(iii) Follows from the productions. D 
It follows from the above that: 
(k) In~ 0} u {a,aa}. 
kc2Z 
The CV L systems we have been considering all start from a single cell, 
and, according to the predetermined genetical instructions (Le., 6 and the 
specification of k) they grow at an exponential rate until. the fully grown 
size is reached but for one production step. Next the CV L system grows on 
the remainder and stays at the sa.me size and structure, al though in each 
production step individual cells disappear and divide. Note that there is 
a limited interaction all the time between the cells to achieve this goal. 
We can investigate regenerative processes in these systems, by remov-
ing part of the (fully grown or growing) description. The missing part then 
is regrown again. When we divide a description into several parts, all of 
these will eventually reach a fully grown stage. This is reminiscent of the 
remarkable regenerative properties of flatworms. The discussed CV L systems 
are very simple, i.e., there is no differentiation of cells. It would be 
interesting to investigate similar regenerative processes in more complex 
CV L systems with, e.g., more cellular states. By noting that a CV L system, 
or indeed a D2L system, can simulate a Turing machine we can simulate total·· 
J.y regenerative structures. That is, a structure which, when we chop off 
any piece of it, regrows the missing piece. Here, however, we would have 
to increase the number of states rather drastically. We may qualify quest-
ions about regeneration by distinguishing between several types of regenera-
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tion: (i) Starting with one cell in a special state, i.e. reproduction. 
(U) Starting from arbitrary parts of a fully grown description. (iii) 
starting from arbitrary parts of a description at some stage of the growth 
process. (iv) Starting from selected parts removed from the fully grown des-
cription, etc. Note that above there is a difference between cases where we 
remove an end part of a fully grown description, and cases where we remove 
a middle part. We illustrate this with the following example (k = 2): The 
f 11 d . . . -2 +2 -2 +2 h l f u y grown escription is: a a a a . Regeneration wit t 1.e le t-end 
(skin) cell removed: a+2a- 2a+2 =:> a-2a+ 2a-2 a+2 . The two cells right have 
divided, while the new leftmost cell has disappeared in the production. Re-
) -2 +2 +2 -2 +2 -2 +2 generation with the third (middle cell removed: a a a ""'a a a a 
+2 -2 +2 
a ""'a a a . All three cells divide in the first production. In 
the second production only the two outermost cells di_vide and the others 
disappear: the fully grown size is reached. 
We observe that the removal of different parts of the fully grown des-
cription may yield different courses for the regenerative process. 
3.5.1. THE EXTENDED FRENCH FLAG PROBLEM 
Usually the French Flag problem is stated as follows. Suppose we have 
a string of oells all of which are in an identical state but because of 
some disturbance produce the pattern of a French Flag, .i.e. one third red, 
one third white and one third blue. Moreover, when we cut off any piece of 
it which ls large enough it produces this pattern again. The above is sup-
posed to be a meaningful statement of problems of bloloq.ical reqenerat.ion 
(e.g. HERMAN [1972]). However, as we have stated before, what seems more 
meaningful is the design of structures which, startinq from a single cell, 
attain a certain fully grown stage, no cell staying static, and furthermore, 
when we chop off a piece of this structure, regrow the mi.ssing piece until 
the fully grown stage has been reached again. When we discuss the French 
Flag in this context, we want the following: 
(i) One cell divides and gives rise to a fully grown French Flag of acer-
tain size which retains the same pattern and structure while lndivi·~ 
dual cells are di.sappearing all the time. 
(ii) When we chop off a piece of a fully grown French Flag it regrows the 
missinq piece. 
We will present a CV L system which does (i.) and (ii). Since the sys-· 
tern has to reach a certain fully grown size, clearly the production rules 
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depend on this size. When we want a different fully grown size we will have 
to find a new set of productions. 
Furthermore, in the discussed system the a's serve as some kind of "head" 
of the structure, i.e., the front part always regenerates a new end part 
but an end part does not always regenerate a new front part. When part of 
the head is contained in it, however, it does. 'I'he biological interpreta-
tion of this phenomenon is so obvious (lizards!) that this type of partial 
regeneration need not be justified further. We may point out that higher 
organisms,which are more differentiated,mostly lose regenerative properties 
to a certain extent which seems to be the price to be paid for a more com·-
plex structure. We exhibit an example of a context variable Lindenmayer sys-
tem with maximal a two neighbor context, which, starting from a single cell, 
attains the following fully grown description, viz. the French Flag 
a a a a 
When this French Flag is cut, the left part always regenerates completely; 
the right part mostly not, depending on where the cut was placed. We will 
call a a a a the head, b 
French Flag .. 
the trunk and cc cc the tail of the 
W ~ {a,b,c}. ·rhe transition function is specified by the following rules 
(we only write those we need and leave the others open): 
-1+1 -1+i -· 1+1 
a ➔ a b aab + a 
b 
-1+1 +1-1 b -1+1b···1+1 ·+ b c bbc ➔ 
1-1 +1-1 ·-2+.2 
C ➔ C aba _, a 
aa + :\ bcb ➔ b-1+1b-2+2 
bb >, cbc 
1-1 
·+ .-,. 
1 ·· 1 +1-1 b+2+1b-1+1 cc ➔ C bac + 
ab 
+2+1 -1+1 1 +1-1 
+ a a ccb ➔ C 
be ➔ b+2+1b-1+1 bab ·+ >, 
ba 
-1+1 +1-1 










aaa ➔ a a cba + A 
bbb 
-1+1 -2+2 
-+ b b acb + A 
CCC -, ), 
Starting from initial string a we obtain the following production: 
( 1) -1+1 -1+1 +2+1 -1+1 -1+1 +1-1 a"'>a b =>a a b c -
-1+1 -2+2 -1+1 -1+1 +2+1 -1+1 +1-1 +1-1 
=> a a a a b b c c 
-1+1 -2+2 -1+1 -1+1 -1+1. -2+2 -1+1 -1+1 +1-1 +1-1 +1-1 +1-1 
""' a a a a b b b b C C C C 
-1+1 -2+2 -1+1 -1+~ -1+1 -2+2 -1+1 -1+1 +1-1 +1-1 +1-1 +1-1 
=> a a a a b b b b c c c c 
""' idem. 
We call this fully grown description FF, and observe that FF is the desired 
French Flag; it stays at this structure although the individual cells are 
di vi ding and dying off continuously. Note that the head grows fa.stest and 
is completed first. Next we investigate the regenerative properties. There 
are eleven places at which FF' can be cut. When we .look a.t the left part re-
sulting from such a cut we see: (N.B. We will sometimes omit superscripts 
when no confusion can result, e.g. a 4b-l+l for a-l+la-242a-l+la-l+lb-l+l.) 
(2 .1) 
(2. 2) 
-1+1 -2+2 -1+1 -1+1 * 
a a ""' a b "'> FF by ( 1 ) 
(2. 3) 
-1+1 -2+2 -1+1 a_ a a 
(2 .4) 
-1+1 -2+2 -1+1 -1+1 -1+1 -2+2 * _ 








4 -1+1 -2+2 -1+1 -1+1 
ab b b b => 
4 4 +1--1 +1-1 
ab c c => FF' 
4 4 + 
a b c "" FF' • 
l+lb-2+2 ! FF by (2.6) 
Hence all left parts regenerate completely. The reader may verify that the 
fully grown descriptions reached by the right parts are according to (3.1)-
(3.11) (when the cuts are placed as in (2,1)-(2.11)). 
(3. 1) a 3b 4c 
4 
=> FF 
( 3. 2) a2b4c4 => a2b4c4 
b4c4 * (3. 3) a => FF' 
(3. 4) 
4 4 
b c => b 4c 
4 




=> b 4 c 
4 
(3.6) b2c4 => b2c4 
(3. 7) 
4 * 4 4 b C => b c 
(3. 8) * 
(3. 9) 
3 4 
C "" C 
( 3. 10) 
2 
C "" 
* 4 ( 3.11) C => C 
We may al.so cut a piece out of the middle of FF. It may be verified that 
(4.1) Every part of FF containing cells of the head regenerates completely 
to FF except parts of the form a··l+la-l+ln 
(i) 
(ii) 
-1+1 -1+1 * 
a a n "" for n ¥ 71. 
(4.2) Every part of FF containing cells of the trunk but no head cells 
f 11 d . . b4 4 _ grows to a u y grown escript.1.011 .· c except parts of the form 
b-·1+1b-1+1n 
(i) 1+1,,,, A 
(4.3) Every part of FF consisting of tail cells grows to a full tail 




Of course, the CV L systems as defined do not have a greater generat-
ing power than do ordinary L systems, since it is easy to define for each 
CV L system an equivalent ordinary L system. They do, however, have a struc·· 
tural simplicity which exhibits the phenomenon to be modeled more transpar-
ently. Also, the general idea presented in the beginning of this section 
permits more powerful devices as in VITANYI [1971]. A further development 
of the theory of CV L systems can be found in RUOHONEN [1974] where also 
the connection with ordinary L system theory is investi.gctted. 
3.6. BIBLIOGRAPHICAL COMMENTS 
Section 3. 1. 1 is based on VITANYI [ 1972b, 1974a] and Section 3. 1. 2 on 
VI'I'ANYI [1976b]. Section 3.2 is based on VI'I'ANYI [1976a] and contains new 
material, e.g., all results connected with FIN and DLBA . The proof of 
exp 
Theorem 3.54(iii) is based on an idea of P.G. DOUCET. Section 3.3 follows 
VITANYI [ 1977a]. (For a c.lassification of families of pure context sensitive 
L languages with respect to each other see ROZENBERG [1972a,b] and ROZENBERG 
and LEE [ 1975] . .For a s.i.milar classi.fication of the table variantt, see LEE 
and ROZENBERG [1974]. Facts about context free table L systems can be found 
in HERMAN and ROZENBERG [1975], and about context free L systems in HERMAN 
and ROZENBERG [ 19 7 5], ROZENBERG and DOUCET [ 19 71], and NIELSEN, ROZENBERG, 
SALOMAA and SKYUM [1974a,b].) The material presented in Section 3.4 stems 
f:r.om VI'l'ANYI and WALKER [ 1978] • .Further information about stab.le string 
languages of L systems can be found in WALKER [1974a,b,c; 1975] and HERMAN 
and WALKER [1975, 1976]. Section 3.5 is based on an idea in VITANYI [1971] 
and follows VITANYI [ 1972a]. CV L systems were further investigated by 
RUOHONEN [1974] a.nd regenerati.on i.n symmetric DII, systems in RUOHONEN 
[1976]. Throughout Chapter 3 we have drawn somewhat on general knowledge 
e.g., in the range of HERMAN and ROZENBERG [1975]. In particular in 
Sections 3. 2. l - 3. 2. 2 we used a simulation technique or.ig.inating from 




The study of the changes in size and weight of a growing organism as 
a funct.i.on of elapsed time constitutes a considerable part of the litera-
ture on developmental biology. Usually, genetically identical specimens of 
a specific organism are investigated in controlled environments and their 
changes in size and weight in time are described. The scientific presup-
position is that identical genetic material and identical environments will 
result in identical growth rates, i.e., that the experiment is repeatable. 
This assumes a deterministic (i.e. causal) underlying structur~o and makes 
a good case for the biological relevance of the study of qrowth functions 
of deterministic L systems, where we assume that the production rules re-
flect the simultaneous influence of the inherited genetic factors and a 
specific environment on the developmental behavior of cells. Thus, when 
an organism is growing under optimal conditions it may be assumed that its 
growth rate, and that of its parts, is governed by internal inherited fac-
tors. One of the easiest things to observe about a filamentous organism is 
the number of cells it has. Suppose, having observed the development of a 
particular organi,c,m, we generalize our observations by givinq a function f 
such that f(t) is the number of cells in the organism after t steps. The 
problem then arises to produce a developmental system whose growth function 
is f. 
One of the restrictions on the models we consider lies in their one~ 
dimensional nature. This implies, as noted hefore, that at the present time 
they are only applicable to filamentous organisms or to one-dimensional as-
pects of the growth of bulky organisms (such as length measurements). Mult.i.-
dimensional models similar to L systems have recently been introduced by 
various workers (e.g. graph L systems), their growth functions have been 
investigated e.g. by CULIK [1975} and were found to be simple extensions of 
the one-dimensional case. Thus the restriction to one-dimensional growth 
descriptions can be viewed as a temporary and not very es,:;ential one. 
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One of the problems we shall consider in detail below is the following. 
Clearly, any growth function which can be achieved by a DOL system can also 
be achieved by a DlL system, simply by giving production rules for the DlL 
system which for all practical purposes ignore the state of the neighbor. 
The question arises whether the converse is also true. It will appear that 
it is not: i_f a DOL system keeps growing at all i.t must be growing "fast" 
as opposed to systems with i.nteractions which are capable of "slow" but 
nevertheless unbounded growth. Thus, interactions between cells provides 
organisms with the capability of controlling the rate of their growth in an 
orderly manner. When this interaction breaks down, tumors containing cells 
which do not interact with their neighbors may begin to grow at an exponen-
tial rate. For this reason, some early workers in the field of growth func-
tions referred to such exponential growth as "malignant". 
DEFINITION 4. 1. Let G 0= <W, Ii, w> be ct DIL system. Then the function f from 
G 
the nonnegative integers into the nonnegative integers defined by fG(t) = 
lg ( o t (w)) for all t, is said to be the growth function of G. 
EXAMPLE 4 .. 2~ Let G = <{arb},{O(a) = b,O(b) == ab},a> be a DOL system .. 1rhen, 
( 1) 1, 
and for all t such that t? 0, 
(t) is the t-th element of the well-known Fibonacci sequence 1,1,2, 
3,5,8,13,21, .... 
EXAMPLE 4.3. Let G <{a,b,c},{o(a) 
2 






( a.be be . ) "·" 9, 
(3) 
In fact for all t > 0, 
(t) (t-1)+2t+ 
2 
By induction it follows that fG (t) = (t + 1) . 
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In investigating growth functions, one of the first questions we ask 
is what rates of growth are possible. That the rate of growth of a DxL sys-
tem is at most exponential follows from the next lemma which i.s immediate 
from the definitions. (In the sequel of this chapter we will mean by a DxL 
system a DOL-, D1L- or D2L system). 
LEMMA 4.4. For a DxL system G = <W,o,w>, x E {0,1,2}, we have that 
£.g(w)m\ where mis the maxima.I length of" a value 6 may have. (I.e., 
max{l.g{a) I a is .in the range of the'set of product.ion rules 6}.) 
( t) :S 
m "' 
The problems which have been investigated with respect to growth func·-
tions fall roughly into the following six catagories. 
(i) Analysis prob.lems. Given a DxL system, describe its growth function 
in some fixed predetermined formalism. 
{:Li) Synthesis problems. Given a function fin some fixed predetermined 
formalism and an x E {0,1,2}, find a DxL system whose growth function 
is f. Related to this is the problem: which functions can be growth 
functions of DxL systems? 
{iii) Growth equivalence prob.lems. Given two DxL systems, decide whether 
or not they have the same growth function. 
{iv) Classif"ication problems. Given a DxL system decide what is its growth 
type. (E.g. , ls there a polynomial or even a constant. which bounds 
its growth function. Growth types will be rigorously defined in Defin-
i t.ion 4. 13. l 
(v) Structural problems. What properties of production rules induce what 
types of growth? 
{vi) Hierarchy prob.lems. Is the set of growth functions of DxL systems a 
proper subset. of the set of growth functions of D (x + 1) L systems, 
x E {0,1}, and similar problems. 
In the first. five cases we would like to solve our problems effective-
ly. That i.s, we would like to be able to wr.i t.e computer programs 
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(algorithms) which, in the case of the analysis problem, say, provide us 
with an explicit description of the growth function whenever they are given 
the description of a DxL system. 
4. 1. DOL GROWTH FUNC'TIONS: ANALY'l'ICAL APPROACH 
I: l!nalysis. For DOL growth functions we can derive a closed form solution 
for fG as follows. (PAZ and SALOMAA [1973], SALOMAA [1973bl.) 
* Associate with each element v of W its Parikh vector v, i.e., the row 
vector (i 1 ,:L 2 , •• .,in) where ij denotes the number of occurrences of aj in v, 
1 :o: j :o: n, for W = {a 1 ,a2 , ••• ,an}. The growth matrix MG of G = <W,o,w> is 
the nxn matrix of which the j--th row consists of 6(a~-y. It :Ls easy to see 
J 
that 8'1:7";:;f = ;:; M~ and that 
(1) 
where 17 = ( 1, 1, ••• , 1) 'I': the n--dimensional column-vector with all entries 
equal 1. (T denotes transposition). Now fG (t) i.s the number of cells con-
stitut.i.ng the organism at time t. If we want fG (t) to denote the length/ 
weight of the organism at time t, and if different cell types have differ-
ent lengths/weights, we only have to choose 17 in IRn (where IRn denotes 
+ + 
the n dimensional real space coordinates), such that the j--th element of n 
is the length/weight of a cell a .. 
J 
According to the Cayley-Hamilton theorem, MG must satisfy its own 
characteristic equation p(x) = det(MG -Ix) = 0, where I is the nxn identity 
matrix. Hence p(MG) = O, where O stands for the nxn matrix with all of its 
entries 0. Then for each t?: n, after multiplication of p(MG) with M~---n, 
left multiplication with wand right multiplication with n, the following 
homogenous linear difference equation with constant coefficient.s holds: 
(2) 
n 
fG(t) = I bi fG(t -i), 
i=1 
t ~ n, 
h th ( ) ~ b n-i O b 1 · ' ' . . · sue at p x = i~O ix = , 0 = - , 1.s t,1e cnaracteristic equat1.on of MG. 
It is well known that such difference equations have solutions of the form 
appearing as the closed fonu solution for DOL growth functions in the fol-
lowing: 
'l'HEOREM 4. 5. Let G <W,o,w> be a DOL system. Then 
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(3) t 2'. #W n, 
where the ci's are the r distinct roots of the characteristic equation of 
MG, and pi(t) is a polynomial int of degree 1 less than the multiplicity 
of the root c., 1 ~ i ~ r. The constant coefficients in the terms of the 
l 
polynomials p 1 (t) ,p2 (t), ..• ,pr(t) are determined from fG(s),fG(s+l), .•. , 
fG(n-1) wheres is the multiplicity of the zero root in p(x) = 0, the char-
acteristic equation of MG. (Remember that fG(t) = lg(ot(w)) gives us the 
initial values of fG.J 
EXAMPLE 4.6. Take the DOL system of Example 4.2. Then 
det(MG -Ix) x 2 - x-1. 
Hence the roots are: x 1 , 2 = l:i ( 1 ± /5) and 
fG(t) = a ((1+/5)/2)t + a ((1-/5)/2)t. 
1 2 
2 5 
EXAMPLE 4.7. Let G = <{a,b,c},{o(a) = a ,o(b) = a b,o(c) 





b 3c},a~ncp> be 
0 of the growth 
has roots x 1 = x2 = 1 and x3 = 2. (Note that MG is independent of the ini-
tial string.) Since the initial string has n occurrences of a, m occurren-
ces of band p occurrences of c, we obtain as the growth function of G: 
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where 




This shows immediately, that G has an exponentially increasing growth func·· 
tion for all initial strings unequal to A. 
An alternative approach for solving the analysis problem, which is also 
of use for the growth equivalence problem and the synthesis problem, is an 
application of the theory of generating functions. 
DEFINITION 4.8. With any function f from the nonnegative integers into the 
nonnegative integers we associate its generating function F(x) which is de-
fined to be the formal infinite power series l: 00 f(t) 
t=0 
F(x) generates f. 
We also say that 
The reason for such a definition is that very often the function F(x) 
can be represented in a simple way. For example, if f(t) 
l/(1-2x) = 1 +2x+4x2 +8x3 + .... 
then F(x) = 
The following lemmas are well known and easily proven mathematical 
facts; (p(x)/q(x) denotes the quotient, p(x)q(x) the product of the poly-
nomials p and q) . 
LEMMA 4.9. 
(i) Lf p (x) and q (x) are two polynomials with integer coefficients such 
that q(0) = 1, then p(x)/q(x) uniquely determines an inf.inite power 
series with .integer coefficients, i.e. p(x)/q(x) = i::~=O f(t) , i,here 
f (t) is an .integer for a.U t. Thus p (x) /q (x) generates the function 
f. Furthermore, given p (x) and q (x), f (t) is effective}y computable 
for every nonnegative integer t. 
(ii) Let p(x), q(x), p 1 (x) and q' (x) be po.Iynomials with .integer 
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coefficients such that q(0) = q' (0) = 1, and let f and f' be functions 
generated by p(x)/q(x) and p' (x)/q' (x), respectively. Then f(t) =f' (t) 
for all t if and only if p(x)q'(x) = p'(x)q{x), for all x. '.l'hus it is 
effectively decidable whether or not p(x)/q(x) and p' (x)/q' (x) gener-
ate the same function. 
LEMMA 4. 10. Let n be any integer and let A be an nxn ma tr.ix whose entr.ies 
are po.Iynomials in x with integer coefficients. Let q(x) = det(A) . .rf there 
exists a value of x such that q(x) ;f 0, then A .is invertible, i.e. there 
-1 -1 -1 
exists an nxn matrix A such that AA '·" A A = I, where I denotes the 
nxn identity matrix. Furthermore, given A, A-l can be effectively obtained, 
-1 
and each entry of A ,"1LU be of the form p .. (x)/q(x), where . (x) .is a 
l' J 'J 
polynomial with integer coefficients. 
These lemmas lead us to the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4. 11. 7'here .is an algorithm which, for any D0L system G, effective-
.I y computes two polynomials p (x) and q (x) with integer coefficients where 
q(O) = 1, such that p(x)/q(x) generates the growth function of G. 
PROOF. Let G be the given D0L system and let w, MG and n be as usual. 
Suppose the alphabet of G contains n elements. Let Mex be the nxn matrix 
obtained by multiplying each entry of by the variable x. Let I denote 
the n"n identity matrix. Then I - MGx is an nxn matrix whose entries are 
polynomials with integer coefficients. Let q(x) ~ det(I -MGx). Since q(0) 
l we see that I -M Gx is an invertible matrix. According to Lemma 4. 10 we 
-l 
can effectively produce an nxn matrix (I -M Gx) whose entries are all of 
the form ,j(x)/q(x), ~here pi,j(x) and q(x) are polynomials with integer 
coefficients. Clearly, w(I - -in is of the form p(x)/q(x) where p(x) 
is a polynomial with integer coefficients and can be effectively computed. 
All we need to complete the proof of the theorem is to show that p (x) /q (x) 
generates the growth function of G. 
For ~ i ~ n, 1 ~ j ~ n, let f. . be the function generated by 
l. 'J 
. (x)/q(x), i.e. p .. (x)/q(x) = ("'_ 0 . (t) . (That such an f .. exists ,J l,J t- ,J i,J 
and is unique follows from Lemma 4. 9 (i).) For t 2 0, let 1\ be the nxn 
matrix whose typical entry is f. . (t). 'I'hen we have that 
J.. t J 
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(I - MGx) ( l F xt) 
t=O 
t 










MGFt-·lx , . 
Identifying coefficients of powers of x we get that F0 = I, and, fort 2'. 1, 




Thus, p (x) /q (x) is the generating function of fG. [] 
This theorem can certainly be considered as a solution to the analysis 
problem for DOL systems, since given a DOL system the algorithm provides 
us with a description of its growth function in the form of a rational gen-
erating function. 
EXAMPLE 4.12. Consider the DOL system G 
2 
6(b) =be, 6(c) = c, 
a= (l,0,0), 1 
0 
2 
<{a,b,c},8,a>, where 6(a) = abc , 
11 
















1-x -2x I 
0 1-x' 
1 + 4x + 9x2 + 16x3 + .... 
DEFINITION 4.13. The growth of a Dx4 system G is called: 
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(i) Exponential or type 3 if there exists a real number x > 1 such that 
ITiiit-+<><> fG(t)/xt > 0. 
(ii) Subexponential or type 2~ if the growth is not exponential and there 
does not exist a polynomial p such that fG(t) s p(t) for all t. 
(iii) Polynomial or type 2 if fG is unbounded (i.e., limt-+<><> fG(t) > c for 
all constants c) and there exist polynomials p, q such that p(t) $ 
fG(t) s q(t) for all t. (By Theorem 3.27 we can take p and q of the 
same degree). 
(iv) Subpolynomial or type 1~ if fG is unbounded and for each unbounded 
polynomial p holds that limt-+<><> fG(t)/p(t) = 0. 
(v) Limited or type 1 if there exists an integer m such that O < fG(t) < 
m for all t. 
(vi) Terminating or type O if there exists an integer t 0 such that fG(t) 
0 for all t 2: 
As we remarked before, we can allow any valuation of n in JR:. Then 
the growth function f is a total mapping from the nonnegative integers in 
G - t 
the nonnegative reals defined by f (t) = w Mn, t 2: 0, where wand MG are 
G G -l 
as before. The matrix valued analytic mapping (I - xMG) can be represent-
ed by the power series. 
with a positive radius of convergence. By Cramer's rule there are polynom-
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ials p(x) and q(x) such that for the generating function F(x) 
holds that 
00 







where p (x), q (x) are in heast terms and q (0) 
expression in Theorem 4.5 goes through. 
1. Similarly, the analytic 
From the expressions in Theorems 4.5 and 4.11 it appears as if the 
growth function of a DOL system can only be of types 3, 2, 1 or 0. Since 
according to Lemma 4.4 a DxL system has as fastest growth the growth type 
3 and, moreover, the growth types in Defin.i.tion 4.13 form a continuous 
spectrum, we only have to prove 
THEOREM 4.14. There are no DOL growth functions of type Jl, or type 21,. 
We prove Theorem 4. 14 in the next Section 4. 2 by combinatorial argu-·-
ments. 
It is apparent from Theorem 4.5 that the sizes of the characteristic 
values of determine the growth type of G and, similarly, from Theorem 
4.11 that the distribution of the poles of the generating function deter-
mines the growth type. Actually, of course, the characteristic values of 
MG and the roots of the denominator polynomial of the generating function 
are related as follows. Let the characteristic polynomial of be p(x) = 
det(MG - Ix) and let the denominator polynomial of the generating function 






det(I - -1:_) 
X 
Hence the roots of the characteristic polynomial of and the poles 
of the generating function Fare inversely related. The following theorem 
of POLLUL and SCHUTT [1975] makes this expliciL 
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'rHEOREM 4.15. Let .be the growth function of a DOL system G, p (xl and 
q(x) be polynomia.Is in least terms and q(O) = 1 such that p(x)/q(x) 
',? t 
t1o fG (t) x , then: 
(i) fG is of type O iff q(x) is a constant:. 
(ii) fG is of t:ype or 2 iff q(x) has a root and all roots of q(x) have 
absolute value ~1. 
(iii) fG .is of type 3 iff there is a root: of q(x) ot· abso.Iute value <1. 
This ho.Ids .for any valuation o.f n E n( 
PROOF. By the Cauchy-Hadamard formula, it holds for the radius R of conver-
gence of the series t£o fG(t)xt that: 
1/R 00 
' 
Since p(x) and q(x) are in least terms we have 
I q(x) .... O} .i.f q(x) has 
R 
0) • 
a root -{:in(lxl 
if q(x) = constant 
Therefore the theorem is equivalent to 
(i') type 0 
(ii') type 








2 iff 1 $ R < 00 
R < 1. 
is terminating (type 0) iff p(x)/q(x) is a polynomial, 
is limited (type 1) or polynomial (type 2) then there 
are m, c JN such that f (t) :s tm for t 2: t 0 and therefore G 
1/R lim 
t-+m 
(t) s; 1. 
t0--00 
If fG is exponentia.l (type 3) then for some x > 1 
l/R lirn 
t->= 
X > 1. 0 
Similar considerations connected with arbitrary choices of initial 
strings can be found in POLLUL and SCHUTT [1975]. 
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The growth type of a semi DOL system, i.e., what growth types occur 
if the initial string varies over all possible choices, will be studied in 
Section 4.2. 
III. Synthesis. Here the problem concerns: 
(i) Characterizing which functions can be DOL (PDOL) growth functions. 
(ii) Given such a function, realize a DOL (PDOL) system of which it is the 
growth function. 
Below we shall sketch briefly how this problem has been solved. 
It was already shown by SZILARD [1971] that any positive, nondecreas-
ing ultimately polynomial function is the growth function of a PDOL system. 
The proof of this fact provided an algorithm which for any such function 
produces the required PDOL system. The method uses many results in the na-
ture of polynomial functions. On the way to proving the main theorem Szilard 
shows, for example, that if the generating functions F(x) and F' (x) gener-
ate growth functions of DOL systems, then so do F(x) + F' (x), 1 + xF(x) and 
F(x)/(1-x). His proofs were effective: given the DOL systems whose growth 
functions are generated by F(x) and F' (x), it was shown how one can obtain 
F(x) + F' (x), 1 + xF(x) and F(x)/(1-x). Thus, if we know how to obtain DOL 
systems whose growth functions are generated by basic generating functions, 
results such as this provide us with the ability to construct DOL systems 
whose growth functions are generated by more and more complicated generat-
ing functions put together from the basic ones by the operations described 
above. 
SOITTOLA [1976] gave a complete characterization and solved the DOL 
synthesis problem as follows. A sequence (rn) is called 2Z-rational (IN-
rational) if it can be given a representation r = PMnQ where Pis a row 
n 
vector, Ma square matrix, Q is a column vector and all the entries of P, 
Mand Qare integers (respectively, natural numbers with zero included). 
Hence we see that the sequence (fG(t)), where t; is a DOL growth function, 
is :IN-rational. For the DOL synthesis problem one has to decide for a given 
2Z-rational sequence whether or not it is a DOL sequence, and in the affirma-
tive case to construct a corresponding DOL system. By giving necessary and 
sufficient conditions for 2Z-rational sequences to be IN-rational, DOL- or 
PDOL sequences the DOL synthesis problem was solved; in fact we are able to 
find a DOL system with minimal· alphabet whose growth sequence coincides 
with a given DOL sequence. 
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Hence, let the 2Z-rational sequence (rn) be given in matrix represent-
ation or by a generating function. Then the algorithm to decide whether or 
not (rn) is a DOL or PDOL growth sequence works as follows. By results of 
BERSTEL and MIGNar'l'E [1975] and BERSTEL [1971], concerning conditions about 
poles of generating functions of LZ-ratlonal sequences characterizing the 
JN -rational sequences, we can decide whether is JN ···rational. Having 
decided that (rn) is JN-rational and nonterminating, we decide whether (rn) 
i.s a DOL sequence pri.marily by again exami.ni.ng the poles of certain gener-
ating functions rela.ted with (rn). Once we have decided whether a given LZ -
rational sequence i.s a DOL sequence we can construct a DOL system with a 
mi.nimal alphabet realizing it, by Soittola's method. Hence we have: 
THEOREM 4.16. (SOITTOLA). The DOL synthesis problem is solvable. 
Using similar methods Soittola was able to prove that if fGl (t) and 
fc 2 (t) are DOL growth functions, fc (tl f O :for all t, and f(t) = 2 
fc 1 (t)/fc2 (t) is integer valued then f(t) is a DOL growth function. 'rhe 
following interesting characterization of PDOL growth sequences was al.so 
given: 
THEOREM 4. 17. (SOIT'I'OLA). An integer sequence is a PDOL growth se-
(rn+l -rn) is JN-rational. 
1'he formal power series methods, hinted at above, have been applied to 
many questions concerning 2Z -rational, JN -rational, DOL growth sequences 
and variations thereof, cf. SALOMAA [1976a,b] and SALOMAA and SOI'rTOLA 
[1978]. By an appeal. to the unsolvability of Hilbert's tenth problem sever-
al questions concerning DOL growth functions were shown to be undecidable 
too. These subjects are vigorously studied by Finnish mathematicians 
(Karkumaki, Ruohonen, Salomaa and Soittola) and French mathematicians 
(Berstel, Mignotte) but fall outside the scope of the present monograph. 
IV. Growth equivalence. It is a consequence of Theorem 4.1 that the growth 
equivalence problem for DOL systems is solvable. 
THEOREM 4.18. Given two DOL systems c 1 , 
fG 
1 
we can dedide whether or not 
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PROOF. Let pi (x)/qi (x) be the generating function of fGi' i 1,2. Then 
fG 1 = fG 2 iff p 1 (x)q2 (x) = p2 (x)q 1 (x). D 
V. Classification. This is in general more easily done by structural (com-
binatorial) means, as in Section 4.2, than by analytic means. 
VI. Hierarchy. Clearly, the class of PD0L growth functions is strictly con-
tained in the class of D0L growth functions. In Section 4.3 it will appear, 
e.g., that tr-e D0L growth functions are a proper subset of the DlL growth 
functions. 
4.2. D0L GROWTH FUNCTIONS: COMBINATORIAL APPROACH 
In this section we will also assume familiarity with Sections 3.1.1 and 
3.1.2. We are interested here in what combinatorial (structural) properties 
of the homomorphism of a (semi) D0L system cause differences in the overall 
growth of a D0L string sequence. 
As we have seen in Section 3.1.2 it is easy to determine the condensed 
digraph CAD(S) of a semi D0L system S = <W,o> from which various conclusions 
concerning the growth behavior of individual letters in Scan be drawn. Ob-
viously, the growth function of a D0L system G = <W,o,w> equals the sum of 
the growth fugctions of Gi = <W,o,ai> for w = a 1a 2 ... an and 1 $ i $ n. That 
is, fG(t) = i~l fGi (t). Furthermore, fG is of type 0 iff all letters in w 
are mortal; fG is of type 1 iff the only recursive letters accessible from 
ware monorecursive. Since fG is of type 0 iff oi(w) = A for some i; and 
fG is of type 1 iff,oi(w) f A for all i and ot(w) = ot' (w) for some t ~ t' 
the above follows from the definitions and Corollary 3.12. It was observed 
in Theorem 4.14 without proof that there are no D0L systems with growth of 
type 1½ or 2½. We will now give a proof of that statement by combinatorial 
means. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 4.14. 
By the above remarks, if fG is not of type 0 or 1 there are recursive 
letters accessible from the initial string which are not monorecursive. Let 
a E W be such a letter. Then there is a p > 0 such that op(a) = v 1av2 and 
· kp (k-l)p (k-2)p 
v 1 v 2 contains at least one vital letter. Hence o (a) = o (v 1) o (v 1) ... 
p p (k-1)p o kp o °""o (v1)v1av2o (v2 ) ... o (v2 ) and ,t.g(o (a)) -,t.g(v1av2 ) > k for all k. 
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Therefore, if ou(w) w1 a then fG(u +kp) 2 1 +k and hence fG(t) 2 
l<t-u)/pl :fort> u? 0 and p > 0. That is, fG is of type 2, 21, or 3. Hence 
the only thing left to prove is that there do not exist DOL systems of grow-
th type 2½. 
LEMMA 4.19. (SALOMAA [1973b]). G = <W,o,w> .is a DOL system w.ith exponent.ial 
growth .iff G cont.a.ins an expand.ing .letter 
PROOF. Suppose G contains an expanding letter. 'I'hen (w) = 
(a) = w3 aw4 aw5 for some u and p. Hence fG(t) ? / (t-uJ/p_l 
ts of growth type 3. 
a and 
for all t > u: 
Suppose G contains no expanding letter (E = 0) . 'l'hen, according to '.f'heorem 
3. 2 7 fG is bounded above by a polynomial, and hence fG is not of type 3 or 2½. l] 
'.f'heorem 4. 14 follows from the qbservation that all DOL growth which is 
fast.er than type 1 i,c; of type 2, 21, or 3 and the observation in the proof 
of Lemma 4.19 that all DOL growth which is slower than type 3 is of type 2, 
1½, 1 or 0. END OF PROOF OF THEOREM 4.14. 
We will now show what types of letters are responsible for the differ-
ent growth types, and how to determine them. 
LEMMA 4.20. Lets= <W,li> be a sem.i DOL system and a E W. a c E .it=f (a) 
* * * W [a]W [a]W .for some i. (,vhere [a] 
PROOF. "only if". Since there is a j such that oj 1 (a) E u 
w*[a]w*{a}w* there i.s also a j 2 such that oj2(a) contai.ns 3 occurrences of 
letters from [a]. By the same argument there is a j 3 such that 1) 3 (a) con-
tains (at least) k +1 occurrences of letters from [a] fork= #[a] and 
hence two occurrences of the same letter b E [a]. 'I'hen there also exists a 
j 4 such that (a) E w*{a}w*{a}w* since each occurrence of b wi.11 derive 
an occurrence of a in a certain number of producLioncs. The "if" part is 
tr.iv.i.al. □ 
By the above lemma we have an easy algorithm to determine for a letter 
a E W whether or not a EE. 
(i) Determine R/~. (E.g. with help of Lemma 3.4.) 
(ii) Replace i.n the production rules all b I. [ a J by \ 
(iii) If there i.s a production rule c -+ v left with 
[a] r;; E and [a] ¢ E otherwise. 
(v) 2 2 then 
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The other types of letters R, M, V, MR are easily determined according 
to Corollary 3.6. To determine in general what type of growth a letter a E W 
induces under a homomorphism owe proceed as follows. 
(a) Determine M, Rand MR. 
(b) RM def R -MR and RME def {a j a E RM &U(a) n E = 0}. 
From the foregoing it should be clear that a E Wis of growth type 3 
iff U(a) n Et- 0; of growth type 2 iff U(a) n E 0 and U(a) n RM f- 0; of 
growth type 1 iff U(a) n (EURME) = 0 and U(a) n MR f- Q!; of growth type 0 
iff a EM or, equivalently, if U(a) n R = 0. We see that the growth type 
of a letter depends on the accessible recursive letters. The growth type 
of a DOL system is equal to the highest growth type among the letters con-
stituting its initial string. When we look at what types of growth are pos-
sible for strings over Wunder a homomorphism owe ask in effect for the 
growth type of a semi DOL system. The growth type of a semi DOL system S 
<W,o> then is x3x2x 1x0 where xi= i if G = <W,o,a> is of growth type i for 
some a E Wand xi= A otherwise. 
Examples of semi DOL growth types. 
type 321 s1 <{a,b,c},{a -+ 
2 
ab, b + be, C-+ c}> 
type 31 s2 <{a,b}, {a + 
2 
ab, b + b}> 
type 3 s3 <{a,b}, {a + b, b + ab}> 
type 21 s4 <{a,b}, {a -+ ab, b + b}> 
type 1 ss <{a,b}, {a + b, b-+ b}> 
type 0 s6 <{d},{d-+ A}> 
We form the types 3210, 310, 30, 210 and 10 by adding d and d-+ A to 
the alphabets and production rules of s 1 -s5 , respectively. The other pos-
sible combinations, i.e., 320, 32, 20 and 2 will be excluded below. 
Since we saw that the growth type of a letter depends on the kinds of 
accessible recursive letters as indicated above, we have that a semi DOLS 
is of growth type x3 (EJx2 (RME)x 1 (MR)x0 (M) where Xi(•)= i if• f- 0 and x(•)= 
A otherwise. Hence: 
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THEOREM 4.21. There is an algorithm to determine the growth type of a given 
semi DOL system, DOL system or letter under a homomorphism (based on 
structural properties alone). 
'I'o see that growth types 320, 32, 20 and 2 are impossible for semi DOL 
systems we prove: 
'l'HEOREM 4.22 . .If G = <W,o,a> and a E RME then there is a letter a' E U(a) 
which is monorecursi ve. 
_I:B_Q.Q_l!:_. Suppose a c RME and there is no a' E U (a) n MR. There is a j °' #R 
t 
b a ) . Since every 
vital letter produces a recursive letter within # (V ··· R) steps there is a 
j 2 ~ #V, a letter c e Rand a letter de [a] such that oj 2 (a) contains c 
and d. Because of the assumption c,d E RME. By iteration of the argument 
we have that (a)) ?. for al"l k. But then (t) ?. which 
contradicts a c RME. D 
COROLLARY 4. 21. If RME f 0 then MR f' 0 and hence there do not ex.i st semi 
DOL systems of growth types 320, 32, 20 and 2. 
A conceptually simple characterization of the necessary and suff.icient 
conditions that determine the growth type of a letter can be obtained by 
depicting necessary a.nd sufficient subtrees of the product.ion trees (simi-
lar to the production trees of context free grammars) of letters of class-
es E, RME, MR and M. 
t 0 r r a "a )\ //~ 
- #R 
a EE: leading aERME: leading a E MR: leading a C' M: lead-
to exponential to po.I ynomial to .Li.mited ing to ter-
growth. growth. growth. minal growth. 
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Solid, broken and dotted lines represent chains of descendants bi of a 
such that bi E: [a], bi E V-[al & U(bi) n E = 0, bi EM, respectively. From 
this characterization it is easy to derive expressions for the slowest 
growth possible in each of the discussed growth types. 
Let G. 
l 
0,1,2,3 with W 
o2 {a.+a ]1<;i<n-1}u{a ➔ aa,a +a} L i+1 n-1 1 n n n 
{ai ➔ ;\] 1 <; i <; n} yields fG0 (0) 
for all t > O; 
which are, respectively, the slowest possible growths of types-', 2, 1 and 
o. 
Returning to the associated digraphs of SecU.on 3. 1. 2 we not.ice that 
if we have determined RS(<W,6>) we can see what the growth type of the semi 
DOL system is; and for each letter which grows polynomially the degree of 
polynomial growth can be determined according to Theorem 3.27 and the dis-
cussion precedi.ng it. 
4. 3. GROWTH FUNCTIONS OF CON'l'EXT SENSITIVE L SYSTEMS 
In the previous Sections 4.1 and 4. 2 we have studied growth functions of 
DOL systems, and almost all quest.ions posed have been solved affirmatively 
by algebraic or analytic means ( Section 4. 1) and some by combina.torial means 
(Section 4. 2) . Here we study the growth of stri.ngs in deterministic context 
sensitive L systems. By quite elementary techniques, viz. reduction to the 
halting problem, we show that it is recursively unsolvable to determine the 
growth type of a DIL system, or even of a PD1L system. (I.e., the growth 
type is undecidable in these cases) . Furthermore, growth equivalence is un·· 
decidable for these systems and as a byproduct it is shown that the lang-
uage equivalence for PD1L languages is undecidable and that a problem pro-
posed by Varshavsky has a negative solution. Apart from these undecidability 
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results, we derive bounds on the fastest and slowest growth in such systems; 
a method is given for obtaining growth functions of systems with smaller 
context from systems with a larger context; it i.s shown that all. bounded 
growth functions of context sensitive L systems are within the realm of con-
text free growth functions whereas for each type of unbounded context sen-
sitive growth functions there are growth functions which are not; similarly, 
all growth functions of context sensitive L systems using a one letter alph-
abet are growth functions of context free L systE,ms whereas this is not the 
case for growth functions of the simplest context sensitive L systems using 
a two letter alphabet; we give an application of the firing squad synchroni-
zation problem to growth functions etc. 'l'he section is divided j_n two parts. 
In Sections 4. 3. l - 4. 3. 3 we develop outlines for a theory of context sensi-
tive growth functions and give some theorems and illuminating examples. In 
Section 4.3.4 we prove the undecidability of several problems in the area. 
We start by giving an example of a semi PDlL system where growth type 
2 occurs without being accompanied by growth type 1, which is impossible 
for DOL systems by Corollary 4.23. 
EXAMPLE 4.24. Let S , 6(A,a,a) = a}> be a semi PDW, )L 
system. It .is easily ver.i.fied that for every initial. string , k > 0, S 
yields the growth function f(t) = k + t. (In each time step the letter on the 
right end of the st.ring generates aa while the remaining letters generate 
a.) T'herefore, even for PDlL systems using a one letter alphabet, growth 
type 2 can occur without growth type and all combinations of growth types 
0, , 2 and 3 are possible for semi PD1L systems. 
In the previous section we have seen that the growth types 3, 2, 1, 0 
exhaust all possibilities in the DOL case. However, as will appear in the 
sequel, this i.s not the case for DIL systems. There a.re also subexponentia.1 
(type 2½) and subpolynomial (type 1½) DIL growth functions. Again, for DOL sys-
tems, the following problems have been solved effecti.vely, (.i.) Analys.ic, 
problem; (ii) Synthesis problem; (iii) Growth equi.valence problem; (i.v) 
Classification problem and (v) Structural problems. In Section 4.3.4 we 
show that for already PDlLs the problems (i) ~· (v) are recursively unsolv-
abl". 
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4.3.1. BOUNDS ON UNBOUNDED GROWTH 
Since it is difficult to derive explicit formulas for growth functions 
of the more involved examples of DIL systems, and according to Section 4.3.4 
impossible in general, we avail ourselves of the following notational de-
vices. 
Lf(t)J is the lower entier of f(t), Le. for each t, Lf(t)J is the 
largest integer not greater than f(t). 
f(t) ~ g(t): f(t) is asymptotic to g(t), Le. limt-+m f(t)/g(t) 1. 
f (t) ;::;) g (t) : f (t) s.lides onto g (t) (terminology providl,d by G. 
Rozenberg) if for each maximum argument interval [t' ,t"] where 
g (t) has a constant value holds that there is a t"' , t' S t rn S. 
such that for all t, t"' <; t <; t", holds f(t) g(t). 
As in the DOL case, for each DI.L system G <W, 0 ,w> holds that 
t" 
' 
fG (t) <; 
lg(w),m 
t 
where max{lg(o(v 1 ,a,v2 )) J v l m - E and a E wJ. Hence the 
fastest growth is exponential, and furthermore for each DIL system there 
is a DOL system which grows faster. We shall now i.nvestigate what is the 
slowest unbounded growth which can occur. Remember that a function f is 
unbounded if for each n 0 there is a t 0 such that f(t) > n0 fort> t 0 . 
THEOREM 4.25. 
(i) For any PDIL system G <W, o,w> such that fG is unbounded holds: 
lim fG(t)/logr t? 1, 
t-+m 
where r 
(ii) For any DIL system G = <W,cl,w> such that is unbounded holds: 
t t 
lim L fG(t)/ I llogr((r-l)i+r)J? 1, 
t-+m i=O i=O 
where r 
PROOF. 
(i) * Order all strings in WW according to increasing length. The number 
of strings of length less thank is given by t = , r = #W. Hence 
rk-r 
t = r-l and therefore k 00 log ( (r·-1) t+r) . If we define f (t) as the 
r* 
length of the t-th string in WW then, clearly, f (t) = llogr ( (r-1) t+r) J 
and limt-+m f (t) /logr t = 1 .. The most any PDIL system with an unbounded 
growth function can do is to generate all strings of 
increasing length and without repetitions. Therefore 
in order of 
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(ii) 'fhe most any DIL system with an unbounded growth function can do is to 
* gEmerate all strings of WW in some order ,rnd without repetitions. 
Therefore, lim l:t fG(t)/l:t1.=() f(il ::> L [J t->-oo i=O 
In tbe sequel of this section we shall show thil.t thE, bounds of Theorem 
4.25 are optimal. 
EXAMPLE 4.26. Let G1 = <W,6,w> be a PD(O,l)L system such that W = {0,1,2,. .. 
... ,r-1,¢,s} (r > 1); o(A,i,il ¢ for OS i S r-1, 6(,\,¢,s) 
i + 1 for O s i < r-1, 6 ( ,\, s, A) = 1, 6 ( ,\, s, 0) 
¢0, 6 (A, i, 
6(A,s,l) =0, 
o(A,r···l,,\) = 6(/1,r··l,s) = s, 6(,\,i.,j) =0 i for Os i, :i s r···1; w = ¢0. 
The starting sequence is: ¢0,¢1, ... ,¢r-1,¢s,¢0l, ... ,¢0r-l.,¢0s,¢l1, ... , 
i(:r::=-l:...;.: r-1, ¢{:~:-:Js, ¢,:::.::L'.,,:....:2:::Js l., ... , ¢s00 ... , ¢0000 ... , ... 
k x k-1 x k-2 x 
Observe that G counts all strings over an alphabet of r letters. When 
an increment of tbe length k is due on the left side it needs k extra 
steps. Furthermore, there is an addi.tional. letter ¢ on the left. Therefore, 
fG (t) = Llogr((r-l)t+r - llogr((r-1)t/r+l)J)J + 1 
1 
Hence fGl (t) - logrt. 'l'herefore, with a PD1L system us.in9 r+2 letters we 
can reach the slowest unbounded growth possible for a PD1L system using r 
letters. 
Some variations of Example 4. 26 are the followi..ng: 
EXAMPLE 4.27. Let G2 be a PD(0,1)L system defined as Gl but with 6(:\,¢,s) 
¢1. 'fhen, essentially, G2 counts on a number base r and 
2' I) < t < r 
fG (t) = llog (t-l log t/r J) I + 2 
2 r r 
EXAMPLE 4.28. Let G3 = <{0,1,2, .. "r-ll x {O,0,.s},6 3 , (0,¢)> be such that 
the action is as in G1 but w.ith ¢ and s coded in the appropriate letters. 
Then, 
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f (t) = Llog ((r-l)t+r - llog ((r--l)t/r+l)J)J 
G3 r r 
q l.logr ( (r-1) t+r) J 




f (t) = llogr(t-Llogr t/rJ)J + 1 
G4 
=>llogr tJ + 1, 
0 S: t < r 
Examples 4. 26 - 4. 29 all corroborate the fact that for any PDIL system 
with an unbounded growth function there is a PD1L system with an cmbounded 
growth function which grows slower, although not slower than logarithmic. 
That 'Theorem 4. 2.5 (ii) cannot be improved upon follows from the following 
lemma, (see Section 3.2.1). 
LEMMA 4. 30. For a su.itab}e standard t·ormu}ation of Turing machines, e.g. 
the quintuple version, ho.Ids that for any detenn.inistic Turing machine T 
with symbol set S and state set 1µ we can effect.ively construct a D2L sys--
tem G5 = <w5 ,,5s,w5 > which simulates it in rea1 time. I.e. the t-t/J .instant--
aneous description of T .is equal to 6: (w5 ) . There is a required G5 r4.i t/J 
w5 '·" S u 1µ and a requ.ired propagating G5 with w'.., = ~J u (S x~J). 
Since T can expand its tape with at most one tape square per move we 
have that fGs (t+l) s: fG 5 (t) + 1, and fG (t) = 0 (t). 
As we have seen before,a Turing machine can compute every recursively 
enumerable set A= {1f(t)lf(t) is a 1:1 total recursive functionl. We can do 
this in such a way that for each t, when f(t) has been computed, the Turing 
machine erases everything else on its tape. Subsequently, :Lt recovers t 
-1 
from f(t) by f , adds 1 and computes f(t+l) _ In particular, the si.rnulating 
D2L system G5 can, instead of replacing all symbols except the representa-·· 
tion of f(t) by blank symbols, replace all the superfluous blank letters 
by the empty word\. Suppose that A is nonrecursive. Then, clearly, it is 
not the case that for each n 0 we can find a t 0 such that fG 5 (t) > n 0 for all 
t > t 0 , although such a t 0 exi.sts for each n 0 , Hence Theorem 4,25 (ii.) is 
optimal for D2L systems, and as will appear from the next lemma also for 
D1L systems-
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LEMMA 4. 31. 
(i) Let G = <W, o, w> be any D2L system. We can ef[ecti ve.l y Lind a Dl.L sys-
tem G' = <W',o',w'> with¢ E W'-W such that for all t holds: 
6'2t(w') =, ¢6t(w). 
(ii) Let G = <W,6,w> be any PD2L system. We can effectively find a PD1L sys-
tem G" = <W",o",w"> with¢,$ E W' -W such that fo.r. all tho.Ids: 
6" 2t(w") (w) 
PROOF. 
(il Cf. Lemma 3.39. 
(ii) Let G = <W,o,w> be any PD2L system. Define a PDlL system G" = <W",o",w"> 
as follows, 
W" = wu (Wx (Wu DI})) u {¢,$}, ¢,$ i W; w" = ¢w; 
o" (;\, a, c) (a,c), 6" (;\, (a,b), (b,c)) -· 0 (a,b,c), 
cl"(;\ ,a,$) (a,;\)' 6 (;\,¢, (a,c)) ··- ¢cS(A,a,c), 
6" (;\,$,$) $, 6" (A, (a,;\),;\) = o" (;\,(a,;\),$) cc$, 
o" (:\,¢,d) ¢, o" n, $, ;\) = $, 
for all a,b E W, all cc wu{A} and all d E Wu{;\,$L Analogous with 
the above we prove that if (w) f A for all t then o" 2t (w") = 
(w) □ 
'I'HEOREM 4 • 3 2 • 
(i) .T[ f(t) .is a D2L growth [unction then g(t) 
growth function. 
(ii) Tf f(t) is a PD2L growth [unction then g(t) 
a PDlL grmtth function. 
(Hi) Ii' f(t) is a PD2L growth function then g(t) 
th .function. 
(iv) If f(t) is a PD2L growth function then g(t) 
PDlL growth [unct.ion. 
f(lt/2J) +1 .is a DlL 
f(Lt/21) +lt/21 +1 is 
f(lt/21) is a D1L grow-
f(lt/2 I) +Lt/2J is a 
PROOF. (i) and (ii) follow from Lemma 4.31 and its proof. (iii) and (iv) 
follow from Lemma 4.31 and its proof by the observation that we can encode 
the left end marker¢ in the leftmost letter of a string and keep it there 
in the propagating case. D 
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Note that by Lemma 4.31 the transition in 'l'heorem 4.32 is effective, 
i.e. given a D2L system G, of which f is the growth function, we can con-
struct a required DlL system G' such that fG' = g. 
4.3.2. SYNTHESIS OF CONTEXT SENSITIVE GROWTH FUNCTIONS 
In the last section we saw that if f(t) is the growth function of a 
D2L system G then g (t) = f (l t/21) + 1 is the growth function of a D1L sys-· 
tern G' and there is a uniform method to construct G' given G. In this sense 
we shall treat some methods for obtaining growth functions. We consider 
operations under which families of growth functions are closed. An import-
ant tool here is the solution of the Firing Squad Synchronization problem, 
cf. Section 3.2.5. Recall that for L systems it is the following. Let S = 
<Ws,os> be a semi PD2L system such that lg(os(a,b,c)) = 1 for all b E Ws 
and all a,c E. w5 u {)c}, and there is· a letter m in W0 such that (m,m,!c) 
"" 
an S satisfying tl1e restr.ictions o5 (m,m,m) = m. The problem is to design 
(n) n n 
(m ) = f , f E WS, above such that for all natural numbers n and a 
minimal function k of n, while ot(mn) E ( } n (Ws - f ) for all t, 0 s 
BALZER [1967] proved that there is a minimal solution with k(n) 
t < k(n). 
2 n -2. 
In the PD2L case we can achieve a solution in e.g. k(n) = n-1 by dropping 
the restriction o8 (m,m,!c) = m and having both letters m on the ends of an 
initial string act li.ke "soldiers receiving the firi.ng command from a gen-
era.l" in the firing squad terminology. Assume that S 
semi PD2L system s.i.mulatJ.ng a fi.ri.ng squad wi.th k(n) 
i.s such a 
n-1. Let G = <W,8, 
w> be any (P)D2L system. We define the (P)D2L system G' = <W' ,o' ,w'> as 
follows: 
W' 
o' ((a, a') , (b ,b' ) , (c, c')) (b,b") 
(bl ,rn) 
o' ( (a,f), (b,f), (c,f)) J l. 
:\ 
We easily see that if o(v) 
for w 
for oS(a',b',c') =b" 
and a'b'c' ,/ fff, 
,m) ... (bh,m) for o(a,b,c) 




A for v' =A.Therefore we have: 
LEMMA 4.33. Let G be any (P)D2L system. We can effectively find a (P)D2L 
system G' such that 
fG(O) for all t such that 0 s t < fG (0), 
( 1) fG' (t) J l T H·l 
fG (T+i) for all t such that I fG(i) St< I fG(i). 
i=O i=O 
Since we can simulate an arbitrary (but fixed) number of r firing 
squads in sequence plus a number j of production steps of G' for each pro-
duction step of G, we can effectively find a (P)D2L system G' for each 
(P)D2L system G such that: 
f (0) for all t such that 0 < t < r fG (0) + j 
f G 
fG' (t) l T 




r I fG (i) + (T+2)j. 
i=O 
Let us call the operation to obtain a growth function fG' from fG as de-
fined in (1) FSS. Then fG' FSS(f). 
G 
A cascade of r firing squads working inside each other, such that one 
production step of a (P)D2L system G i.s simulated if the outermost squad 
fires, gives us a (P)D2L system G' such that fG' = FSSr (fG), Le. 
(2) 
for all t such that Ost 
T 
for all t such that I 
i=O 





• T+ 1 . T i . T+ 1 21.. . f where f(t) = 2 for i::i=O 2 st< i::i=O Hence £(2 ··1) = 2 and 
f(t) = }log2tJ, i.e., f(t) E G(t), and we can obtain analogous results for 
arbitrary exponential functions.*) (footnote following page). 
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EXAMPLE 4.35. Suppose that fG is polynomial, e.9. fG(t) 
is a polynomial of degree r. Then FSS ( L.) = f whe,re f ( 
I., 
p(t) whE:re p(t) 
p (i)) p(Ul). 
t 
Since Zi=O p(i) q(t) where q(t) is a polynomi.al of d2qree r+1 we hav-e 
r/r+l 1· 
f(t) E: 0(t ). By (2) we see that F'SS ( 
. r/rt-j 
J ~ t where f ( t J " H ( t · · ) . 
Hence we have: 
'THEOREM 4.36. For each rational number r, 0 < r ~ 1, 1;.,e can effective].y 
find a PD2L system G such that fG(t) c 0l 
PROOFQ Since r = r'/rn, such that r: 11 1 r 1 arc- nattn:a.l ntunbeL·s and .t 11 
and according to SZILARD [1971] we can, f,,c every munotonic ul.timately 
polynomial function g, find a PDOL system c;' ,nich that f 
G 
q: by ~:ic,rnple 
4. 35 we can find a PD2L system G such that fl; (t) c fl (tr' /r") LI 
EXAMPLE 4.37. Let fG(t) = llog2 tJ .. The•n FSS( 
t+l, i.e. f(t) E 0(1og t). 
Hence we seee that the relative sJ.,w1ing down ,7,,ts Je,ss when the 1~-:rowth 
function is slower. By Theorem 4. 32 everyth.i nq we have obtained for D2L 
systems holds for D1L systems if we subG t:it ute I t./.'. ! for· t in the expres 
sion for the growth function and add 1. However, cv2r1 for Dl L system,, we 
can achieve a greater slowing down. Let: G be som,' D2L .sysi:em., We can con-· 
struct a D1L system G' which simulatt,s G such that. b:ir each product.Lun 
step of G, G' does the following. 
(a) G' counts all strings of length fl; (t) over an r J ette.c alphabet by t:he 
method of Example 4.26. When an increase of IE,ngt.!1 :Ls due on e.g. che 
left side, 
(b) G' initializes a firing squad, making use ot: the siraulation technique 
of Lemma 4. 31. When the firing squad fi. res, C · simulates one produc--· 
tion step of G and subsequently start, aqai11 at (a) 
Hence, if h(t) s; fG(t) s; g(t) for a D2L syst·,:in c; .-md monor.cnic lncr,:asi.lHJ 
functions h and g then we can eff0,cti. v<cl y find a DlL syst,:,m c;' such that: 
t h(i) . , 
fG' (Ii=O r ) < g(t+l). For instance, 1f (t) - t then fG' (t) < logr L, 
t > 1. 
*) Recall that f E El(g) asserts that r L-. ,·,/· 1.:,c :;,,11n2 order oi" maqnit:u,iu 
as g, Le. c 1g(t) < f(t) < c 2g(t) for alJ L· and c;ome posLU.v~: canst.ants 
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We can combine processes like the above to obtain stranger and stran-
ger, slower and slower growth functions. Similar to the above application 
of the Firing Squad Synchronizatior problem we could apply the solution 
to the French F'lag problem (see e.g. HERMAN and LIU C1973l). 
The next theorem tells us under what operations the family of growth 
functions is closed. In particular, the subfamilies of (P)D2L, (P)D1L and 
(P)D0L growth functions are closed under (i) - (iii). 
THEOREM 4.38. Growth functions of DIL systems are closed under (i) addition, 
(it) multiplication with a natural number r > 0, (iii) integer div.ision of 
the argument by a natural number r > 0, (iv) F'SS. Growth function are not 




Let G1 = <W 1 ,o 1 ,w 1> and G2 
joint alphabets. Deftne G3 
construct o3 , given o1 and 
Follows from (i). 
~w2 ,o 2 ,w2> be two DIL systems with dis-
<W1 uw2 ,o 3 ,w 1w2 >. Then it is easy to 
o2 , such that fG 3 = fG 1 + fc; 2 • 
(iii) Let G1 
fc2<tl 
<W 1 ,o 1 ,w 1> be aDIL system. Define G2 ~ <w2 ,o 2 ,w2 > such that 
fG 1 CL t/r J). This is easily achieved by introducing a cycle 
of length r for each direct production of G1 . 
(iv) By Lemma 4.33. 
(v)-(vi) Trivial. 
t (2t) 
(vii) 2 is a growth function while 2 is not. D 
We conclude t11is section with some conjectures. The evidence in favor 
of in particular Conjecture 
to derive a formal proof. 
is overwhelmtng, but we have not been able 
Conjecture 1.. Growth functions are not closed under multiplication. (E.g. 
2t+Llog2 t_J can hardly be a growth function.) 
Conjecture 2. Unbounded growth functions are (up to a.symptotic approximation) 
closed under function inverse. (E.g. if f(t) = rt is a growth function for a 
-1 
constant r then g(t) ~ f (t) = logr tis a growth function too.) 
Conjecture 3. 'I'here are no PDlL growth functions f(t) E 0(tr) where r is 
not a natural number. (It is hard to see how a string can determine its own 
length in the PDlL case.) 
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4.3.3. THE HIERARCHY 
The first PD1L growth function of growth type 1½ was Gabor's Sloth in 
HERMAN and ROZENBERG [1975, p.338]. The examples in Sections 4.3.1 and 
4.3.2 provide us with an ample supply of this growth type. A more difficult 
problem is to construct a DIL system of growth type 2½. The first (and pre-
sumably up till now only) DIL system of this growth type is the PD2L sys-
tem of KARHUMlu<I [1974a,b] with a growth function f such that 2 ✓t $ f(t) $ 
h It . (2 ) . We give a brief outline how this PD2L system works. 
At certain intervals in the string sequence the string has the form 
k m k · (ga) g. Thus consider the word gag. The letter g is called a node. These 
nodes always send messengers band b to the right and left, respectively. 
At the same time g changes to an inactive form g (which does not send any 
messengers). While moving on, messengers band b duplicate every letter. 
When •band b meet, they create a new node which is in inactive form. Fur-
thermore, band b disappear and new messengers f and fare born. They tra-
vel to the right and left, respectively. At the beginning, g sends to the 
right and left also another messenger. These messengers travel at half the 
speed of the other messengers. When such a messenger and f meet, this slow 
messenger changes to the messenger f. Now we have three messengers travel-
ling on. Moreover, these are synchronized in the sense that they reach each 
an inactive node simultaneously. When this happens, they disappear and 
transform the nodes to the active form g. During this process we increase 
k 
the number of a's between letters g by one. So the word gag has changed 
k+l k+l . . 
to the form ga ga g, i.e., it has essentially duplicated. Note that 
the time in which the string duplicates its length increases linearly. This 
process yields the above growth function of type 2½. With regards to grow-
th type 1½ the reader might have noticed that we have realized PDlL growth 
" functions which grow logarithmically or as a fractional power. KARHUMAKI 
[1974a] showed how to realize PD1L growth functions asymptotically equal 
to the function (log t)r, for natural numbers p and r, which lie between 
p 
logarithmic functions and fractional powers. From the above examples (and 
Theorems 4.32, 4.38) it follows: 
THEOREM 4. 39. There are PDlL growth funct.ions of types 1½, 2, 2½, 3 which 
are not D0L growth functions. 
Hence the family of (P)D0L growth functions is properly contained in 
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in the family of (P)DlL growth functions. However, if we restrict ourselves 
to the class of bounded growth functions the situation is different. 
THEOREM 4.40. Let G be any DIL system such that fG is of (i) gror,rth type 0, 
or, (ii) grmvth type 1. Then we can construct a DOL system G' such that 
PROOF. 
(i) Let fG(t) > 0 for all ts t 0 for some t 0 and fG(t) ~ 0 othe:rwise. 'I'hen 
fG' ·.,. fG where G' = <W' ,o' ,w'> is a DOL system constructed as follows, 





ai+lb for all i, Os i < t 0 , 
o' (b) 
(ii) If fG is of growth type 1 for some DIL system G then fG is ultimately 
periodic, i.e. fG(t) = fG(t-p) for all t > t 0 +p for some t 0 and p. The 
construction of the appropriate DOL system G' is similar to the con-· 
struction in (il. D 
COROLLARY 4.41. The famil.y of bounded (P)DIL growth functions co.incides 
with the fami.Iy of bounded (P)DOL grrn,;rth functions. 
THEOREM 4.42. Let G = <W,o,w> be a unary (i.e. 1/W 
there is a DOL system G' such that fG' ~ fG. 
1) DIL system. Then 
PROOE:_. Suppose \~ i.s bounded. By 'rheorem 4AO the theorem holds. Suppose 
fG is unbounded, and let G be a D(m,n)L 
m n m-1 i n 
lg(o(a ,a,a )), X '·" i::i=O lg(o(a ,a,a )) 
system. Furthermore, let p = 
n-l m j . 
+ Z,_0 lg(o(a ,a,a )) • Since 
j-
unbounded there is a t 0 such 
following equation holds, 
that fG(t0 )?: 2(m+n) +x+L E'or all t?: 
( 3) p (fG (t) -m -n) + x. 
Case 1. p = 0. '.l'hen fG(t) s (m+n)y where y 
Therefore fG is bounded: contradiction. 
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Case 2. p = 1. Then x - m - n > 0 since f 8 is bounded otherwise. It is easy 
to construct a DOL system G' such that in this case. 
Case 3. p > 1. Construct a DOL system G" <Wn ,8 11 ,wn> as follows: 
W" 
w" 
It is easy to prove by induction on t that fG.,(t) = f 8 for all t. By 
using Theorem 4.40 we construct a DOL system G' = <W',o',w'> such that 
W" s: W', o" s: o', c5,tO(w') = w" and f 8 , (t) = fG(t) for O :C: t < t 0 . Then 
□ 
It may be worthwhile to note that the solution to the difference equa-
tJon (3) is given by: 
+ (x-m-n)(t- for p 1 ' 
for p > 1, 
for all t > t 0 .. 
Therefore, the growth function of a unary DIL system is either linear 
or purely exponential, which by Theorem 4.5 gives us: 
COROLLARY 4. 43. The family of growth functions of unary DIL systems .is pro-
perly contained in the family of growth functions of DOL systems. 
THEOREM 4.44. There .is a b:inary PDlL system G = <W,6,w>, (i.e. #W = 2), 
with a one letter initial string such that there is no DOL system G' such 
that "' 
PROOF. Let G <W,o,w> be a PD(l,O)L system where 
{a,b}; w b, o(A,b,;\) = aa, o(a,a,A) = a 
o(b,a,A) b, o (b,b,A) b, o (a,b,A) aa}. 
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The initial sequence of produced strings is: 
ar b, aa, 
3 2 4 3 5 
ba, aab, baaa, aabaa, ba ba, a ba b, ba ba, 
2 4 4 3 5 3 2 4 6 2 3 5 7 2 4 6 8 
a ba ba, ba ba ba, a ba ba ba , ba ba ba ba, a ba ba ba b, 
3 5 7, 9 
b a ba ba na , ... 
Every second time step one bis introduced on the left and starts 
moving along the string to the right. Every time step b moves one place 
2 
to the right and leaves a string a on the place it formerly occupied. When 
a letter breaches the right end of the string it disappears in the next 
step leaving aa. 'I'herefore, on the one hand, every second production step 
there enters a length increasing element in the string; on the other hand, 
with exponentially i_ncreasing time intervals one of these elements dis-
appears. The strings where ab has just disappeared in the above sequence 
are: 
baaa, o9 (a) 
Now introduce the notational convenience r(_ 1 v(i.) where v(i.) is a 
function from IN into w*. E.g. if v(i) = aib 2 i ~~en rr 3 v(i) = ab2a 2b 4a 3b 6 . 
i=.l 
Proof of claim. By induction on x. 
0. o5 (a) ba 3 X -- = 
X > o. Suppose the claim is true for all X s n. Then 
This last occurrence of b will just have disappeared at t.ime t' = t(n) + 
2.2n + 2 = t(n+l). The distance with the preceding occurrence of b was 
2.2n-1 and therefore 
(4) 
2n n n ot(n+i)(a) '' H.ba2. -1+2(2.2 +2)-2(2 +1) 
At time t(n) the total number of ·occurrences of bin the string was 2n; 
at time t(n+.l) this is 2n+2n+1-1 = 2n+l and 
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(5) 
Since it is easy to see that for all t~0 holds: if ot(a) = v bai 1bai 2bv 
1 2 
for some v 1 , 
0t(n+l) (a) = 
Hence, 
v 2 then i 2 = i 1 + 2, it follows from (4) and (5) that 




1/4(t(x) -2x -3) (t(x)-2x+3) 
2 2 
1/4 t(x) -x t(x) +x -9/4. 
Since t(x) 
x+l 
2 +2x +3 we have x ~ llog2 t(x)/2J and therefore: 
(6) 
2 2 
fG(t(x))=> 1/4 t(x) - L1og2 t(x)/2Jt(x) + llog2 t(x)/2_1 -9/4. 
From (6) and the general formula for a D0L growth function in Theorem 4.5 
it follows that fG cannot be a D0L groW'~h function since 
2 
fG(t) - 1/4 t ~ t log t. 0 
That context dependent L systems using a two letter alphabet cannot 
yield all D0L growth functions is ascertained by the counterexample f(0) 
f(1) = f(2) 
function. 
1 and f(t) = t fort> 2, which is surely a (P}D0L growth 
COROLLARY 4.45. The family of binary (P)D1L growth functions has a non-
empt9 intersection with the family of (P)D0L growth functions and neither 
contains the other. 
An open problem in this area is: does the family of (P)DlL growth 
functions coincide with the family of (P)D2L growth functions. A proof 
of Conjecture 3 would show that the family of PD1L growth functions is pro-
perly contained in the family of PD2L growth functions. Using a similar 
technique as in Lemma 4.31 we can, however, say the following. 
THEOREM 4. 46. 
(i) If f(t) is a PD2L growth function then f(t) is a D(2,0)L growth func-
tion. 




(i) Let G = <W,15,w> be a PD2L system. Define a D(2,0)L system G' <W', Ii', 
w' > as follcws ~ 
6 1 (ab,c,:>c) = cS(a,b,c), 
6 1 (A, (c,¢) ,:>c) ala2 ... am-1 (a.m,¢) 
if cSC\,c,11) 
t 
for all b,c E Wand all a E Wu 0}. Then o' (w') b 1b 2 ... bm-l (bm,¢) 
if ot (w) = b 1b 2 ... bm' and therefore fG' fG. 
(ii) Let G = <W,6,w> be a D2L system. Define a D(2,0)L system G' <W',o', 
w'> as follows. 
W' =Wu{¢} where¢ i. W; w' = w¢; 
6 1 (ab,c,11) o(a,b,c), o' (;\,c,11) = ;\, 
for all b,c c Wand all a E 
fore f 8 , (t) f] 
ROZENBERG[1972a]proved that a D(m,n)L system can be simulated in real 
time by a D (k ,£.) system if k +l m+n and k,l,m,n > 0. Therefore, by using 
the same trick as above we have the following: 
COROLLARY 4. 4 7. 
(i) If f(t) is a PD(m,n)L grmvth function then f(t) is a D(k,£) growth 
function where k +£. = rn +n. 
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(ii) If f is a D(m,n)L gro,vth function then f(t) + 1 is a D(k,{) growth 
function where k + l = m + n. 
In part.icular, (i) and (ii) hold fork m +n and _(I_ 0 and conversely. 
4.3.4. DECISION PROBLEMS 
According to Sections 4. 1, and 4, 2 and the beginning of Section 4. 3 (and the 
references contai.ned therein) the analysis, synthesis, growth equivalence, 
classification and structural problems all have affirmative solutions for 
context free growth, Le. , there is an algorithm which gives the required 
answer or decides the issue for these cases. Here it is shown that for DIL 
systems, these problems all have a negative solution, essentially because 
already PD1L systems can simulate any effective process. (Note that by 
Theorems 4.40 and 4.42 the above problems have a positive solution if we 
restrict ourselves to unary DIL systems or DIL systems with a bounded grow-
th function). Furthermore, it will appear that similar questions concern-
ing growth ranges of DIL systems have similar answers. 
First we need the notion of a Tag system. A 'rag system is a 4 tuple 
T = <W,o,w,(:l> where Wis a finite nonempty alphabet, o is a total mapping 
* * from W into W , w E WW is the ini ti a.I string, and 13 is a positive integer 
called the deletion number. The operation of a Tag system is inductively 
defined as follows, the initial string w is generated by 'r in O steps. If 
wt a 1a 2 ••• an is the t-th string generated by T then = a 
(a1 ) is the (t+l)-th string generated by T. Cf. MINSKY [1967]. 
LEMMA 4. 8. (COCKE-MINSKY) . It is undecidable for an arbi tra.nJ Tag system T 
with B = 2 and a given positive integer k whether T derives a string of 
length less than or equal to k. In particular it is undecidable whether 
T der.i ves the empty word. 
We shall now show that if it is decidable whether or not an arbitrary 
PDlL system has a growth function of growth type l then it is decidable 
whether or not an arbitrary Tag system with deletion number 2 derives the 
empty word ;\. 'Therefore, by Lemma 4.48 it is undecidable whether a PDlL 
system has a growth function of type 1. 
Let T 2> be any Tag system with deletion number 2. Define 
a PD(1,0)L system G = <W,8,w> as follows: 
w W U W' U W X W U {¢,$}, 






cS (J:?,,c, A) 
o ()2,¢, :\) 
cl {$,a, A) 




for all a,b,c E WT and all 2 ,)2, f W,l,· 
A sample derivation is: 
T 











$$$24<a5,a3) c5T(a1)¢, etc. 
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In the simulating PDlL system G signals depart from the left, with 
distances of one letter in between, and travel to the right at an equal 
speed of one letter per time step. Therefore, the signals cannot clutter 
up. It is clear that if the Tag system T derives the c,mpty word, then there 
to k _ t k+l 
is a time t 0 such that o (w) =$re and 6 {w) = $ · for some k and for 
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all t > t. Conversely, the only way for G to be of growth type 1 is to 
0 k 
generate a string of the form$¢. (If the string always contains letters 
other than$ and¢ then at each second production step there appears a new 
occurrence of$ and the string grows indefinitely long.) Therefore, T de-
rives the empty word iff G is of growth type 1. Since it is undecidable 
whether or not an arbitrary Tag system with deletion nember 2 derives the 
empty word it is undecidable whether or not a PD1L is of growth type 1. 
THEOREM 4.49. 
(i) It is undecidab]e whether or not an arbitrary PDlL system "is of grow-
th type i, i E {1, 1½,2,2½,3}. 
(ii) It is undecidable whether or not an arbitrary D1L system is o.f grow-
th type i, i E (0,1,11,,2,2½,JL 
(iii) It is undecidabJe whether an arbitrary PD1L system has an unbounded 
growth function. 
PROOF. (i). Let G1 = <W1 ,6 1 ,w 1> be a PD(l ,O)L system simulating a 'l'ag sys-
tem 'I' as discussed above. Let G2 = <w2 ,o 2 ,w2 > be a PD(l,O)L system of grow-
th type i, i E {1,ll,,2,21,,,3} such that w2 nw1 = 0. Define c 3 = <w3 ,o 3 ,w 3 > 
as follows: 
Clearly, fc 3 
as follows: 
fc 2 . Now construct a PD(l,O)L system G4 
If there is a time t 0 such that 010 (w 1 ) = $\~ for some k 
k~. 0t+t0+1 _ kt . . . 
then 6:D(w4 J 
fc2 (t) +k. $,:; and 4 (w4 ) -- $ o3 (w3 ) for all t, i.e., fc 4 (t+t0+1) 
If there is no such time t 0 then fc 4 (t) = fc 1 (t) for all t. In this latter 
case it is easy to see that fG 1 (t) E A(t), that is, c 4 is of growth type 2. 
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By the previous discussion it is undec.i.dable whether such a t.i.me t 0 exists 
and therefore whether .i.s of growth type 2 or i, i E { 1, 1 ½, 21,, 3}. 
(ii). Follows by a similar argument if we talk about D(l,O)L systems in-
stead of PD(l,O)L systems. (Hint: change everywhere a. (A,$,A) = $ into 
6. (A,$,A) = A and let .i. range over {1,1½,2,2½,3}. Then the analogon of 
here is of growth type O or i, i E {1,1½,2,2½,3} depending on whether or 
not tlme t as described above exists.) 
0 
(.ii.i) Follows from (i). D 
In the DOL case we have seen that we can effectively express the grow-
th function by a difference equation, as a generalized exponential poly-· 
nomial or by a generating function. These express.ions of the growth func-
tion have in common that we can, e.g. , ascertain the speed of growth from 
them, check equality etc. Although for deterministic context sensitive L 
systems the system itself is already a formalism for expressing the growth 
functi.on, it follows from the above that we can not der.i ve a useful expres-
sion for a DIL growth function in general; useful i.n the sense that .i.t can 
help us decide properties like in the DOL case, such as an analytic expres--
sion. Hence we cannot hope to express DIL growth functions by analytic or 
other "useful" (as an expression in recursive function t.heory)means and we have: 
COROLLARY 4.50. There is no algorithm which, for an arb.it:.rary PDIL system 
G, gives an explici.t expressJon for fG in analytic fa.rm, by a qeneratinq 
function (or Jn any other form ;,;hich is useful) . 
The undecidability of whether a (P)DlL system is of a certain growth 
type holds (because of the proof method) also for further refinements in 
the growth type classification. We could have proved Theorem 4.49 by sim-
ulating Turing machines by PD1L systems (cf. Lemmas 4.30 and 4.31) and 
thereby reduce everything to the printing problem for Turing machines 
which is known to be undecidable too, MINSKY [ 196 7]. 'I'his, however, would 
have caused some di.ff.icult.ies with the slow growth types. 
Theorem 4. 49 has some interesting corollaries. Reca.11 that two DIL 
systems G 1, are said to be language equJvalen't if L(G 1) = L ) . Now 
it .is known that the language equivalence problem for e.g. OL systems is 
undecidable (cf. HERMAN and ROZENBERG [1975]) but that the language equi.va·-
lence problem for DOL systems is decidable, CULIK and FRIS [1977a,bJ, By 
the special tractable nature of PD1L systems .it might welJ be that the 
language equivalence problem is decidable .in this case. However, in the 
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proof of Theorem 4.49 (i) it is clearly undecidable whether L 
Therefore we have: 
COROLLARY 4.51. The language equivalence problem for PDlL systems is un-
decidable. (accord.ing to Theorem 4. 53 this is the case even ,,:hen we a.lready 
know that both PD 1L systems concerned are of the same groe1th type i, 
i E {2,2l,,3}.) 
In the PROCEEDINGS of an Open House on Unusual Automata Theory [1972, 
p. 20] V.I. Varshavsky proposed the following problem: "Consider the class 
of D2L grammars producing strings which stabilize at a certain length. Make 
some reasonable assumptions about the maximal production length (e.g. 2) 
and axiom length (e.g. 1) and find the maximal stable string length as a 
function of the number of letters in the alphabet." The restrictions as 
stated in the above problem are no restrictions on the generating po-.ver of 
any usual subfamily of DIL systems since it is clear that by enlarging the 
alphabet we can simulate any DIL system c 1 by a DIL system c 2 where 
takes k 1 production steps to generate the axiom of and takes a constant 
number k 2 of 
, ,k 1+k 2t 
productions steps of c 2 to simulate one production step of c 1 , 
t ) = o 1 (w 1 ) for all t. (This is similar to deriving e.g. the 1. e. o2 -· 
Chomsky Normal Form for context free grammars.) Suppose we restrict our-
selves to the family of PDlL systems and there is a function as proposed 
by Varshavsky where, moreover, this function is computable. Then it would 
also be decidable whether or not a PD1L system G simulating a Tag system 
T ever generates a string of the form $\~ for some k: contradicting Lemma 
4.48. Therefore, we have 
COROLLARY 4.52. Let V, by the 
-------- l 
#W = i, w E W, 
(oto+t(w)) 
lg ( o ( a , b , )I) ) s 
lg Coto Cwl J for 
family o.f PDlL systems G = <W,o,w> such that 
2 for all b E W and a E W u {A}, and 
some t 0 and a}l t. Let v(j_) ,, (v) 
VE L(G) and GE }. There is no computable function f such that v(i) S 
f{i) for all i, i.e. v increases faster then any computable function and 
hence Varshavsky's prob.Zem has a negative solution. 
THEOREM 4. 53. 
(i) It is undecidable whether or not ttvo PD1L systems are growth equiva-
}ent even .if we have the ·advance information that they are of the 
same growth type i, i E {2,21,,3}. 
(ii) It is undecidable whether or not two D1L systems are growth 
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eq11.ivalent even if rve have the advance information that they are of 
the same growth type i, i E { 1!,, 2, 2i,, 3 L 
(iii) The growth eq11.ivalence of two DIL systems is decidable Lf r,e have 
the advance informat_ion that they both have bo11nded gro,rth ft1nctions. 
PROOF. Take an arbitrary 'l'ag system 1' and simulate it with a PDlL system 
G1 as in the proof of Theorem 4.49. 
(i) Now construct two variants of G1 , called G2 and G3 , which act like 
G1 until$¢ occurs in a string; then G2 and G3 start different grow-
ths albeit of the same growth type i, i c {2,21 , 3}. Now let f be 
another growth function of type L Since PDlL growth functions are 
closed under addition (Theorem 4.38) both g fG 2 +f and h = fG 3 +f 
are PD1L growth functions of type i, say of G4 and G5 • If ',;it never 
occurs in a string then fG 4 fG5 "" £G 1 + f and fGt (t) E !'-l(t). If $¢ 
occurs in a string then fG4 ,I,_ fG 5 • Since it is undecidable whether 
$;r occurs in a string it is undecidable whether or not fG 4 '·' fG 5 , 
where it is known that both fG 4 and fG 5 are of growth type i, i E'. 
{2, 2½, 3}. 
(ii) Similar to (i). Since we talk here about D1L systems we can slow the 
growth function fGJ down to fc;1 where fGl < logr t, r > 1, (cf. dis-
cussion after Example LL 37). 
(iii) Trivial. D 
Note that the theorem above leaves open the decidability of the ques-
t.ion of two PDlL systems being growth equivalent if we are informed in ad·-
vance that they are both of growth type F,. This is because in our simula-
tion method of Tag systems all simulating PD1L systems are either of growth 
type 1 or growth type 2. 
T'HEOREM 4. 54 . .rt is undecidable whether two PD2L systems are growth equ.iva-
Jent even if we are .in.formed in advance that they are both of growth type 
1½. 
PROOF. Take a PD2L system G 1 simulatinq a 'l'ag system T. Construct a PD2L 
system G2 which simulates G1 such that fG2 (t) ~ logr fc; 1 (t) (cf. discus-
sion after Example 4. 37). Si.nee fGt (t) E (0(t) or fGt (t) $ m for some con-
stant rn, fG 2 is of growth type 1'·; or 1. Then use th,c method of proof of 
"rheorem 4.53 (i). l] 
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Theorems 4.49, 4.53 and 4.54 have analogues for the growth ranges of 
DIL systems. The growth range of a DIL system G is defined by R(G) = 
{lg(v) / v E L(G)}. Although the results on growth ranges are not corollar-
ies of Theorem 4.49, 4.53 and 4.54 they follow by the same proof method. 
Two DIL systems G1 and 
R(G 2 ). 
are said to be growth range equivalent iff R 
'l'HEOREM 4.55. The growth range equivalence is undecidable for two PD1L sys-
tems G1 and G2 even i.f we have advance information that they hath are of 
growth type i, i c {2,2i,,3}. 
PROOF. "I'he proof of Theorem 4.53 (i) will do si.nce we can choose fG 1 and 
such that they are strictly increasing at different rates iff a sub-
string$¢ occurs. D 
Under appropriate interpretation we can prove the undecidability of 
growth range type classification etc. analogous to Theorems 4.49, 4.53 and 
4.54. Note, however, that the growth range type can be different from the 
growth function type of a DIL system. E.g. (t) = }log2 tJ is of growth 
type l. whereas R(G) = { / i ? 0} and therefore is exponential. 
4.4. BIBLIOGRAPHICAL COMMENTS 
The first paper in the field of growth functions of L systems was by 
SZILARD [ 1971] who treated the analysis and synthesis problem for D0L sys·-
tems with the generating function approach. In PAZ and Sl\LOMAA [1973] 
growth functions of D0L systems are investigated from the point of view 
of integral sequential word functions and algorithms are obtained for the 
solution of the analysis, synthesis and growth equivalence problems. The 
difference equation met.hod appears in DOtJCE'l' [1973], PAZ and SALOMAA [1973] 
and SALOMf\A [ 1973b]. Section 4. 1 is based on these papers. Section 4. 2 .is 
based on VI'l'ANYI [1973] and VITANYI [1976b]; and Section 4.3 on VITANYI 
l 1974b J. The first example of a D1L system with subpolynomial growth is 
due to G.T. Herman ("Gabor's Sloth") as is the .idea of simulating Tag 
systems with D1L systems (cf. HERMAN [1969]). An example of a D2L system 
" with subexponential growth was first given by KARHUMAKI r 1974a •. 1\.n 
overv.i.ew paper of some of the material contained in this chapter is HERMAN 
and VITANYI 1976]. The study of growth functions and related topics is now 
yielding new motivation for the study of fo:rmal power series. See e.g. 




PHYSICAL TIME GROWTH FUNCTIONS ASSOCIATED 
WITH LINDENMAYER SYSTEMS OPERATING 
IN PHYSIOLOGICAL TIME 
'Physiological time varies - in rate does it? and .i.f so .in 
what sense? - from one organism to another, and from one 
stage to another .in the development of a s:ingle one. ' 
in P.B. MEDAWAR [1945]. 
The closed form solution of DCL growth functions we saw in the pre-
vious chapter, a combination of polynomial and exponential terms, cannot 
account for the empirically derived sigmo.idal growth curves we encounter 
in developmental biology such as the logistic growth function A/ ( 1 +Be-kt) 
or the monomolecular growth function A ( 1 - Be , to mention a few well-
known ones, see MEDAWAR [1945]. Apart from this, there are also troubles 
with reconciling the theoretical framework,and its mathematical conse-
quences, of the L system model wi.th experimental results obtained by biolo·· 
gists. If we drop the assumption that changes (= rewritimJ of strings) in 
the system occur at unit time intervals, we can describe in the model phe-
nomena like progressive dissipation of growth energy, biological rhythms, 
changes .i.n enviromental conditions which influence the growth rate etc, 
'fhus we derive a hybrid model by assuming discrete cells and instantaneous 
cell division but continuous time. 'l'he number of past rewritings then 
corresponds to physiological time and the total time consumed to physical 
time. It is shown how, e.g., exponential growth in physiological time may 
lead to a logistic growth curve in physical time and, similarly, linear 
growth in physiological time to monomolecular growth in physical time. 
Some extensions of the model are discussed and an interpretation in terms 
of table Lindenmayer systems with a computable control word is given. The 
strength of the results seems to lie in the fact that the new model relates 
stereotype elemental (cellular) 
growth curves. 
to empirically observed overall 
If we want to obtain sigmoidal growth curves with the origi.nal L sys-
terns then not even the introduction of cell interaction does help us out. 
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In the first place we get quite unlikely flows of messages through the 
organism (see e.g. HERMAN and ROZENBERG [1975]) which are more suitable to 
electronic computers, and in fact give the organism universal computing 
power. In the second place, we are still not abh, to obtain growth which, 
always increasing the size of the organism, tends towards stability in the 
limit. The slowest increasing growth we can obtain by allowing cell inter--
action is logarithmic and thus cannot account for the asymptotic behavior 
of sigmoidal growth functions like the logis·tic and monomolecular ones. 
Thirdly, context sensitive L systems are highly vul.neranle to disturbances: 
a small. disturbance usually causes a completely different behavior, con-
trary to biol.ogi.cal. org·anisms which are robust enougJ-i not to be swayed from 
their chosen path by minor disturbances. 
Apart from this it can be argued that, for instance, purely exponen-
tial growth as in the theory of L systems, does not reflect b.iologi.cal 
reality: in a short time the organism would fill. the universe However, 
it has been shown that under continuous culture conditions bacteria and 
monocellular algae can easily be kept under exponential growth as can 
filamentous algae, LlJCK [private communication]. Of course, if the culture 
medium remains unaltered in ti.me, as is eventually the case, there will be 
a sigmoidal growth curve. Growth curves of higher plants show mostly this 
form. Someti.mes, there is also a very long, nearly linear, medi.an phase. 
Lianes grow that way. In any case, that real growth normally stops some-
how is not necessarily related to food constraints but can al.so be the 
results of higher hierarchi.cal processes such as flowering. Actually in 
the last decades serious experimental workers seem only to consider the 
first so-called exponential phase. 
Growth functions as occurring in developmental biology have a purely 
empirical origin. The size of an organism is plotted graphically against 
its age. The resulting curve is expressed, as accurately as need be, by 
means of an algebraic equation. No biological significance is attributed 
to the exact form thi.s equation takes. The growth function's chief function 
is to facilitate the analysis of the curve of growth (MEDAWAF [1945]). 
In this paper we attempt to clarify what in our view are some of the 
shortcomings of the otherwise quite appealing model of Lindenmayer and 
how we propose to remedy them. As examples we show how to derive the 
logistic and monomolecular growth curves. 
In biology, as opposed to the usual automata theoretical approaches, 
we meet the problem of environment.. In an organism each cell has an 
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environment (apart from the adjacent cells) which is going to influence 
its behavior, c.q. di.vision rate. In algae this is the surrounding water 
from which it draws its food. In larger plants the environment consists 
of the outside world,and inside the organism,e.g., the vessels which trans-
port nutricients. Furthermore, growth inhibitors, temperature and, for all 
we know, the phases of the moon will influence the growth rate of the or-
ganism. Of course, every one of these exogenous influences may cause 
changes in endogenous parameters. Apart from this, e.g. the following 
empirical generalizations are mentioned by MEDAWAR [19457. 
(i) Size is a monotonic increasing function of age. 
(ii) Usually, what results from growth is itself capable of growing. 
(iii) Under the actual condi t:ions of development living tissue progres--
si vely loses power to reproduce itself at the rate it was formed. 
In automata theory we are deaLi.ng with abstractions which are not 
subject. to physical constraints, and identical cells do identical things 
at all times. In actual organisms, differences in environment .in space and 
time are going to create differences in cell behavior such as division 
rates etc. So even if we assume that a cell is essentially an autonomous 
unit, changes and divisions do not occur at unit time intervals, but div-
ision times are governed by environmental parameters, like concentration 
and accessibility of nutricients, growth inhibitors, enzymes, temperature, 
light. 11: will come as no surprise that this is corroborated by experi·-
mental evidence. 
'fhe biologist observes very little real differences in cell types/ 
states (e.g., cells with distinct stereotype behavior)'" ERIKSON !-private 
communication], in his experiments with growth in corn cobs, distinguishes 
essentially between cells in the core and those in the surrounding tissue 
only, and insists that all cells in one of these areas behave more or less 
alike. 'l'he LUCKS communication] 1 experi.menti.ng on algae, distin-
guish between four cell types (according to ancestry). Under changing en· 
viromental conditions they observe changes in size and division times only. 
To account for differences in cell behavior induced by time or extra--
cellular agents, the automata theorist is inclined to postulate a very 
large number of cell st.ates. In doing so, be makes no distinction between 
the autonomous properties of cells I a.nd changes .in di vision times due to 
extracellular agents. We can overcome this difficulty by assuming but a 
few different cell types and taking intervals between changes in the model 
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as a variable quantity. We shall call the elapsed time physical or real 
time and the number of times the model has undergone changes physiological 
t.ime. This is in agreement with biological terminology. To quote MEDAWAR 
[19451 again: 
... "Growth is more rapid earlier in life than lat.er, and j_f the time 
intervals are equal in length -·- are days for example - the approximation 
will co;:respondingly be less efficient at the beginning than at the end. 
'l'he length of the chosen interval should evidently bear some relation to 
the work done by the organism in its life span; to the organism's "physi-
olocJical age" in fact. . . (Physi.ological. time is biology's claim to be con--
sidered at. least as obscure to the lay mind as theoretical. physics. The 
organism it is argued, dispenses a Time of its own making by a just mea-
sure of the work done ... )" 
We want to show that the underlying model of L systems, even without 
cellular interactions, gains in adequacy and explaining power if we treat 
the time intervals between changes of cell. states and divisions as a func--
tion of elapsed time, environmental parameters, and possibly the number 
of previous changes. Hence we consider L systems operating in physiolog.i.-
cal time and their associated phys.i.cal or real t.i.me growth functions. 
Later on we solve some examples yielding well known growth curves. In the 
la.st section we formulate some extensions of the model on wh.i.ch the auto-
mata theorj_st might want to try his hag of tricks, and show some relations 
with so---cal led table L systems. 
To be more precise about the ideas we have in mind, recall the theory 
of DOL growth functions as explained in Section 4.1. Imagine that the 
clock, which governs the discrete time rewriting of the st.ring of eel.ls 
does not tick at unit time intervals, but rather at variable time .intervals 
corresponding with the relative slowing down or speeding up of the growth 
of the organism, under the influence of changes i.n the environmental and 
internal parameters, and maybe related t.o the number of previous rewrit-
ings. Each such variable length time interval then corresponds to the ti.me 
elapsed between two consecutive rewritings of the string. That is, the 
time interval between the occurrences of the 1-th and l + 1-th elements of 
S (G) is given by T 1.+l -- T 1 where Tl+ is the time elapsed up to the occur-
rence of the 1 + 1-th element of S (G) and T is the time elapsed up to the 
1. 
occurrence of the t-t.h element of S (G). To be able to use analytical meth---
ods we give the relaticn between 1 and T 1 by a continuous function t: 
+ IR+ (where IR+ denotes as usual the positive real numbers) such that 
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t ( 1) = T 1 for all 1 E IN. By its genesis t is strictly increasing on 1N 
and we consider only such functions t as are strictly increasing on IR+ too. 
'l'he function t can be interpreted as mapping the physiological time 1 to 
the physical or real time T1 • Then the size (c.q. weight or number of 
cells) of the modeled organism at real time t(1) is given by (t(1)) 
(1). (If complex constants enter in this can have as its effect that 
values of LG are complex for 1 E Il\ ·· IN. We circumvent this difficulty 
by either taking (t(1)) equal to the absolute value of (1) in such 
cases or by only ascribing a physical interpretation to and for 
1 E JN. J Since t: IR+ + IR+ is strictly increasing, there does also exist 
the inverse mapping t·-l = i: JR + ffi defined by i{T) = 1 if t.(1) = T. 
+ + 
Then Li (T) J gives the number of rewritings, starting from the init.i.al 
string at time zero, which have occured up to ti.me T as a function of 
the real time T elapsed. It. seems reasonable to assume that the time delay 
between two consecutive st.ages (rewritings) of an organism is related to, 
e.g., the concentration of nutricient.s it has access to and the waste 
products and growth inhibitors it secretes Such concentrations will be 
related to the organism's size and history in that environment. So th(ce 
fundamental relation is 
( l) 
where i: + is the physiological time as a function of the real time. 
Similarly, t.: Il\ + IR+ is the real time as a function of the physiologi-
cal time. The function i is found by describing (if advantageous by differ-
ential equations) the relations bet.ween t.(1), L (T), the influences of the 
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environment.al parameters which are not influenced by the organism such as 
temperature, day and night. cycles, and the influences of the environment.al 
parameters which are influenced by the organism such as food concentration. 
To take a simple example where we do not ascribe a physical meaning to 
). Suppose that (1) = 2 1 and t(i)\= 12 . 'l'hen i(T) = lr and (T) = 
2 , a real time growth function of the so-called subexponential growth 
type. One assumption we have made is that the relative changes of time 
intervals in between the rewriting of a letter does not. depend the let-
ter itself or its position in the string. The theory could be extended to 
take care of this too, cf. Sect.ion 5.2. 
Below we will show by some examples that we can derive wel1-·known 
biological growth functions by the above method. The problem of 
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constructing real time growth functions for an organism modeled in physio-
logical time by a DOL system consists in finding a plausible set of physi-
cal constraints (for instance, a set of differential equations), solving 
i (Tl, and solving LG (T) from fG (i (,)). In the sequel of this chapter we de--
note, for the sake of convenience, the values l of the function i(,) and the 
function it.self both by i and, similarly, T and t both by L Which one is 
meant, the function or its value, will be clear from the context. So we 
will write dt.(i) = 1 /difil for dt(ll_ 1 ;_c:!:LJ.:i:l 
di dt. dl dT 
5.1. SIGMOIDAL GROWTH FUNC'I'IONS OF LINDENMAYER SYSTEMS 
OPERATING IN PHYSIOLOGICAL 'I'IME. 
In this section we investigate some examples of growth behavior we 
are liable to meet according to the idea,; developed above. We shall be 
concerned with algae-like organisms' which (I) reside in a closed environ-
ment containing an initial amount of food stuff, (II) are subject to a per·· 
iodic speeding up and slowing down of division rates (i.e., some sort of 
biological rhythm), and (III), (I) and (II) together. 
(I). ORGANISMS IN A CLOSED ENVIRONMENT CONTAINING AN INITIAL 
AMOUNT OF NU'l'RICIENTS. 
Suppose we have (fig, 5,1) a (filamentous) organism residing in a 
trough filled with water from which it draws its food. We shall assume 
that (i) the organism uses no food to maintain itself but only to grow; 
(i.i) it excretes no waste products etc. which inhibit its growth; (iii) 
at all times the concentration of food throughout the trough is uniform; 
(iv) no pa..ramet.ers influence the growth except the concentration of food, 
Let a(t) be the concentration of nutricient.s at time t. Assume that 
for a {t) 2 the environment is optimal and the organism grows according 
to a DOL system, i.e., physiological time and real time are the same. 
Aft.er some time, say t.0 time units, the food level has gone down to and 
the growth rate starts slowing down: Since the surface of the filamentous 
organism is proportional to it.f; length (or the number of cells it is made 
up of), i.e., the value of 
follows. Fort. c:: t. 0 we have: 







where c 1 is the nutricient absorption constant pro unit of organism. This 
yield.s 
( 3) a(t) a(O)e 
c f (x)dx 
1 G 
and substituting a(t0 ) = a 0 yields t 0 . From onwards the division times 




(6) L (t) 
G 
g (a (t)), 
(j (t))' 
for some function g yet to be chosen. Since tis the inverse function of 
i (5) leads to 
(7) 1/g(a(t)). 





and hence (with some abuse of notation) 
a(i) i 
r 
--1- da I (9) I - cl ag(a) 
a=ao i=t0 
fG (i)dL 
At this point we might wonder whether it is necessary to give a(t) a 
strong and explicit interpretation as food concentration. The fact that 
real growth normally stops somehow is not necessarily connected with ex-
haustive constraints but can also be the result of higher integrated pro-
cesses such as £.lowering. See LUCK [1966] for a discussion about largely 
independent levels of organization in a plant's hierarchical make up. 
'I'herefore, perhaps, it would be better to give a. (t) a more mathematical 
purpose than a too restricted biological significance. For instance, inte-
gration constants may always enter into a(t). 
EXAMPLE 5. 1.: the logistic growth curve. 
i 






c 1 2 dt 
( .ln 2 a(O)\ 
log2\1 +-- .ln --- 1 
cl aO ; 
Substituting fG and gin (9) yields, fort. 2 
Substitute a(i) c 2 dt and we have to solve .i in 
C 
( 10) 




which yields, after substitution of y 2i , 
(12) j 
y=2to 
--- dy -A yln 2 
Solving i in (12) we obtain 
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which is of the form __ x __ 
l+Ye-kt 









ln 2 l (a(O)\ 1 + -- n --1 + ---c1 , a 0 , c 
This yields the growth curve depicted in Figure 5. 2 in which for t S t : 
0 
L (t) = f (t) = 2t and fort> t · L (t' = (t) = the above logistic 
G 1 - - o· G 1 
growth function. The only parameters involved are c 1 , c 2 , a(O) and a 0 . 
i 
Figure 5.2. 
EXAMPLE 5.2: the monomolecular growth curve. Assume that 
g(a) = c 2/a. 'rhen, according to (3) we can solve t 0 from 
2 
(i) =i+l and 
which yields =-l :!: Ii+ ln a(O) and since a(O) is than 1 t greater 
0 cl ao ao 
> O, clearly, 






From (9) we see that, for t 2 
a (i.) -
Subs ti tu ting a (j_) =, di - we get 
dt 













tO - _1_ ln v'A/B+(t0+1) 
2fii:B IA/B'.... (t0+1) 
to z, 
- 1- to Y and IA/B to x we obtain, after some computation, 
2 & 








The growth curve looks like Figure 5.3: 
i 




f I (t) 
t 
0 
Figure 5. 3. 
f 1 (t) 
(t) 
t + 1 : linear, 
t-
+Z/Y -t/Y t >> t 0 : LG (t) ::::; X (1 - 2e e ) : the monomolecular growth curve; 
where 
1 +A+ 2 ln a(O) to -
cl ao 
LG(tO) /2 + 2 ln a(O) 
cl ao 
/_:ao L (t ,2 ~ j_2a0 2 ln a(O) L LGmax --+ --+ --+ 
c1c2 G 0 clc1 cl ao 
Hence we see that between the two extremes of unbounded DOL growth, 
viz. exponential and linear, the chosen set of differential equations, 
which depict the depletion of food, always yields a sigmoidal growth curve. 
Therefore, all unbounded DOL growth functions yield a sigmoidal growth 
curve under these conditions (and g(a) = 1/a). 
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(II). ORGANISMS WITH A PERIODICAL CHANGE OF DIVISION RA'l'E. 
In biology we meet a phenomenon called biological rhythms. Examples 
are circadian rhythms, florescence etc. Such phenomena might be connected 
with the hierarchical organization of multicellular organisms, changes from 
daylight to night etc. According to the observations of the LUCKS 
communication] the algae they observe show the following growth behavior. 
Under optimal conditions the algae behave in essence like a rather simple 
D0L system, LUCK [1975], where each transition takes place after a unit 
time interval of 48 hours. 
However, each fifth time interval the organism al ternatingly skips 
the required transition or executes two consecutive transitions in one time 
intervaL Thus, after each period of ten time intervals the organism reach-
es the stage we would expect from the D0L model, but in between it periodi-
cally speeds up and slows down its·growth rate. According to the discus-
sion in the beginning of the chapter this means that 
(t) (i (t)) 
where i (t) is the function inverse of 
for 0 5 i mod 10 < 5 
t(i) 
for 5 5 i mod 10 $ 9. 
Therefore, 
f for 0 $ t mod 10 < 5 
j (t) 
lt-1 for 5 $ t mod j(J 5 g_ 
Suppose (t) /S and the growth curve is as de··-




(III). COMBINATION OF (I) AND (II). 
A combination of (I) and (II), i.e., an organism residing in a closed 
environment and showing periodic speed ups and slowing downs of growth 
rate, yields 
where i is a function as found in (I) and i' a funct:lon as found in (II). 
The resulting growth curve looks like Figure 5.5, where we assume that 




5. 2. SOME POSSIBLE EXTENSIONS AND AN IN'rERPRE'l'A'l'ION IN TERMS OF 
TABLE L SYS'l'EMS. 
'rhe assumption that the relation between physiological time and real 
time is the same for all cell types in the organism can be relaxed, and 
we obtain in general that a is rewritten as f(t,a) E {a,c\(a)}, a E Wand 
t E 1N. Then the growth matrix at ti.me t is 
with W 
where f(t,ai) will be ai or 
proach this would• 'mean that 
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depending on t. (In our previous ap-
is either the unit matrix I or MG de-
pending on t.) The above is useful to express different division times 
of different cell types without having to introduce different cell states 
to account for distinct delays in division rates. We could even go fur-
ther, and use the DTOL model. Recall that a DTOL system (deterministic 
context free table L system) is a triple G = <W,{o 1 ,o2 , .•• ,ok},w> such 
that for all i, 1 $ i $ k, Gi = <W,oi,w> is a DOL system. Recall from Sec-
tion 3.3 that a control word u is an element of {1,2, .•• ,k}*. A word vis 
said to derive a word v' in Gunder the control word u = i 1i 2 ... i£ if 
Now we define, for A= {MG(t) It€ lN} (A is finite) a DTOL system 
where k is the number of elements in A and each table oi corresponds to 
the distinct element of A for which it is the associated set of rewrit-
ing rules, i.e., A= {Mc,1 ,Mc,2 , ... ,~}, where 




for all i, 1 $ i $ k. Now a computable function h: lN + {1,2, ••. ,k} is de-
fined which has as its argument the real time t and which is composed from 
functions which compute from the relevant parameters which __ table oh(t) is 
applicable at time t. Then the word sequence 
•.• oh(l) (w), ••• 
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gives us the required developmental histoiy of the modeled organism and the 
lengths of the successive elements of Sh(G) give us the associated real 
time growth function. 
EXAMPLE. Suppose we have G = <{a},{c5(a) = a 2 },a> and f(i) = I t = i.2 , 
It " then LG ( t) = 2 • 'rhe present approach woula model the organ ism as follows. 
G' <{a},{c5 1 (a) 
2} a ,a> 
Hence MG 1 (2) and 
h(t) 
{2 if tis a square 
1 if tis not a square 
which yields LG(t) 
We might note here that the approach taken previously in this chapter 
always leads to DTOL systems with tivo tables: if the physiological L sys-
tem was G '" <W,o,w> then the associated DTOL system will be G' = <W,{o 1 ,o 2 }, 
w> where o 1 is the identity function and 
satisfies 
= 6. 'I'he associated function h 
if t t(i) for some i E JN 
h(t) 
if t ,f t(i) for all i E IN. 
As a further extension of the ideas presented here we could, e.g., make the 
choice of the tab.le, for rewriting a .letter at time t, dependent on the geo-
metric position in the string of that occurrence of the .letter. For in-
stance, the tip of a root grows while the basal part does not. In this case, 
as in this section in general, not only the derived string sequence could 
be different from that of the under.lying DOL system, but also the set of 
derived strings could differ from that of the under.lying DOL system which 
does not happen with the approach in Section 5.1. 
5.3. FINAL REMARKS 
Although this chapter is concerned with L systems, i.e., models for 
filamentous organisms such as algae, the method used above should be 
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applicable to 3-dimensional growth as well. First find a, preferably 
context free, model of how the organism grows in physiological time (the 
essential cell ancestry and division pattern) and then try to find the flmc-
tional relation between physiological time and real ti.me. The advantages of 
such a procedure are that we have both one (qualitative) fundamental phys·-
iological time model and that the transition from one type of growth to 
another, e.g. from exponential to logistic, does not require changing the 
model but is a consequence of the functional relation between physiological 
and real time which governs the quantitative aspects of the matter. 
Among experimentalists it is consi.dered that the over··all approxima-
tions like exponential, logistic etc. growth curves have nothing to do with 
elemental (cellular) behavior. Furthermore, usually only the initial expon-
ential stage is studied; the latter stages of growth are more or less neg-
l(~cted. We have tried to establish a relation bet.ween elemental behavior 
and the over-all growth curve and we have introduced as a most significant 
state of a growing organism, or of the history of a g·rowing organism, the 
stage at whi.ch the growth ceases to be exponential and becomes sigmoi.dal: 
time to. 
The ideas presented should not only be of interest for people work·· 
ing with algae but also for every experimentali.st who tr.ies to fit theo·· 
ret.i.cal growth functions to observed data. 
5.4. BIBLIOGRAPHICAL COMMENTS 
Chapter 5 is based on VITANYI l.977b]. Interesting discussions with 
P.G. DOUCET, R.O. ERICKSON, J. GRASMAN, H.B. J. LUCK, W.J. SAVITCH 




EPILOGUE: EVALUATION OF RESULTS 
In this final chapter we evaluate the work presented in this monograph. 
It does not lead up to one or a few main results but rather, as a textbook, 
it covers part of an entire field. Some results or topics are, for various 
reasons, more interesting than others. The two main themes are language 
classification (Ch. 3) and growth functions (Chs, 4 and 5). The techniques 
used are mainly combinatorial. 
To the author Chapter 5 seems an interesting one, in particular seen 
from the viewpoint of applications, for which purpose L systems were orig-
inally introduced. It is shown there that, for very good reasons, the as-
sumption of a unit time interval for transitions ought to be replaced by 
variable lengths time intervals related to physical constraints. The re-
sulting model, with differe~tial equations modeling these physical con-
straints, leads us to sigmoidal growth curves hitherto unattainable with-
in the theory of growth functions of L systems. It also leads to a clear 
connection between elemental (cellular) behavior and the overall curve of 
growth, and a theoretical interpretation about the transition from exponen-
tial to sigmoidal growth not requiring any change of model at the transi-
tion point. Theoretical exploration of the ideas presented in Chapter 5 
and, hopefully, applications of the ideas in empirical investigations could 
prove, to be most rewarding. 
The treatment in Sections 3.2 and 3.3 of the generating power of con-
text sensitive parallel rewriting with and without the use of various addi-
tions such as nonterminals, several types of homomorphic closures of the 
derived languages, and combinations of these generating power enhancing de-
vices, fills a previously existing gap in L theory. Whereas the context free 
case was thoroughly studied, the context sensitive case was largely left 
open. In Section 3.2 the most important results are summarized in Table 3;1, 
where for the four main types of deterministic context sensitive L systems 
(PD1L, D1L, PD2L and D2L) the effect of the additional features on the 
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language generating power is shown. The various (32) families of XYZ L 
languages are provided with a least upper bound and a greatest lower bound 
(both with respect to set inclusion) of language families from the Chomsky 
hierarchy. We compared the power of XYZ L systems with these language fami-· 
lies, since they are well understood and mathematically natural because of 
their closure under many operations. rt appears that the pure L language 
families we consider are rather unevenly spread out through the Chomsky 
hierarchy, in the sense that none of them contains all finite languages but 
with erasing production rules they contain non-context sensitive and with-
out erasing production rules still non-context free languages. In the lat-
ter case all languages produced are in DLBA because we cannot have more 
exp 
than a constant multiplicative factor length difference between two con-
secutive words in the string sequence. For the same reason we can replace 
RE as a l.u.b. on pure L language families, and their nonerasing hornomor-
phic closures, by 
languages defined by 
1,hich is the subclass of the recursively enumerable 
RE ~ FIN u { L E RE [ 3c E. JN, Vv E L, 3v' E: L 
exp 
[lg(v) < lg(v') s clg(v)]}. 
RE is the pecular class of recursively enumerable languages, of exp 
which the words in a language ordered by length differ in length at most a 
constant multiple. (Note that this class contains indeed strictly recursive-
ly enumerable languages.) It is easy to see that in Table 3. 1 we can re-· 
place RE by RE everywhere in rows (i) - (iii) but nowhere else. As a con-exp . 
sequence of Theorem 3.59 the addition of but the simplest form of erasing 
homomorphism gives all types of context sensitive L systems the full power 
to generate all r.e. languages. Noti.ce that th.is is a specific property 
of the parallel rewriting feature which enables the system to simulate a 
firing squad; for the set of sentential forms of a sequential rewriting 
(Chomsky type) grammar the erasing homomorphism would not be as powerful. 
In general we see that by adding more context and/or more additional fea-· 
tures, like the use of nontenninals or closure under homomorphisms, the fam-
ilies of DIL languages induced by the various classes of L systems contract, 
as it were, more-, and more to a neat Chomsky type language family; where some 
types of context are aided more by some types of additional features than 
others. One-sided context, especially in combination with >.-free production 
rules, is more resistant to the beneficial effects of addi. tional features 
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trwn the others. This is due to prefix properties accompanying one-sided 
context, of which 'l'heorem 3.57 gives the most beautiful example. Particu-
larly nice is also the role played by the family of finite languages of 
which (the proof of) Theorem 3.54 illustrates how surprisingly difficult 
it can be to generate them even by quite powerful means (The difficulty 
lies of course again with the problem of recurring prefixes.) Another inter-
esting point is that if we can generate all regular sets with the means we 
consider here, we can also generate all DLBAexo languages. It appears that, 
for parallel rewriting plus the additional devices considered, FIN and REG 
play the part of turning points: by adding more we sometimes hesitatantly 
pass FIN, but when we pass REG we immediately jump to or higher in 
generating power. That extensions of PD2L languages are exactly the DLBA 
languages is the subject of Theorem 3.55 wh:i.ch, together with an older 
result of van Dalen that EP2L equals CS, yi.elds an analogue of the classic 
LBA problem in L theory. 
Section 3.3 considers the same questions as Sect.ion 3.2 but now for 
the general case of (nondeterministic) L systems with or without tables. 
Here the results are summarized i.n F'igure 3. 2. Most important in this sec-· 
tion is Lemma 3.63 which, together with the earlier Theorem 3.55, yields 
a pleasant restatement of the LBA problem as a trade-off in L parlance. 
Whereas in the classic statement of the problem we have to prove that non···· 
determinism does or does not give additional power over determi.n.i.sm for 
LBAs, here we have to prove something different: a sharp trade-off between 
two-sided context with one set of production rules and one-sided context 
with two sets of production rules is or is not possible for EPDTIL systems. 
Hence it is a real quid pro quo which was not the case in the original 
statement of the LBA problem. N.ice as it is, unfortunately the result does 
not seem to bring the solution for the LBA problem any closer. 
In Section 3.4 we investigate what were originally called adult 
la.nguages. F'or this somewhat scabrous name we have substituted the less 
biologically motivated, but more descriptive, name of stable string lang-· 
uages. In this section we prove that by combinations of four fundamental 
lemmas most of the extant results, and quite a few new ones, concerning 
the subject can be derived. It appears that the stable string device is ex-
actly as powerful a language squeezing mechanism as the use of nonterminals, 
except when context sensitivity is. absent in any form, even the mild one of the 
use of tables. In that case the stable string device is strictly less powerful 
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than the use of nonterminals, and we generate exactly the context free lang-
uages. Note that the stable string feature is only relevant to the type of 
parallel rewriting we consider; it would do nothing for sequential rewrit-
ing. 
In Section 3.1 we present structur;i,l (combinatorial) investigations 
of DOL systems. quite a few properties of the derived sequences and lang-
uages are understood by the methods used (recursive letters, associated di-
graphs etc.). One of the nice results here is the one that relates the max-
imal cardinality of a finite DOL language over an n letter alphabet with the 
maximal order of a permutation of then-th degree (Theorem 3.10 and Corol-
lary 3 .17), which .in tun1 leads us into the realm of analytic number theory 
.in Section 3.1.1.1. There two new, more or less natural, number theoretic 
functions are introduced which are related to, but behave sometimes quite 
different from, the one mentioned above. The brute force computer aided in-
vestigations of these functions by O. \llsterby led, amongst other things, to 
a counter example to an implied conjecture of E. Landau to the effect that 
the largest number we can obtain by taking the least common multiple of a 
partition of the sum of the first k primes in positive integral summands 
is the product of the first k primes. With regard to L system theory it 
is shown that a DOL system with an n letter alphabet can generate a fin-
. . In logn ite language of card.1.nal1.ty about e . Furthermore, the results of 
Section 3 .1.1 lead us to the interesting fact that, if a DOL system generates 
a finite language, we can both ascertain this fact and solve the membership 
problem, by solely exainining the first n productions of each letter in 
the alphabet (of cardinality n). The result rests on an application of the 
Chinese remainder theorem and led N. Jones and S. Skyum to quite interest-
ing results concerning the complexity of recognizi.ng deterministic context 
free ( tabled extension) L languages. See Theorem 3. 15, the lemmac, leading 
up to it and the discussion afterwards. 
One problem in L theory, which has been open for quite some time, iS 
to give a method for deciding whether the string sequence generated by an 
arbitrary DOL system is locally catenati.ve, that is, whether there is an 
integer n 0 such that from the n0-th string onwards each string in these-
quence consists of the concatenation of a fixed combination of strings 
which occur earlier in the sequence. The problem has been called L problem 
#2, L problem #1 being the DOL .equivalence problem which recently has been 
solved by K. Culik and I. Fr.is. Using the methods developed earlier in 
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Section 3.1 we study aspects of L problem #2 in Section 3.1.2.2. First we 
derive a necessary (but not sufficient) condition on the recursive struc-
ture of a DOL system for it to be locally catenative. Second, we show 
that if a DOL system is locally catenative then may be very large: about 
In log n 
e for a D0L system using n letters. From the necessary condition 
above it appears namely, that there is an intrinsic connection between 
locally catenative D0L systems and D0L systems generating a finite language: 
locally catenative DOL systems are, as it were, exponentially growing ver-
sions of D0L systems generating finite languages. F'rom this it follows that 
we might have to look very far in the string sequence before the locally 
catenative property appears. 'fhirdly it is proven that the string sequence 
of a DOL system is locally catenative iff the monoid generated by the lang-
uage produced by the system is;finitely generated. Thus we relate a proper-
ty of the derived string sequence with a property of the derived language. 
'rheorems 3.28, 3.31 and 3.33 are the .interesting ones here. 
Of interest is also Section 3.5; not because of the results obtained, 
but because of the ideas hinted at to generalize L systems so as to obtain 
a model in which we may cope with the physical constraints relevant to the 
growth of bulky organisms. The ideas of Section 3. 5 are presented at great·· 
er lengths in VITANYI [1971]. 
The second half (Chs. 4 and 5) of this monograph deals with the sub-
ject of L growth functions; a subject which is regarded, among L people, 
as being abundantly biolog:i.cally motivated. We have already expounded on 
our vested interest in Chapter !, • In Chapter 4 we explain first, in Sec-
tion 4.1, the fundamentals of the analytical theory of DOL growth functions. 
Section 4. 2, which ties in with Sect.ion 3. 1. 2. 1, treats the structural ( or 
more combinatorial) approach to D0L growth functions. It is shown here 
how to classify DOL growth on the basis of structural properties alone, 
which is computationally more easy (but less accurate) than the analyti-
cal methods of Section 4. 1. 'fheorem 4. 21 tells us how to do this on the 
basis of the structural characterization of types of DOL growth, and 
Theorew 3.27 tells us how to determine the degree of polynomial 
growth in this way. Important. in Section 4.2 is the structural proof of 
Theorem 4.14 to the effect that there exJsts no D0L growth functions of 
the subpolynomial (type 1½) and.the subexponential (type 2½) variety, Al-
though strongly suggested by the analytical expression for a DOL growth 
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function, to the author's knowledge this is the easiest (even first?) proof 
for this fact. 
In Section 4.3 appears about all. what is known about context .sensi-· 
ti.ve L growth. It is shown that virtually all questions are undecidable 
in this realm which, surprisingly enough considering the proof of this fact, 
was an open problem for some time: the decidability status of the equiva-
lence problem for context sensitive L growth was stated as an open problem 
in at least one textbook and a research paper. An important problem in this 
area, which is still open, consists of whether DlL growth i.s properly includ-
ed in D2L growth and, sirrrilarly, whether PDlL growth is properly included 
.in PD2L growth. Theorem 4.32 tells us that in both cases the classes are 
approY.imately equal, but the precise problem remains unsolved. Several 
examples solving once open problems are given or described. In Sect.ion 
4. 3. 2 we show how to synthesize some context sensitive growth functions by, 
e.g., using a firing squad synchronization. It appears in Theorem 4.36 
that for each rational number r we can find a context sensitive L system 
w.i th growth of order of magnitude tr. We then show in Sect.ion 4. 3. sev-
eral results about the hierarchy induced in growth functions by the amount 
of context in the system and, e.g., the number of letters used. 'I'he most 
.interesting one says that context sensitive growth over a one letter alph-
abet is .in the realm of context free growth (Theorem 4.42), but context 
sensitive growth over two letters gets outside of that realm (Theorem 4.44). 
Yet the latter does not contain all context free growth. A general matter 
which appears from Chapter 4 is, that, although we can realize mucb more 
growtb functions with context sensitive L systems than with context free 
L systems (especially of the unbO\mded subpolynom.ial type,), we are st.ill 
not able to obtain sigmo.idal growth (Theorem 4. 25). 'I'o obtain s.igmo.idal 
growth we require a (just.if.iable) change of model as described in Chapter 5 
where we obtain th.is type of, biologically .import.ant, growth even for the 
context free model. 
Future research and open problems. As said before, work in L systems 
ought to provide techniques which are of use to the practicing biologist. 
As such, work in the area disclosed by Chapter 5 (or even the topics touch-
ed on in Sect.ion 3.5) seems most important. On the more theoretical side, L 
problem #2 of deciding whether.a D0L system has the locally catenat.ive pro-
perty is a venerable old problem, and its solution would shed light on more 
generally interesting properties of (mono.id} morph.isms. 
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Interesting within L system theory is whether D2L growth properly includes 
D1L growth, and the corresponding problem for the A-free case. (Also e.g. 
the problem of whether PD2L growth is strictly included i.n DlL growth). A 
further investigation in structural properties of D0L systems, e.g., how 
degree of exponential. growth is related to structural properties of the 
homomorphisms, as for instance appearing in the associated digraphs of Sec-
tion 3. L 2, is also needed. Sections 3. 2 - 3. 4 seem pretty much complete 
short of solving the LBA problem. A further 1.ist of (at the time) open 
problems in L theory appears in LINDENMAYER and ROZENBERG [ 19 76]. ( Recall 
that and F'RIS [ 1977a,b] have already solved L problem #1 .) 
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